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THIS IS NOT AN OFFICIAL POCY AND STANDARDS

DOCUMENT.. THE OPINIONS, INDINGS, AND COM:-
6LUS1ONS ARE THOSE-OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT
NECESSARILY THOSE , OF,. THE ENVIRONMENTAL.

.PROTECTION'AGENCY.

EVERY ATTEMPT HAS BEEN kMADE TO REPREENT
THEPSENTSTTE OF. THE 'ART AS WELL NS SUBr-

ACT AREAS STIL UNDER EVALUATION.
. .

ANY MENTION' OF PRODUCTS. OR ORGANIZATIONS

DOES. NOT CONSITITUTE RNDORSEMENT BY THE

UNITED STATES INIVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

AGENCY.
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'Ihr EPA
AIR POLLUTION TRAINING INVITUTE

MANPOWER AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION BRANCH
CONTROL PROGRAMS DEVELOPMENt DIVISION

OFFICE OF AIR QUALITY PLANNING AND STANDARDS

t i,-,;,-4 .6 6

v
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TheNAir Pollution Training Institute HI conducts training for Pt4onnek working on
4 .

the developrrent and improvement of state, and local gbvernmental, an;%iNEPA aic

kpollution cotitrol programs, as well 'as for personnel in industry and' academic insti-

tOtions\. (2) provides consultation and other training assistance to govkirmental
,

agencies, educational institutions, industrial organizations, and others engaged in ,
,..

air pollution training activities; and (3) -promotes the development and imprOve. .,

ment of air pollution' training prograMs in educational institutions and state, regional,

and* local government I air pollution 6orttrol agencies. Much of the piOgram is now e

.

r
conflucted by on-si contractor, Northrop Services, Inc.

..
.

,

4

One of the pracipal mechanisms utilized to meet the lnsti ute's gOals is the intensive .
short .term technical training cOu

-r
se. A full-time professi nal staff responsible for

the design, development, and 13resentation of these courses. In additi n.the services

of scierztists. engiheers, 'and specialists from other EPA prograrns,vovernmental
adIncies, industries, and antrsities are used to lugment and reinforce-the Institute
staff in the development and riresentation of ternical maitrial. 3

a.

Individual course obiectives and desired learming outcomes are delineated to meet
specific program, needs through training. Subject matter areas covered include air
pollution sourCe studies, atmospheric 'disperfion, and air qualit.y management.. These-
courses are presented M the Institute's resident classrooms and laboratories, and at

varils field locations.

Robert . Wilder

IPiogrom Mnger
Northrop Services, Inc.

4

sin J. Schuenemen

Chief,Monpower &.Technical
Infoupstion Branch

1101-01.
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The Federal° goverwuent has discontinued the use of '.

.
Ringlemann Npmber'in Federal new source performance

standards and based.the'detetmination of the opt.ical*

density, or opacity of visible emissions from stationary
...

sources, 'solely on opacity. Many State,regulatioriSihave

1,.not made this change and cOntinue'to operate ultzlyr a

dnal system in,which the Ringlemann Number is used in

the_evaluation of black or gray emissions and Equivalehi.

-Opacity is used in vthe ealuation of all other visible
-."') t,

emissions.
. 4

.
4

.

'' Thi0 Manual is designed to serve a's wide-an audience as

possible and so continues to refer to both the Ringlemann

Number and Equivalent Opacity.methodsof evaluation:

I )7 If Opacity inow the only type of visible emission ..

4
-

.regulation*In your State; please make the proper adAust-

ments.in the manual turriculum to reflect this regula-

tion. If Ringlemann and Equivalent Opacity are current-

ly viable ih your State, your brainees should at least

. be aware of the Federal regulation. 'A copy of the
A cu'rrent'Method 9 as:published in the Federal Register

is included_in'tbe lAst:pages of ehq Student Manual'for

this course.

Battelle-ColumbuS Laboratories is crafted for most of'

*the matertal in this manual% Under contract with EPA;

they prepared.a training package. Because much time i

has. 1.aps9.6 sinle completion of their contract.and..due
.

.

to many changeslin.regulattons ana technique's, EPA

has found it appropriate to' modify.the training package

prepaFed by Battelle.

!
. ' , '4 1

Course directors should cOnduct!their training activities

in accordance' with theApproPriate parts of "Guidelines,,
for Development of a Quality AssnranCe' Program:'

Volume IX -.Visual Determination of Opacity Emissions

' romf Stationary Sonrces,V EP,A-650/4-74 -Q05i USEPA,
,

. $

'

Washington, D.sC., November 1975.

'
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PART 1 INSTRUCTOR MANUAL

4.

I

e"--

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
Th.is Instructor Manual has been prepared to aid in-

-1
structors charged with conducting g. visible emfssions'
training and testing program, lor the neç smok* reader
and'tor.the 'smoke reader that needs to e recArtirled..
The aim or thisyrc4ram is to train a'Ir pollution
inspectors in the skill of-measuring the phade of visible

. .

ethissions For the new smoke reader, this'
program wfll require an initial course of three days'

,ov duration' These three days include one.ahd one-half
days of classrobminstruction followed by field session6
devoted'to lettbinethe student practice the determination
of correct shades of black and white smoke producedt -1/A

by a smoke-generating device. The criterion against' u
which the student is,graaed is a measurement made.by An'
optical system in the generator's smoke stack. 'The out-.
door,sessions are conducted in a fashipn sci that the,
.5tudent i repeatedly tested on his ability to correctly
meAsyre the shade of the smoke. When he has achieved
a skill which meets the specified requirements, tie is
qualified as a smoke eader. It is expected that with
each repeated trial he,,student,will be pevfecting his
akt41 until he wan pass4khe test. The number of
repetitiOns flowed the 4student in his effort at pgss
is up to the structor. It has been found in past
courses that wb-thirds of,the'scpdents can usually m et
the standard after eight series of 25 black and p
whi'te,shades.AfteradditiOnal trials a higher percentage
of the stu4ents can be expected to qualify.

.1A

For the previously'certitie reader that needs to
6 be recertified, the, program isset up SO he can enter the

course on the second day, at opon.
v

According to EPA
Method 9, the fnspector will tequalify every 6 months or
more frequgntly If a particularagtncy so desires. During
the morning orhe second day,. the requalificaflfm class-.

room sessions can be devoted to review of one of the
topics introduced in the inspector's initial training.

tIt is not imperative that the inspector attend all of
,these morning sessiOns.on the second day jtn order t6

be recertified but he should at4east t1f 46 pttynd the
pessions on the emission generar just prior to thp
session on reading visible emissionsollowing'this,"

1
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the inspector will have at least a day and a half

',outside to requalify. There should also be a period

duripg which the inspectors can discuss with the

inseructors, the agency beads, and each other the problems

that have come up in their enforcement duties or 'to.he

briefed abdut any special topic's suchias regulation

changes dr agency policies.

1\.

The instructor Manual, the Instructor Lesson Plans, and

the Visual aids,in the Student Manual constitute a train-

ing package that an g,ency can use to give the Evaldation

of Visihle Emi"ssi0As.course.. The only other requirements

.are a smoke 'generator, a classroom, and visual aid equip-
.

ment. However, one or more of the members of the in-

structional,staff should have taken a.course similar to

this one and be qu'alified as srfOke inspectors.

With repeated.sessions the instructoc will become Pore

familiar with the mater,i.al pre.sented here and should

tkke upon hithself the.thsk of adapting.and improving the

course content and the course preparation with (he aim

of,betler training his own staff in 'the duties that are

unique to Oe.locality where they work. He will

emphasize tbe souroes and types,of.emissions foUnd in

his state or locality lind disregard the other typeh

tbat are nob, found theke. He will gather information-

and visual aids that- re apPlicable to these local

. 'sources. He -wilt' gb

of his,city, county,
instructorg local ex

course.

into detail about the.regulations

or State. He will obtain as guest-
erts in the topics Covered in the

. . ,

It ha'Sbeen found in presentation of.the 3-day course.

that more lecture ou'tlines Are provided in'this manual

thqp:cal{ be covere0 in a day and a half of lectures The

extra lecture Ontlines.:tlierefore allow the,cohrse director

the option of, cutr,ing out portions'of lectures or entire

lectures to better tailor the course to the needs of

his agency. 'For instance, if no,coal is burned in your

. area, the Coal Combustion lecture can.11e.dropped. How4

ever, if tht sa pIagenda Awn 4u the appendix is

jfollowed, ail cept o e.of the'lecture outlin s will be

utiliziad.: The q izi and course examination '( e
,

Appendix) are as on the assumption that all lectuAs .

are presented. If all lectures are not.presented 'In a

giyen course, examinatio6..questions relating to the

omitted'material should not be counted in grading the

exams.

i

-Quizzes or,less important,lectures can he elimAat d _

from theogenda during.the-Tresentation of ehe.cou e if

it ih.found- that some topics, have run longer than a tic,
i

2
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pated, The extra material can be held in reserve by
the instructor for presentation in case bad weather,:

_prevents the outdoors portion of the.class from proceed-

ing as seheduled. 9.

This manual :is -intendethfor use by instructors to teach
studentS that. have .not been certified as a qualified.

orNserver.. The contents of thiS manuai will help the
instructor to provithe qualified observer with
adequate background Anowledge needed' to help substantiate-.

any violatio -hat he may record.

. ----
At the cenclusiCn of s couie the student should be
able TO:
1. Visuaily.mea-sure (i.e., without the use of devices)

-

the shade or: opao.ity.of visible air pollueion

.
emissions'for a set of 25 shaded of white-smoke and ,
25 shades of black sinoke:

a) With an average error tiot'to exceed 7.5
percent opacity in each category;

c

h) With an.error not:, to exceed I5.percent'opac (ty

(nr 34 of Ringelmann Number) rin any one

reading in each category..
Define Ringelmann Number and.EquiValent Opacit in

the following manner:.
A) .The Ringelmann Number gives shades of gray by .

whiCh the dendity-of. columns of smoke rising
from some source may'be compared. 'It is a

system whereby-graduated3shadys of gray, .

varying-by.five equal steps baween white and
black, may be accurately reproduced by mvins
ra rectangular grill or by black lines of '

d finite wfdth and,spacing'on a_white back-
/ :gtound.
'1)1 'Equivalent Opacrty is ,an extension of the

l(ingelmann Chart method Of quantifying visible

emissions. The opacity or degree to Which
a non-black or gray plume obscures-an
'ottserver's view is related to the extent to.

which a black or gray plume of a particular
Wingelmann Number obScures an observer's
view:: FOT example a Ringelmann Number 2
plume .is equivalent to a plume having 40

percent.opacity. The Ii. S.,EPA Federal

regulations for visible emissions standards
.consfder only the use of opacity and does
not' link opacity standards with Ringelmann.

3. 41,1st tpe following essential conditions f.or

coY,rectly 'ev,Iluating the plume:

ja) keep' the sun in the 1400 sector at your back.

b) -Try to have a contrasting background.]

.2
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a

c) Readings sipould be taken at approximately
righti.angle's to.the plume direction and ot

: any distance to obtain a clearview of the

emissions.
d) Readings should be made through the most dense

part of the.plume'and in that portion of-the

,
1514me Where condensed water vapor is not

preserit. 1

, . Wben observing emissions from rectangular
outlets,'readings sboulcibe at'apprOximately

, a right'angle to 641 longer axis:of the outlet..',

f). !The observer shall not look cbntinuouqly t
tke plume, ,but instead shall observe the

plume momentarfly At 15-second intervals.

4. list the following essenCial itemt to be recordeP

on the training.form:
11010ec

40,
d) .Wind speed

lb) 9ate e) Wind direction,

c) Time f) Sky 6ndition
aad properly fill out these items for his field

- ''recording fopm.

5. List at-least four of the following techniques' .

(even though not,generally in use) for measuring

visible emission without the aidof referenceS:

a) Smoke Guide d) .Smokescope

b) Umbrascope e) Smoke tintometer.

c) Photo±electric

cell

6. i]lifferentiate between the plumes emitted from
combustion processes And thdustrial processes.

7. Identify cvdensed water'vapor plumes andbrea

Paint.

8.; Maite 'application of A.,h4SdoWledge of meteorology in

the following manner:
aA\ Estimate wind speeds from 0 - 18 mph using

the Beaufort Sca

b) Define Olnd dirIn and estimate wind

)

v.

direction;

c) Estimate sky Conditipn (perce4a,ge of cloud

cover); .

d) ,.List the distinguishing characteristics of

. high and low pressure areas;

e) Identify on a weather tnarthe symbols- for the

following.: high prepurel,area, low pressure

-area, cold front, warm front, oceuluded
front, stationaryl front;

-f List at'least two points of laormation ob-

.. 44ained from a weather map which the smoke

'inspector could'find useful in planning his

*activities..

4. 4
:'71



REQUIRED FACILITIES
-AND EQUIPWIT, t'

3,

1

fr
r

Ti.Istiy in &:lurt as an effecAllie expert, witness

concerning visible emission observationso To demon-

strate his capabiliy he should be aKle'to:

a) Identify.8 of the !,0 criteria for being-an

expert witness;

) List 510* the. 8 ruleg for behavior on the.'

witness stand;
c) Cite.the leAtal vrecedv s set in the California,

'appeal cases concerning vigible emission reg-
.

ulat.Pons.

10. State.the essential elements of his locat or state

visible emissloh coge.:
11. List.the primary components bf the emission gen-

erdtor:
a) 11 Combustion chamber for goner*ing black'srilhke;.

b) 1".4penerator's exhaust manifold for. 4l1te smoke;

c) Transmissometer; ,

d) Auxiliary blower;

,e) Recorder or indicator.

The chief requirement for the presentation of this ,

training course is a device for the productioh and

measurement of.shades of black and white smoke. ',An

instruMent for this purpose can be constructbd by

the air pollution control agency staff or its contractors

or, as is generally done, iti'can be purchased. As of

November 1977, Environmental.Industries, P. '0, Box 441;

Cary, N. C. 27511 (Tel 919-467-1500) is the only known

manufacturer of smoke generators.

Suggestions for lockting.the smoke generator are given in

Part II section of thiA manual. Its si'e Should not be

too far from the classroom whel- the indoor portionfaf

t.he course will be presented dtAless arrangementS for

uransportation are provided. AAuilding near the gen-

erator site should be availpble In Llse a change in

weather drives the students and Instructor inside.

The.size of the required classroom will be determined by

the size ,of the expected class. The classro& should '

ipablo of being darkened for the Showing of movies

and 4,1.des: .IL should have electqic outlets which are

convetlet for attaC.hing the.cordR from the various.
prbiectors Or extensIon cords that will reacb from

outlet to the peojector.

Equipment ,for the room should include a ser'ecn on which,

to rrojet.f the movieswand luxillary table-A for

supporting th w. projectors, a blackboard including chalk

5
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.

.and.eratqtr, and a lectern or tallc on which the instructor

can plaCc his notes and demonlitration materials. There

.'should be another table at) the rear of, pe room or in an

adjacent room tor,the instructors to us in:storing

mAterials,.grading examinations, etc.

A I

The visual aids suggestpd for this coui-se include,motion

pictUres and#35 mm (2" x 2") transpanent.slides.. The'

lohgest movie ("114 Role of the Witness") that is
suggeSted for pOssible presentation requires a 1600 foot
take-up feelo which may take a special effort to obtain.

.,Other Movies suggested as alternatives or sApplementsto
lectures can be run on the reel normally furnished with

projectors.' A list of suppliers for materials is
provided in the Appendix.

\ ) In plafe of the presCribed fuel oil retures, the agency
can request a prepared film'strip entitled-"Combusiion \

Testing." (See lesson plan #4 and the liCI of sources
of course materials in the Appendix.). For,presentation

e this requires' a.ape recorder' which will play at.3-3/4
inches 1)er second And a film strip'projector.

,

CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT

a

, Desks or chairs and tabiles f or the students

Lectern or table for the speaker
Table for the Anstructors .6t rear of the classroom

One qr two tables '(pref,erably on-wheels) forholding
the projection equipment

1

Blvkboard, chalk, and eraSer o

Extension cord
Screen for showihg slidPs and moviv (.

16 mm movie projector With tape-up reel to-hold
1600 fert of.film and norMal,size /

35 mm x 2") slide projector (e.g., carousel
.project2), preferably with a.,cord for remote

,
.operatial. k

Overhead- (vu-graph) projector .for showing large

transpaient figures (optional)
, Pointer

Tape Recorder-3/4 inches per second--and film

strip:projector (optional, dependiog upon Combustion

.Aof. Fuel Oil lecture)
Ringelmann Chart (Available from thu U. S. .Bureau

orlqhes)
ReCommended, but not essential: USPHS Smoke Guide

UmbraseopeoSmokeseope, Smoke tintometer,

NicroringelMann Charts

6 1.



INSTRUCTIONAL:FACULTY
REQUIRpENTS `41

To present the.full course ft is recoMmended

least'three speakers bp used. For a requallfication

course one instructor may be capable of,hanaling the.

cja§sre'rom portion. If the two courses aro,prepenuM
concurrently, <It-three instructors whvld lecture to tW
neW.,students on the'first day; then on the matting of the

second day, two'would stay with the new"students. The

third instrt
the review tra

, take their reqm

"av

44.

or would conduct stile classroom portion ofr
.

ing for the inspectors who were going to
lifying test.' Jn theifternoortboth

groups Would go outside for familiariatiOn and.testing
runs with lhe smokR generator.

.

Thus, a group of three inseructors.who can each give'
severale.4ectures is the desirable staff for the continOnt
training and requalifying of inspectors as Tmoke readers,
although two people could pOssibly grr by with spine
detriment:to course quality. To make,thb\ course more",

inveresting and give it variety, the person in chatge
coAld arrange .to.havdt-guest lecturers 4eak on selected

topics in,bh cOurse. He-can'gtme thd;-0 guests the.

material in the 3udent"Manual and in the instructoe.
Lesson Plans as guides to what they should cover; but
telk. them to ek'pand on.any topic'which is likely ,to.be

of particular tnterest to the students...'

4
Potential candidates for guest lecturers.a5e' attorneys '

who are.withthe PrOselttorYs Office Or who.have a

sOecial interest in alf,pollution, representativel.' of

fuel oil or" coal distrJbutors, engineers or-mvnagers
from local industl-laI firms, and staff members of the
local Nàttona'iI Wather ServIce

/
Station. The represen-

tailves from industry or fuel disfributors will probably
not h, in complete agreement with the Alms and.policies

of the aix polrttion agency with rbspect to the visible
N.o

emission§ regulations. However, it 4as been found in

past coupips_that t controversial speakers are oft4n more

. interestiAnp, At any rate, all'of these speakerslawyers,
fuel diseributors, industry representativts, and meteor-
o1ogists-7have information and. experience which, is 1)ene7

ticial to46 student-inspecTor. Encou ge questions

from the class for all spi,akeA4 Tile Change helps

both the student and theJecturer.
.

Atways thank the guest ,ecturer and give hima round of

eapplai4se. .

the rom ).1 et ion of the course send him . a

thank,yon nv .e.' Tr'aveling expensOs:dr-an hOnormri".are
topiCH thn.t1; shoold be disOissed with the guest when you

first a0proach him. Some industrini nndtp,overnmenint

.reOresentatives, will decline and.charge off eXpOt180P. tR
4 ,-

Tublic relations.

7
, r
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: ?RECOURSE PLANNINd

``'

J

comE LENGTHS

The agency instructional staft should have several

,talents. Someone shOuld be able to operate and repair'

if necessary) the projection equipment, especially the

movie projectoit. Somtone must 1cnow how to operate.and

maintain the amoke generator. It has been found in the

Rast that wman familiar With electricAl equipment and

the- chtcking of electr1611 ciA-cuits is invaluable. ;-

You should make your plans forisresentationXf the

course at least a month before the "date of the course.

The local preparations will include:
lidhSceung.classroom facifities

.

'

Arrandingvfor Visual aid equipmqnt ,

)

.

's Obtai:ing 'guest lecturers

Givin staff and guest l'ectuyers copies of the
instructional guides and visual aids they Will need

Nin preparing their lecteres . .

. Sedding opt announcements e4 the prospective

students --''
.

.Checking over.the Smoke generator for groper

opgration. . ..

It is assumed that prior to this final month of prep-

aration you.have 60 hand or have made arrangements for:

a) ',A smoke generator
b) Instructidnal materials, manuals, visual aids etc.,

Igr LIgge by students and instrwgtors.

-

The new inspector Of the inspector qualifying as a .

smoke reader for the first time should be gfven the fell

l,ecture and fiefd course lasting attleast three days--..

one and 9/half days of classroomAectures and one and

a half days 'of familiarization and qualification runs: ,

The lecture portion.of the courae should.b.e. reduced to'

one-half ,day'for.inspectovs who are requalifying.,

.,
One and.a half days of familiarization and-qualifying

runa is a minimum figure% To ensure theta high
percentage of the students 'become trained well enough .

to meet the smoke reader-requirements, another

t
6-half

to one day may be added to the field portion of. he

course. .After. a full dat of trying to qualify, the 4'

student becomes fatiguet and tense. He will probab4
t ,

de, better aftersql nightf9 refit.- This additional ttme l

also allows for bad weather or for-smoke_generatr

malfunction.
--

, .

f 11 egilule of oneand ofw-half days of classroom

lectur has been given for the suggested cdurse agenda

in this manual. This full schedule gPves an ov6r supply
. V , ;

8
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THREE--DAY COURSE
NL,ONDUCT OF A ,,

. ts-
A

CLASSROOM LE(!TURE..

0

4

A

or mat:trial. Thus, some may be eliminated or the extra
,

wmatprial'mily he presented when inclement weather keeps
1

the claSS inside during the time theY are.seheduled for -.

.
.

outside work.
°

, .

For the inspectors who are requalifying a three-month

to one-year intervals '(usually six months, in accordance

with EPA Method 9), the ceurseAire'ctor can pran for

their retwalification to coincide with the secpnd and

thS5d'days of a course for new inspectOrs% 06 their

first-morning the requalifiers shotld,be given a ref sher

c2urse on one topic from the first tourse. There should

'also be an open discussion among the, inspectors and

'instructor-for 30 minutes to an hour dealing with the *

inspector
f s experiences, problems, or complaints.

4
,

The refresher o'r review topics can be rotated nmong the

following. portions of.the.full cyrse:

a) CoMtustion of coal and oil; "' ,

10. other combustion and non-combustion so 00 of

visible plumes;

c) Legal aspeats of air p91llution and local'regnlations;

d) Meteorology. .

In prsenting these reOew topics tke.instructor should

to-c9ver-more-of. the.:subject_than he did*ran his

'lecture for the initial,course. . ,

Instructor Lesscin

Thb,principal guide $o p4(Senting each lecture is the

rnstructor Lesson Plan (ILP). 'The ILP's are included

the Appendix of this Manual. With the.exception of

the first 1LP, "Registration and Openi4Remarks,"
017 tlTse guide's are based on ectioes of Part'I in' the.

Student's Manual. After studying the Student's.4pnual,

the instructor Would, be able to.use-the TLP,as a guide

for lectureS. The 35 film slides to be used in a lecturs

. are Itiste4 Wthe right-hand'eolumn of the 1LP'in. the

pOsitlon wherj these are to be .ustd. Comments are p 0
.J6cliided for SelectOloilides. IF the'instructor waus :(

_
CoTobtain more information than is given in Part I ofN

the' Student's Manual, he-can refer to the reading ilst

at the end of each Key Point'sectfon in Part I.

'

4
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a The instructor should tot feel that he must follow the
Introduction, OUtline, and ConclusiOns as.given in the

UP. powever, whether,he does or'jiot, he,should keep

in mitfcl t4 lecture objectives iand theAtxamination
questions when he decides what topics to cover.

Final Preparationsr-
i.

I* -

,The course director should maie last-day checkS of the

classroom to see that all the manuals, handouts, and

. .
other courise materials are ready. He may put them on.

! the students' deaks the" day before the course or
dist,ribute them thyipt thing'in tile morning.

. The director should check po see tfiat he.has adequate
seating facilitiei-for his 'expected class and that the -

room can be darkened for elowing movies or slides. He

...,,,,

should be familiar with ttie operation of all light

,switches that he may need.,

All the equipment for showing-movies, 35 Tum slides,,, and

vu-gfaph transparencies should be in he lassroowtand

preferably mounted on tables or.rolling clarts so time

will not be taken setting up this equipment during'the

course. Plug in this equipment ahead ciT time to
discover if the cords will'rOach to the nearest soqicet

icr
whether extenstn corda will be needed. '

It. microphones are going to be used, they stiould be 1
.checked outbefore,,the courae. In.s classroom'situiti6n

there is,sometimea a tendency for the teacher, if he,has

a portablelkicroPhone, to et in froV't of ithe loud

speaicer.causing feedback. The loud'speaker should be

placed in a position ko aVoid this.

Forsome of the lectures blackboard is necessary. -A

single portable blackboard, 4 to 5.feet long, should be

adequate. Provid4.chalk and an eraser. LecturepAigs

'can be substituted in small. classes.

A c4y df the Smoke School Training Form is provided in

the Appendix of this manual. . This can be removed for

duplication it the instructor desires tgmake overhead

iransparencies (vu-grapN,or have multiPle copies

printed for use\in the tour"( A

I
Always open the '. course by welcoming the students, tellitig

them your ownname and-the title of tge courv. ;You can

int-roduce the other instructors at this time,, or when

.?they lecture, or both. -

10
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For your own records you shouldlipave a list of the

'students attending the cour'se, Cheir,affiliarions; and

. their addresses. You should,type, up a student name and

address list 12 alpfiabetical Order and distribgte it

before the encif, the eourse You can use this list for

mailing out certifical,
* maintaining m record of which

.

'of Our inspectors areldue for riequalification,fetc.

. ,
.

You should arTange to have a shott 15 cor 20 minute break

every mdrntng and pfternoof and have coffee available.

A short "stretch In ylace" at hourly intervals is also

. In your opening remarkN Or at theiend of:the morning

session, suggest to thJ studentVa few convenient places
.

'for eat4ng lunch. Some ageneies try to arrange.for the lk,.
, . 'students ACinstructors to eat lunch (and sometimes

E.

.

.the.informality. of alb 'course and gives the studehts more
supper) -together. /This ia'commendable for addp.to

., ..

,

I .

time to acquire new inforidation Irlilp instructora or other .
.

.

students .

, . '.1 , 1. .4

Official yelcome and 1

Course Obiective'S /
If tbe,head of.Yonr agency wants to give a few remarks

and welcome the students, you can allotIseveral minuteS

your.Courbe'sv.ening to him.

At some point in your course Opening, before you la,Unch,

into the leetures, you should'go;over with the etaaw'the

course objectiVes 1str& earlier in this Manual.

.Time Schedule

.0

Ni4

try to keey the course going'on it's proper time schedule..

Some discussion Is endouraged, but the.ttudents who 'are

pot directly involved irlay be quite bored if the queStions

and comments continue too long after the lecture. Their

favorite'topic may be the next one on the agenda.

Thy instrUctor mayalso find himself engaged'in conVersa- .) '

tion at the end of:a "break" period when he is due to

give *he next ldcture.. Hera it is helpful toIelve two

instrpctors so.that the other one can intel;rupt the

conversation to get the course goingagain..
4"

'r.4

2,
est lectutera (and alsostaff lecturers) some*Tes'ta1k #

l'tger .than their assignedtime. The Speaker shouldbe.

notifie&prtor to lecturing that he should adhere to the

assigned.leeture*me. Without embarrassing him, a. ,

gesture dhnu1d be made that 4.w. has gone beyond his

assigped' time:

*-.4
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The.staff instructor.should make an effort.to rehearse

his.lecture and check the time. .He can identify portions

th7at can bt left oryt if he is running too.lohg..

tiff

The material for both the Combustion of Coil.and the

,Non'combusfioq Emissions ectures is more .than sufficient

to us4 up the allotted tiMe. The lecturers in these

two topics should cover only.the portions thatthey

believe/are modf pertinent. Some subtopics, such as

'Eiir-VPOr and wet plumes, are Covered in more thIn

One-lecture. The course ditector cn elikinate th4

dnlicatiOn if he wants to cut down on the Course time. .

The Basic Meteorology and the MeteOrological F*Vors

Smoke Reading lectures can be combined into a 40-45

minute lecture. .

AL
Two movieS are scheduled as part ofithq agenda:

"The 3 Tijs Of.Coliibustion,"-which lasts abotif 30 minutes

and "The Role of a Witnesi," which lasts about 45

"minutes. * These are both sound moVies and can be shown

by normal 16 mm movie projeittors. "The Role of a

" Witness" requires 4600 foot take-up.reel., which is

larger-than uSual, so you-shouldcheck-to see that, you

have thiS size reelepefore the coprse begins.

Both of these movies are very good-and,approp tate to.the

coutse. The only teason for not showing them might bp );

if all.the studenfg have seen them several.:times.

"The Role of a Witness" AaS two breaksAn the action

where the screen goes'dark for a.few seconds. Some .

.lawyers who have lectured in thia course use these'

.places to Stop the film ana Take alew temarks about the

proceedings.

Two additional AudiovaUal packageS have been used

occasionálly'in. theyisqle EmiSSions course. One iS,

a film covering basic meteorology* approximately 20'

minuteglong, that tan-be substituted for a part of

the baSic meteorology lecture (Lesson Plan 11): instead

-of,conducting the Combustion of Fuel Oil lecture as.
outliiaed in InstruCtor Lesion Plan.4, yovmay prefer to,

use the film strip entitled Combustion Testiuk. This

narrated film strip,lasts 45 miqutes. livu must have a

,,..
.

.

* ("3 T's of Cothbustion" - Lesson Plan 3; 'llole of the

'Witness", Lesson Plan 13.)
. i
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.tape recorder.o.c playback unit,thgt wilI play-at a

speed compatible With the film projector and,an

'Amplifier sufficient tor your.cla.ss size. The film

strip itselr reqUires a special 'projector and an operator

tcLadvance the fllm.at an'audible signal on ttie tape

recording. If you have ftnt operated a film strip
projector previou'sly, you shouldimak# a tfial ru* before

the course., ,
.*

I .

1/44,Filth,
slide, and filmptrip'supp'liers, are listed irf the .

Appendix (Sources of,Course Materials). While prCourse

t
planning cannot be Ovremphasized, it is etremely
'important In audiovisual presentations where a number

of components or var1a4p1es must)function properly.

/ ),

Handout Material
It is sUggeste that you.plan to give.each altudEnt

taking the.cour e for the first time copy oF Che

Ringalthann Chart nd, at yOur Option, a copy of.ei hes a -

/ Pl/briCo Smoke Chart or Power's Microringelmann Chart.

t'

he Official Ringel annAChart is publ.lshèdb1y the'
Bureau.of Mines of Unite&Statep Depar ent of the9

Interior as part of its;Informati6n Circular 8333.

, Copie§ of the chart.r6ay'-be.obta v0 fret. fxcm.the

PublAations Distr bUtion.Brancii,-:Bureau. of.M1ae6, 4800

Forbes'Avenue, Piçts gh, PennsyrYania 15213..

9.
.(

A The two small hand-held ingelmann aids ar mentioned

in lesson number'9'6n the Ringelmenn Char nd Equivalent

,
Opacity. '-These .charts are available fromy

6

Tom Berry 4

)1800 Kingsbury Street/
Chicagot Illinois 60614
TeL (312) 549-1014
Cost: No Charge

Power Iagazine ,
MCGraw- ill Publishing Co., Inc.
Power R print'Dept.
1221 Av nue of the Americas

r

0 New York, NeW10036
4 Tel (212) 99776794.

Cost: $0.75 per .copy
t

AlthOugh the useAt this is optional, it may not be

pneeded since EPA and severdlstate regUlations are

ostated In opacity only and,, omit any reference to. the

Ringelaann Chart.
tiff
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Quizz

It

. V...

es-and Examination
a

The suggested course agenda Calls for three pizzes and

.'an exaMination; A passing graae on these tests is not

..requireiLfor qUa14fi)5ation as a smoke: reader.

The wr'itten tests".are to be used eo-fielp the student learn
. .

14.,

1

the material presented in the lectures and give the in-

y strUctor clu9 as to how learning is progressing. To

best accomplish these objectives, the instructor should

go over,the answers to the quizzes and examination in

class and discuss those answers which the studentstdo

not undetstand or with which they disagree..

CoPas of Quiz I, Quiz' III, the fihaI examination, and

the answers to these tests are gives'in the Appendix.

The qui-Zzes should take only 5 tc0 minutes to complete

and 5 to 7 minutes to discuss. It is euggested that the

final examination be given to the'student on the second

afiernoon of the cArse to use as a'',:take-home" exam'.

It can be disCUseed the first thing in the morning on the'

thitd day. rfliou want to check 9n how he students are

doing; ydu c,,an collect the exaMihatione,.grade them and-

hand them back on the third day-before discussing Ihem.

Students: attending for recertification are. not required

to take the examinations.

QuiZ I.covers dombustion principIls and the combustion

of coal 'and oil. Quiz II. is an identification of sourc

tyPes... The tluit inCluded in the.Ap.pendix is an example*

The inetructiart should.pick out ten.A5 AM-slides of

different, sourCes of majot interest:in the.hoMe area of

the students.- These are to be projected on a screen with

the students asked to write down the correct answers.

Quiz.III pwers. meteorology. The final exaMination has

been made up from the material in'Part of the-Student

Manual and covers items from the entire course.
*

. . e

As part of tha Qualification Pro?edures lecture, instructoC -

lesson plan 16 providesan Exerise in Recording for Qual-
.

ification. This Oonsists ofAn 35 mm slide, five show-

(The same slidesused in QuAZ II). The sEUdentqs sup-
Prig shades.of black emoke and five sNpwing white plumes

posed to putdown on a mOdjfied training fort as shown in

slide no.... 1 'his evaludtion\Of the plume, check it against

the deviations .0-1(1 aver'age deviation. This magual should'
the instructor's'estimate of shade and.then determine-

contain one of theseforms, or lust use the reblar
........

smoke school training form.

.



OUTDOOR SMOKE READING
QUALPICATION PORTION

The primary.objeotive.of this coug+ is to qualify or

requ4Wfy the students as &pert sMoke readers. ,Not

only should the'student meet a standard seE of require-

.

/f ifignts f alification, but he sh&uld also believe

that these re iflments'are sufficiently difficult and

ehat the smoke generator calibratiOn and measurement.

system against which he istedted tives accurate and

objective readings.

'

- It is the duty of the insructor tolttain thle student in

proper smoke reading techniques, togive the..student

sufficient practice time tO"`iqfinellis reading abilities)

to require a high standar1 of4perf0Mance from the

student, and to maintgin the amoke igenerator;and

tiensmissometer so that the smoke shSdes produced pre

accurate.

't4i .

'PfecOurse,Preparatiol;
It is important that the,smoke generatoi lie operated and

checked out far enough,in adallce of the course to.allow.

time for Major repaigs..(perhaps 2 weeks) and itain one

or dwo daysbefore the course begins. The preferred'.

agendavallefor the apjAtion f_the generator dlTing

'fhe la hou47of4tke first day of the course. A previous

checkout would assufe good operationiand increasejhe:

student's faith in.thesmoke generator.

;of

't1.*

EspeCiall with mobile .smoke genetatots, there are

numerous difficulties that can arise .o.x.ing to the

vibration of the parts of the generator during.transit,t

It is always embarrassing for the insiructor and frus-

triiting for the student,Whewmajor adjustments or repairs

must be made on the generator at the time when the outdoor

readings are sUpposed to commence. With experience the

instructional staff will learn the problems that may

ariag with,the2generatOr andhow td correct them. jbwever,

it As West to set aside some time before the course

ilegins for heckingfrthe operation of the g erator.

SOme of the points that should be checked Lnclude the

following:

a) Sufficient fuel in the fuel-tanks pr in reserve:

Toluene 7,5 gallons'(Formerly bedzene was used but

this material has been placed on the toxic.aubstances

list), #2 fueloil, 5.gallons, Gasoline gallons.

"b) Different shade's of hlack and white Smoke can be

produced by -the combustion systems.

c) 'Exhaust fans intransmisspmeter pipe are running.

d) Induced draft fan is operating.

e) Horn is operating

f) Light source in transmissometer is operating.
r

.
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,

.g1 I The .transmissometer re daut system'should be
4

1.

calibrated before eacf course using neutral densitl,

filters having a nomitYil opacity of 20, 50,1and 75 ,

percent. Tbelzero'and'160 percent opacity condi-

tions gre also calibrated. Check that these cali-

bration points will remain stationary by running

through several.shades returning to the zero and

SOP 100% wints durflhg the procedure (refer to EPA

Meth011 9 for full xplanation of calibriitioni

prodedures).. 'NN

h) The Smoke shade readings of the transmissometer

seem reasonable when compared with the actual'

shades as judged by an'expert smokesreader (the

instructor).

0 No eledtrical connectiona are loosc or broken. A

vacuum tube voltmeter would,be a good device td

havelor this ch'eck.

j) The0smoke plume fyill be relatively unaffected by

doOnwash frdm buildings, :trees, etc:

k) Contrasting'baCkgrounds for the smoke are allailable

in several viewing.directions fromAhe smoke

generator or with a minimum of moving of the

generator.

-In'addition,to the generator checks; the instructor
should verify that hg has a sufficient supply of training .

forms (copy in the Appendix) for the students to make

their readings during the tests. The students should be

srequesteeto bring.-their own clip boards, but the course

director may'lhave some extra available'for those that

don't have them.

The instructv should also determine from a map where

the direction of north is frOitt his generator site. This

will be necessary for the,student when he makes his wind'

direction obsetvations.

Training and Testing

ProceOures.

S.

Explanation of.Emission Generator Operatioti. After the

students. have moved to the smoke generator site the in-

structor should review the operation of the generator

and point out the fferent parts.

Twe peculiarities of the.smoke-gen

be utiderstood by the fnstructor so

forewarned in planning hig testing

the gasoline engine for producing
, considerable noise. It is esirab

engine when.you are talkin 'to the

be rest#rred. Second, th fire in

chamber that produced '1)1 ck smoke

.2

erating :srstem should
that he can be

procedu es. First,

Shiite qm ke makes

to.$ ut offf the

asg. It can easily

the bustion

takes everal minutes

1
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to:burnOut af4er the fuel gupply is tu;ned oil.

standarthpractice to run the whiteland Olen he bEack

:-'1.test:series. The fuel supply to the 'combustion chamber

can be cut- off ao that the fire will burn out dur,ing

.:the time when thecorrect .?eadings are being announced.'
,

AfterHeXplaining the'generator operation.have the

.
students station themaelves at ami.distance necessary to

'obtain a Clear yieW of the generator and start the

familiariAtion runs.

,Familiarization Runs.. In familiari4ingithe student with

the smoke shadee you.should take one color at a time..

Run up and down the shade-scale announcing the correct

reading to the class: You may prefer to aund the horn

to train them tht the,reading is tolre made at this

time..

There aregenetally some student questions aS o whetber

the sounding of the horn has some effect on the plume.

shade. There.are times.when they'see, or believe ally

- see, a 'change in a-shade just'after the horn sounds.

:There is no reason. why the horn should' affect the plume

:.-shede. At Mogt its drain on-the electrical poWer'might.

affect.the.ittansmissometer reading. You shouldbe able

td:see any-change of this type on the indicatior dial pr

eecorder.

Another recurring question concerns the time tor the '

.-smoke to traVel from the'transmissometer; where it is

'measured, to the.top of the stack, where the student ;

sees it. This time'is less,than 0.5 'second. If the

student-looks up at the top of the stack when the horn

sounds, he should be Observing the smoke.that passed the

traasmissometer when the instructor pushed he horn -

button. 'Of sourse, the instruCtorshould strive-to blow

the horn onlyg'when the traAmissweter reading is steady.

lie should also hold the horn button down for awsecond. '

After two Or three runs up and downsthe scale, give the

.students several practice tests of 5 or 10 shades each

during'whigh they mark their readiilgs on a portion of

the training form and then check them against the correct

reading asAannounced by the instructor at the Conclusion

Ok_the iiraOitce test.
o

At the completion of these short 'practice tests,. switch

to the other smoke color and repeat the same procedure.

4

Next, run through a complete practice run 0? 25 white

shades and 25 black shades. Give the torrect readingg

.
to the claas at the completion of the entlre et of

50 shades. 4

.14
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Suggestions to the Generator Operator. In a series.of

.smoke shadis for either the familiarization or qualifying
runs.you should try to cover te entire.scale with most

.emphasis on the ghadesjust ab e or just below, the

legal llmit.

During the coLIrse of the training and .ieqing readings,

one of_the instructors who is a quali6ded smoke reader

should loin the students in making otpervations. In

this way, he can notice, and later describe to the

students any.,prevailin.copditions which. mig4t (hair

influenced their recorded'ObservatiOns.

44

Qualification Runs. After completini"the practice runsl

most of the remainder Of the course is devoted to con-

ducting series of runs for Aualifcatiod of the students.

Each Tun consistA-of 25 different white and 25 different

black plumes. Each qualification run of .25Aihould have

a number such as f-w or 1-B. A complete qualification
series would consist of thp comiAnation of run 1-W and

run. 1-B. The training forms.araidesigned si) thai the .

studevt'd.readings, the transmissometer readings, the ."

deviaEions, the calcitlationa, and the supplementary
identification information are all included on a single

sheet of paper.
,

A stud6dc wflI complete a qtalificati66Series success-

fully wben he has.made-the%50. readingS and.has:

0) .An average'error not to exCeed 1,5% opacisty in each

. category. All readings, en if the Ringelmann
stan4ard is'still in force, should-be given in

.NO error to exceed 15% opacity (or 3/4 of a
Ringelmann number) on any one teadtmg in each

categorri. '(That is, on any run a single'reading
'thatlis incorece by Apine whole Ringelmann number or
more.or,26% opacity.or more diaqualifies the student

from that series.)

Tbe.stuFlent cannot use s successful White smoke run from

one serles (e.g., 1-w) with a successful black smoke

run from another series (e.g.,.3-B)'. They must be in

.succession.
(

Once the student has a run in which he haa fulfilled the

maXimum deviation requirement (part b aboye),, he should.

calculate his average deviation If this is also within

s the limit, he should fill out'the remainder of his train.77-

'ing forruanclo,give it to the instructop for the files.

These training forms'are kept by the'air pollution tontrol

agency ns a record of the number of expert smoke readers

7.
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on.their staff and .the time when the inspeCtor must

recialify. They can also be preSentpd. in court as vcri-

fication of the'expert smoke reader's qual.ifichtions.

A 7,

Aftff the Obs4rver has read 25 white and black plumes,

the Instructor .reads the ,correct.valuesto the students

so the4 they/may,compare the correct readings with their

own observations. The students shdilld make two copies fa.

'of their.readings by using a car MI paper. They should .

gland in the original sheet befor 'the correct readings ,
are given out. They chedk the c rbonacopy and Oen hand
it to the InstruotOr if they hav qualified.

.

Trainin.a.Forms. ."Fhe forms for rec rding the readings'

cAllay'be ofr'several designs. .0ne cor,enfent,desfn is

presented in the'Appendix.

.
6

pradtice in ContinuoUs Evaluatl.on'of Plumes. When the
experi smoke reader is operating irlthe field he will
ge observinetmissions continuously and making readings
at 15-second.intei'va1s.in order to determine,how many

. minutps out of an hour the emissions are in excess of a
sliecified shade. To give the student practice.in this
observing procedure Ivo parts of the'field portion of the r

course have been dese;Inated for donti9ucms evaluation -
one for white smoke and one for black,ic These eliercises

are optibnal with the instructor and Chn,he excTuded if

time is short. q.

If.the continuous evaluatiOn\sessions are used, the
instructor should run the'geherator on one color of
smoke fox either 15 or 30 minutes, varying the shade at
intervals during the sessibn. At, 15-second intervals
the'.horl shoUld be.blown and the reading recorded. At

the end of,the interval each student must decIde, whether
the smoke generator was I violation of,the local
regulation and Compare his read-ings with those of t4e

transmiskmeter. The seudent can be provided with a,
visible emission observation form as shown in the
Appendix or the ageticy conduaing the course can use
'their own farm.

e. 4*

4

A .\
:
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Operationiln IlIclement Weather
It has been found thet operation of.the smoke generator

.,,
during rain subjects the operators to shockstfrom the

electrical system. It is recommended that outs*ide

4.
training and testing sessions not* be conducted in the

rain.

Extremely strong winds cause rapid dilution of the plume

and down-draft conditions in the lee of the stack.'

Students fipd it almost impossible to qualify under these

conditions. If the:mind is cold, there is the additional

problem of discoilfort. If the winds are not too strong,

it may be possible to move.the geperaior to a location

in the lee of a building where plume, studentsand
instructor are all protected from the glements.

Otherwise it is better to discontinue outside Operations.

If inclement weather forces the cancellation of,part of

*#
the outdoor.portion of the couree, the class can be taken

41v,
insite. At this time some of tOe exira materials ik

movies can be presented,.

0.

STUDET COURSE
EVALUATION

In Case the weather forecast appears unpromising for the

afternoon of the second day, but not for the morning,

the indoor and outdoor portions of the class may be

switChed.

Lt is helpful to-the instructional staff to obtain sode

feedbacLfrom the students regarding e course and its

Trasentation. You should alwalys,be trythg to iMprove

the course; many,good suggeLitiOns can come from the

students. One means of doing this is to give the

studeints a eoursf evaluation form on'which they can,

answer pertinent questions about the course content and

instructor's presentation. Do not take their criticisms

as a personal affront but Aept them as helpful

suggestions.

-
Y9m Are fee to devise any evaluation form that will

give you the comments that will belp you. A copy of a

sample course evaluation form is included in the

Appendix.

LECTURE PREPARATION

AND REHEARSAL 0.

Preparatiog. ,

T14Inkructor Lesson Plans are designed to closely

,

follow the material presented in Part I of the tudent

Manual. Use Part I as your principAl reference and

consult pprt IT ahd the other suggested readings for

additiongl information(

V.
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Try to keep your lecture material up-to-d4te by review,

ing new source.v of informatIon far their coverage'of

topics that are part of this course. Maintqin

complete library of approprinte publicntions and

q guidelines published by the Federal air pollItion agency.

the articles,ln the Journal of the Air Pollution

Contfol Associatton. Keep informed aboutthe curren(

.visible emissionS regulations.. .

Rehearsal
in preparing,for giving\ lecture the firs time, the

instructor should go over the Instructor ,esson Plan 0

and the.viSual aids that can,be usedAwith the lecture.

He'should plan to rehearseshis 1(:cture aloud At least .

, once, cheCking the time and content Tf,you need to cut

the'le,cture shorter or expand it or chabge the content,

you should revise the Instructor Lesson Plnn and gb

through another rehearsal. Some pointrrs on rehearsing

and delivering,"your lecture follow:

It 011 Your rehearsal will.serve t o purposes: (1) to check

1111, youf terminology to be sur it fits the audience's

'vocabulary and (2) totinth yourself,.

,To cheek content: You'll want to conSider how'much the

).audience knows about the topic 9.nd ile you rehearse,

lk
jot clOwn any words you use, that you t ink the audienoe

' mighi not know. Yin, shoup define th e words for them

in your decture.,

To Ttime yourself,' present each part* the lecture
(introduc.tion, body, conclusion). and watch the clock.

Write down the number of minutes fot each park -, wrife

the time on the outline itself so you'll have it lateNtott

Since you must imitate, the actual lecture situation as

clqsely agepossible, get yoUrself a clock, a pencil, and

a lectern if you'll b)e uping one at the lecture hall.

Set up all your presentation aids. And you'll need to -

yALK OUT LOUD and use gestures4don't let . your aids'stnnd

idle, either.
Rule-I. READ.the introductfon. (YoU will not

want to read it during presentation,
unless your mind goes bfank.)

1411hie 2. TALK the body of the lecture.

kale 3. PRESENT all aids. ,

Rule 4. READ the conclusion. (You wilI noi

want to read it auring the presentation
unluss your mind goes blap .)

Rule 5. WRITE DOWN ttlie time.

NOw clear your throat, conquer the, butterflies, STAND

UP, and,rehearse ALOUD.

21
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PART 2OPERATOR MANUAL
. 4

INRODU,CTI,ON

4

S

41.

The trainfng and testing -of smoke observers requires

the upe of a device for generating black and non-black .

smoke and forcontrolling.the opacity of this smoke.

The U. S..EnVironmental Protection Agency bas published

.specifications for smoke generators as part of

"Method 9 - Visual Determination oethe Opacity of

Emissions from Stationary Sources". (40 CFR Part 60,

Appendix A). (A copy of this Federal regulation is

'included in the student manual.) Th'e production ot

shadeb of black smoke Can be accomplished by various -

means'of creating incomplete combustion. The non-hlack

emissions can be produced by heating a distillate7type

oil so that it-vaporlzes into a gas and then,cooling

so that the vapor condense into an aerosol cloud\ Thi

cdoud is white'and its opacity varlies.with the amount of

oil that is vaporized. Ihe,control of the visual

? densities ofthe smoke plumes is accomplAshed by

measuring the densities before the plume is emitted and

altering the flow of combugtible materidl (black) or

vaporizilg liquid (white) until the desired density is .

achieved. There are no liquid flow control'settings

which are calibrated to give speeified Ringelmann or

equivalent opacity readings. One obtains a particular

density by tuning the.fluidlcontrol valve nntil the

photoelectric ceTt`system measuring the density indicates

on a dial or recordei- that smoke of the desired density

is going, up the.stack.

It 146 posgible for an air pollution control agency to

,build'its own smdke emigpion equipment for training%its

matte inspectors. Several agencies including Los Angeles

County, Bay Area, and the State of Colorado.have done

this and prepared stationary units.

. As of this time,portable emission generators are
produled commevcially.only by one company Environmental

Industries, Cary, N. C. 27511. These are mounted on

i.trailers.and can be hauled from city to city behind an

rautomobile.A truck.

Ttelis guide will describe the components, principles, and

'procedukes which are directly applicable to a typical

\

I
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ge erator'. Agencies whichiown another type of unit )

can probably apply many ofithe instruccionti and comments

,to their own unit without'much alteration. Agencies

which haVe built or wi141 'build their own unit should also.
,

find this Manual useful as a guide'to principles and

correct dperational prattices.
4

lir
4 0 Portions or. this Operator Guide havbeen reproduced ,

i
.

,
or adapted from the'lnstruction Manual fbr the'Mark II

1

,
t.: I/

Smoke Observer's Training Unit, prepared by Dr. RiOert

Sholtes of the ftvironmental Specialties oompany.

,
Although, this unit isno longer manufactuted, it fs .

. fypical of Xhose portable units still being produced.

4
I. , : II

THE SMOkE GENERATOR e V

-PARTS
......-.

,Photographalf£the Mark II smoke generator appear
,

on the
I/,

.next three pages'and the various components are numbered

*£ . and listed belAY: .

(1) Trailer hitch

(2),. Wires for cotinecting'trailer tail lights to 1

,

1 (-

-4

electrical system, of vehicle used to.haul the
1

. trailer ,

(3) Auxiliary box for carrying recoTder andgeakIla '

11
parts during transit' Y 1

o
t4) Stack support'with tie-down bolt G

*44....

() TOluene cbn'

(6). Tollve foel pump I
I/i'

5aliner 4,

,.., (7) ' Power generator

. c. (8) Furnace

(9) FurnaCe wind shield

(10) g Fuel oil containlr
(l1) Recorder; control pdnel on top cOntains:

-(a) light source swictch

' (b) light intensity control)..-

(c) main blower(switch
,

(d) fans switch .

t. (e) oil fuel pump switch

/ (f) benzene fuel Tumr'switch

/ t
(g) horn switch
(h) fuses

(12} Lower portion of stack

(13) Hinge
(14). Upper portion of stack ,

I/
(150 Light ritce

,

*

(16) Junction box i

(17) Transmissometer cross pipe

(18) Photocell I/

(19) Fans for exhausting air from transmissomet arms

, £.(20) Hydraulic,puffip

(21) Vent for'hydraulit system ' I/
4 (22) Bleed valve (hidden) for hydraulic system.

4 %

4
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(23) Housing.connector on fuel tank
(24) Spare tire'

(25) Main blower
(26) Main blower inlet
(27). Toluene metering valve
'(28) Fuel oil metering valve
(29), 1:461 boqrd
,(30) Amphenol connectors
(11) Dam er control

. (32) Damp r in main blower inlet
(33) Examp e of' Fiberfrax
(34) 'Example of fire.bhitck

0(35) Stop'Switch for gasoline engine

f(36) Exhaust manifold of generator
(37) Hypodermic needle in place, for injecting #2 ,

(P.
fuel oil into manifold. ...

(18)i. Oil filler plug
,

(39) Plastic tubing'attached to hypodermic needle
e

(40) Choke
.

(4.1) Gasoline eontainer for power generator

OPERATING PRINCIPLEs-.OF

THE SMOKE GENERATOR

4.

(Alist of component specifications is given in
the Appendix.) a.

Two different operating principles are used in the
-production of white and black smokes. In the case
of white smoke, it is sought to vaporize P2 Yuel oil
ittthe absence of oxylien and subsequently condense

, this vapor into an aeiosol Cloud, which is the
"white smoke.", In the Mark IT smoke generator, the
white smoke is obtained by injecting-the oil into
the hot exhaust manifold of the generating set.

4

Black smoke is produced by the,c6mbustIon of toluene 4'

.'with a 4.ftticiency of Air. When any-carbonaceous fuel .

is burned with insufficient air, a smoky flue.gas

is productd, consisting of carbon-containing '

particulates suspended in the gas. In the/Mark II i

smoke generator, a special furhace is prarided in /

which the combustion air is limited to a fixed
amount. Us/ing fine metering valve, fuel is fed
into the combustion chamber where it is poorly
mixed and burned in the limited air. By decreasing
the fuel flow one can produce a lesser or greate
density of smoke.

OF

In the production of both white and black smokes,
the smoke produced is diluted_yith ambient air. The

degree of dilution is controlled,by-means ofolampers
installed in' the main blower inlet.

4
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, The transmissometer 1ia a simple light source and '

photocell combinatift,- which measures the light
transmission perMitled by the'particular smoke

being produced. The light:to phototell path is
apprOXiMitely'4 feet long, but only.1 foot of length

is.exposed to the smoke. The remaining 3 feet are

- continually flushed with ambient air to prevent
fouling by smoke of transmissometer componpnts. The

apparatus can be tal*rateci Over the ent14 density
stale by using several grades-of neutral density

4 filters.

SETUP AND-OPERATING 111."

PROCEDURES
If,desired, the nnit can be operated.while attached

to the towing vehicle. If the 4aoke genefator is.to
be operated aeparately, Che trailer frame shOuld be
leveled and the wheels cho*ked to prevent movement.-

,
1. Check levels of all fUels and lubricants.

a. , Toluene (CAUTION -.do gOt use benzone..
since it has been classified as a
toxic substance);

b. #2 fuel oil;
C. . Gasoline for the engine;

d. .011 in engine crankcase.

2. Elevate stack.-
Remove tie-down bolt and nut at
'upper end (forward end df trailer).,of

lowered atack.

.
Close bleed valve and open vent on
hydraulrc pumpand commence pumping.
Note. As the stack is beirieelevated,

:

it ia possible topump at a rate that
results in.redbaneLvibtrationof.the

. st.pck assebubly. .This condition should-

be avOided.by chatiging pumping rate.

c. -When the stack reaches the approximate
A upper'limit f its travel; the geometry
.of the design will cause it to quickly .

4 move to.tle completelx errNpositiOn. ,

, After this has occurred, pump a fpg
more strokes .to allpiply'a holding force..

(CAUTION - do;not.exteed'a reasonable
hoWliqg force as this cylinder can- ,

.cause permanent4'distortion to stack ,

.1f pumping s continued.) .Close vent.

i No further a tention should be ne4ssary,

,
'although a C clamp con be placed over .

4
,'- the lips of the top and bottom portions

°of the Stack as an ad&ltional guard "
,....e.....65 .

gainst the,stack toppling over in

strong winds. tz.-.A

sv.
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'A gasket may be inerted between the
upper and lower portions of thi stack

or masking tapemay Se used to ewer
'the crefice between the top and bottom.
Covering this opening retves the
tendency f914\pulsationg in the plume

by preventing the ambient air from
entering the stack,

Make electrical connections between the
'panel mounted on tbe stack and the"meter
'or recorder using tht4' amphenol connectors.

Supply'electri9Vo4er.
a. The electri 1 1...ower for the Mark II

can be supplied by the gasoline- ,

powered gendratIng sek provided. The

generator's gasoline engine is-started
in a manner slailar to starting a power

lawn movert I? the engine has a short-
ing mechanism, fuel valve, and choke, /

these, should be in the proper position"
before the reFind starter is pulled.

b. Alternatively, electrical-power can bft

obtained by plugging the three-prong
plug into an available 115 volt 60
cycole current using an extension cord.
By using this electrical power one is
assured of a stesdier current, than
that supplied by'the generator.-

5. After al:lowing a minimum of 30 minutes
warmup;%et Transmissometer for total
opacity and then for total transparencyt
(This oialibrationiaha11 be done prior,to

conduceing each smoke reading test.)

a. Check zero reading of meter, adjusting
with facescrew if necessary (use zero
adjust,if recorder, model). -

b. Move light intensity Con'trol to the
counterclockwise limit Of travel.

c. Switch light source'on and adjust
intensity control in clockwise
direction until readout meter indicatxt
0 Ringelmann (100% transmission).

d. If unit has been 'out of servic-e for an ..
extended period, it would be well to /

recheck this calibration after 10
minittes.

. I Generate White Smoke

a. ,

Start gasoline engine (unless it is '

already being used to generate power).

b. (
Start main blower, fans, and oil fuel
pUbp idthat order..using sintches on

control panel.6

t'

t.
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c. Open oil val e (the right-ha valve)
mounted'on LI 1 panel to supply the
appropriatp quantity of fuel.
CAUTION. The metering valves provided
are of the precision needle type and
sbould never be forceful* closed.
Only a light pressure is required for
ttght closure.

d. Turn off the fuel'oil metering valve,
the oil fuel pump, and short out the
epgine when switching to black sToke.

7. Generate Black Smyke
a. Start main blower, fans, and toluerw

fuel, pump in that ordei using switches
on control panel.

b. Open toluene valve (left-ha vakve)
.mounted on panel board.to s pply the
appropriate quantity of fuel.

4 CAUTION. The metering valves provided
are of the' precision needle type and
should never be forcefully dose0.
Gnly a lUg t pressure is required for
tight clos e.

c. Quickly ignite toluene with a match or
piece of waste paper thrown in through
furnace'opening.

d. lace the wend shielp over furnace
6

o ening.

e. Turn offotoluene valve and let fire in
furnace die out when switching to
white smoke.

8. Shutdown Procedure
a. Close fuel valves tç both white and

bladk smoke generators.
b. Cut off"power to fuel pumps.
c. Allow a 5-mlnute cooldown period and '

then cut off powei from main blower. .0

d. Turn Qff light sour.ce.

\ e. Stop gasoline engine and disconnett
outside electrical power, if used.

f. Discon ect electrical connections
between Tanel and meter or recorder.

9. Lowering the Stack
a. Open vent and Alightly open bteed vnlve.
b. Push stack over te.stare Its descent.
c., \After stack has been lowered into the

support and tied dow4,.close the bleed
1

Valve and the vent.

31..w 4



TRANSAISSOMETER
CALIBRATION

4

The transmissometer-recorderbr transmAssometer-meter

system should be recalibrated prior to each training

course eipd after any repaie4or replacement involving

the photocell, tight source; or associated electronic

circuitry. Procedures for thia vilibration are given

in EPA Method 9. A set of neutral d4nsity filters
having nominal opacity of P, 50, and 75% is needed.

These filte6, when placed one at a time in the horizon-

tal plpe between the light soitrce and the photocell,

will give the true values of trqnsmission far. thfee

points. Two more points n the curve can be obtained

when no filter is ill the p pe and the light source i$

turned on (0% opacity), and when the light sou'rce is

turneeoff (A00% opacity).

Whes'e readings establish five points on the meter or

or recorder. From these the additional 1/4 Ringel4Ann

'or-5% opacity readings can be determined by subdividing

the spages between the five points established with the

neutral density filters and the 0% and 100% opacity.

/7

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT ,

A smoke generator may have several major components that

are purchased as a unit and installed in the smoke,

generator system. The Mark'II generator includes ab

four-cycle engine, a 2000,watt.electrical power plant .

run by the engine, and a recorder. Each of these units

is supplied with an instruction manual giving directions

for operation and care of the unit. The smoke generator

yoperator should be familiar with the contents of these

manuals and shbuld plan 0 do the preventative maintenance

presCribed in the manuals. A few bf the items mentioned

in the manuals are listed here for further emphasis.

TECUMSEH FOUR-CYCLE
HORIZONTAL CRANKSHAFT

ENGINE
1. Keep the engine clean and see that no or

water enters the engine while filling'it with

!gasoline or oil.-.

.2. ,Use MS classification oll. Do.not use oils9

marked only MM, ML, or unmarked.

3. Above 32°V use SAE 30. Below 32°F use SAE lOw.

4. Do not mix oil with-gasoline.

5., Keep the oil.reservoir filled to th t! top of the

filler plug opening.

6. 011 should be changed after 'very 25 hours of
ow

*operation. .

T. Clean the airscliner occasionally.

32
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DAYTON POWER GENERATOR

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

4

t.

.8. Use a,good grade'of regular gasoline. Keep the

.sma4. vent hole incithe gasoline tank cap clear

so dhat the air pressure can push the gasoline

into the carburetor.

9. Filling the gasoline tank up to only the
level will-prevent gasoline from being throin

.out the ap here-when the engne vibrates.

1. Under ordi ary-cire01.6stances commutator brushes
should be inspected after em(ry 50 hours of

.'operation.

2. If brushes are worn to a length of 3/8 inch or
less, replace the entjre set.

3. Keep the commutator free from carbon dust or
other dirt by cleaning it with a lint-dree cloth.'

4. Keep the surface Ofilthe collector rings in*a
high state of poiNsh by shining them ocoasionally
with a crocus'cloth.

1. The shaft aupporting the stack may nee4_10 be

lubricated periodically.

2. Additiohal fluid should be &Wed to the system

as needea.

EXPERIENGE4WITH THE
OPERATION AND'MAINTENANCE
OF THE SMOKE GENERATOR

During the%past sev ral years, there has beetv,a rapid

gincrease fn the nu ber/oT smoke generators made and used

foupthe training of air pollution inspectors. These

generators have been Operated under many different

weather conditions and hav,e,been .hauled many miles for

'1 the pvesétation of smoke reader training.

It is the purpose of )his section to rellpte some of the

problems that have ar sen in the use of amoke generat6rs

and how these problems were handled- Many df the

difficulties,will occur again. By ting some of these

past'experiences, we hope to pass on to future generator
operators the knowledge that previous'operators have

Elcquired. Most of the infOrination related here was

obtained by the EPA .operators with'their portable smoke

,generators.

Itt. hoped that each user )f this manual will alcs time

to' write down in his manual any troubleshooting experiences

he ,has had with his generator. In this, manner.he can

pass on to his assoylales and shccessors the maintenance
,

0 and service recommendations thnt may be pertinent to the.%

generator that his agency owns and operates. You,might

33
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compile a listing of agencies in your region that own ,

A smoke generator. By exchanging informatio'n with other

operators or contactifig them when you haVe a problem,

you should be able to improve the performance of your

own smoke generator.
NOTE: It is recommended that whenever a portable smoke

generator has been moved, tte operaor should make a
trial run with it at the earliest possible Ome. This

will allow him to discover any \problems that\may have

becurred in transit and will give him time tO\,solve them.

After moving the generator to a course site tly.s trial '

run should be made before or during the first day if .

possible.

r The portablp smoke generator is very prone to hal4ng

---'problems caused by loose wires, nuts, etc'. Even When

4 the trailer is hauled over good roads, there is-stifficient

vibration to cause smal parts to come loose. Poor, rsads

and minor collisions in rease the probability. The\

generator operator shoulI always cariy a roll of fiber

tape (and a knive or scissOrs) with him to tape .securely

. pieces such as the furnace windshield, the in fuel pipe,

and the door of the-control box. The plastic fuel oiL
pipe,,the hypodermic needle and all other loose tools,"

,parts and electrical connections should be detached and,

carried separately in the Mauling vehicle or"in a large \

'box welded to the trailer frame.

The electrical connections to the photocell, the light

source, and those into the junction box on the stack.may

come loose. U. necessary, these connections can be

soldered for adde0 security.

0.)

Shaking has resulted in:
-' (a) The tie-down nut holding the stack in

place Coming off and requiring a replacement -

nut for good tightness during transit.

(b) A vire in.the variac (in th2 recorder box)
.cotatng loose and shorting ouf the rectifier.
,Ibp result was no response of the recorder'
(or indicating Mal) to change in smoke'
density and.the blowing of fuses\ The problem
l'was finally discovered by using e vacuuM tube

, voltmeter and the wiring_diagraM for the smoke
senerator to chec out all the connections

for breaks in the line.

(c) The printed circuit in the record4 developing

- a hairline crack that rOsulted ig fluetuations

in.theregorder'reading. Aa a consequence the

Tecorderiviould at times indicate increases'and'

decreaseb in smoke densifty when here were none

34
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OTHER PROBLEMS ARISING

%,

FROM MOVING AND HANDLING

0

4.

,

4 '

11".

S.

THis was a particular problem when the smoke

density was low (the high end of the recorder).

The hairline crack,was eventually discovered
and mended; however, it has been'suggested that. .

a duplicate printed circuit board might be an

item that should be carried with the gener-

ator.

(d) Bulb rn the. transmissometet_being loosened,or
moved out of line. ThiS-appears as no response

of the transmissometer to variptiens in smoke

density. The solution is to remove.the cap

-'ffom the bulb end of the transmissometer pipe
gland check the bulb for tightness ot alignment.
In the case of alignpent it might be a gied

idea for the generador operator to becOme

familiar, with the proper placement of the

elements of the transmissom er when the genet-
.

ator is running satisfact .y so that hp Can .

idientify any irregularities if difficulties

arlse later.

4.

.(a) The power generation unit can be shaken during

moving. The manufacturer has put on better

bracing with rutlber cushions and coil springs

to help,redUcelheeffects of vibration.

?b) Handl4ng and vibration have caused the stack

to be thr wn out of line so that it d es not

exactly.f t into the *brace that hol s it in

c. its lowerI position. This has pre nted the

stack from bej.ng held tight and the"cb.istant

.
vibration during traveling has worn a qvin
the area where tbe stack bumps against the

brace. 9

(c)- Thq'xefractoty firebricks fall out of their

. places in the combustion Chamber and break

This necessitates extra bri ks biiing caried
,alcing for relintng after th trIPTIs filnished.

One solution wAs to rebuild the combustion .

chamber of doutrle-walled steel and doingeaway

with firebrick. However, the steel floor does

dot retain fuel like the brick and the fire

sometimes.goes out when'thejuel flow is slot.).

"Fiberfrax" or refractorir UFick can be used,ron

the floor to retain thefsuel. :

(d) The trailer has been involved in automObile*

accidents. This can quire malor repairs ,

anerebuilding. T1 is, the operator should 1

have °a gOod idea f all the components of

the generator a. d how they fit together so

that he can have them put back together.



FUEL PROBL

4

0

tor

,

I.

'all the descaptive, material, diagrams, and

photographs supplied with &portable smoke

generator. Then take additional photos from
different angles to be used'for refereRce.

(e) In moving and handling, several parts have
been knocked off or- lost. ple exhaust fans

on the transmissometer.assembly are quite

susceptible to being knocked off: Fenders
have(also fleen"lost. The operate:rr should

inspect these parts to see how they are
attached so that he can have them replaced. ,

He should also know how to obtain replacements'

for these parts.
A.spate tire is supplied for replacement of ----

flat tires. A combination of an automoi;ile

jack and some support such as a concrete
block can hold the trailer off the grotind while

thettire is being changed. You should check '7

to see that you have the proper wrench for"

loosening the lug nuts.

(f)

(a) Toluene is the fuel of p(eference for black

Smoke replating benzene, which is considered

toxic. Toluene will not freeze in c8ld weather.
The freezing point.'of toluene is ,-95 C. * .

ylb) Fuel pumps havelailed. It is a good,idea to

carry an extra one along'in the tool box and

know how to install'it.
(c) Suspicions of improper fuel not, can be checl'ed

visually by seeing if the toluene.or fueli

is flowing out of the fuel pipe. "There niky:

be soMe obstruction in the pipe that needa,

.\cleaning out. .

(d) /Fuel flow may deteriorate the "0" ring in the
/housing on 'top of the Mel tank causing an
unsteady fuel Stow. A replacement housing can

be,purchased at a marine supplS, store.

",(e) To produce the black Smoke, the ttguene flows

out ofver the floor of the combuStion chamber
4

whgre it is lighted and'bUrned. 'This is not

an entirelyloatisfactory procedure:. One

Operator has fonstructed a bowl on the chamber,
floor.into which the fuel flows.

40,

As mentioned in the Aiscussion of "Other"
Problems Arising.from Moving and Handling".the

refractory brick floor does retain some of the,

fuel within its surface and prevents the fuel .

from evaporating too Tepidly. If %gteel floor

is installed, the operAtor may turn his fidel

flow down to obtain a low Ringelmann numder

36
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PAIN INC ANDIPREVENTION
oF DA4AGE FROM THE'

ELEMENTS

PILFERAGE, VANDALISM,
AND LARCENY

4". o

and dipcover that his ?ire has gone out-. This

is thi result oVlthe evaporation and burning of.
the fuel exceedin the rate 9f incoming fuel.

CAUTION. Be caref 1 when relighting the fire

,Jn a. hot combustion ehambyt whether it,is
Nteel-lined or fire-bricyAned.* The heat
vaporizes the incoming,fibel 'aud may provide

an explosive atmosphere. Keep your head ahd,.

body away from the Oening when you hold *or

throw the match in. Explosion&:have never yet

damaged tho combustion chamber but they. have

singed some arms. Do not be in too much of a

hurry:: let the chamber'cool down ',a little.

One solut,ion to 'these problems of Tuel flowipg
out over/the combustion floor is tO tnstall
some material! With good absorptive 'character

istics. !One operator. suggests a piede of 3/4"

"Fiherfyax". This is used aa.insulation in
furnaces and can belpurchased at _a furnace.

supply store.
Note: "hen moving around with a portable
goneraLor, the.operator should alway§.cbeck
his supplies of regular gasoline, toluene,

and #2 fuel oil prior to operating the'gen-
erator. If any of these are low, ke should

make Pmediate arrangements i obtain additional

quantUies.

(a) For over411 good maintenanCe the smoke generaor
should be kept painted. ,However, there are

!yortions of the breeching system between the
combustion chamber and the.stack that,will not
retain paint because,of the high CeMperatures.

of' the eithaust gases.

(b) If water accumulates in the housing for the

blower fan, you should drill'a small drain hole

in the bottom of the housing.

(a) To Aiscoura e.the stealing of any of.the loose

54

items psed / ith the smoke generator,.you should
dtsconnect All.eletrical wires and ricordera
when the generator is not ip use (including
overdight\during %course) and ptace the$e items

in the storage boxior thy trunk of in Altomob le.

(b) Wislhoped that the public assoclation qf
pollution lJghtera wiCh "good guys" will

37 . 1
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PULSATING PLUMBS

(t,

S.

,

r

Vrevent any vandalism. To identify the Smgke
genpratovo in this respect one operator ligS
placed on his generator a sticker supporting ;

smog eradication. Anotber aid may be to eigplatP

the instrument and its purpose 60 any curions
bystanders.

(c) Me power generation unit and the fuel tanker'
are portions of 'the smoke generator that have .

other uses and can be removed from the,
generator if the thief brings the proper tools.

generator shotld be kept inside or under Ard.
If community conditions Whrrant, the, smok

-One of the recurring critiCisms by students'of the

smoke generator's performance is that sometimes the
shade of the smoke produced is not constant during the
few secondg over which a reading. takes place. During

normal operation the horn should be blown at a time when
ehe recor4r or indicating dial shows that operation is
stable.. If it suddenly changes ipy more than 5% opacity

or 1/4 Ringelmanh after you hiv4 blown the horn the
student may have legitimate cause for complaint. You.

:can mark those readings in case complaints come up`when
the correct readings ate.given to the students.

In Sow cases.thete are cOmplaints that the transmis-

, someter readinRs are in error by significant amounts.
To ensure that this is not a valid complaint, the

operator should rednce tHe smoke outpla to zero once.or

twice during every run and check his recorder ot indica-

tor foi a.zero reading. If an adjustment,is required,

he should make it.
04

An additional precaution may be taken if recorder or
indicator fluctuations are suspected. The operator or

his assistant can take'visual observations of the
readings along wigh t4p students snd check their expert
ability against tOe transmissometer value after each
reading.

;

Onh generator developed a problent of an unsteady and,non-
reproducible zero* opacity or Illingelmann reading on,its

recorder. Several eomponents were checked for malfunction
(r4order, photocell, And loose wires) and found to boo
perAorming acceptably. The.deduction was hat the

P

*The zeroopacity is in reality the highest reading for ,

,

t.be recorder since the scal!e-is revetsed during calibration.:
The'problem was eventually found to be a bro en co4hection

1
in the printed circdit board. However, the uggestion conii-

cerning the use.of,the variac might still'b fokkraed.
-Iv
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light sgurce was 'varying. One suggestion was not to

use the viiriac to.adjust the light, but to calibrate

for zero opacity by vagying the input signal from the

light to the recm%k*V..
r+

HAULING PROCEDURES
The;Mark II St4oke Obseper Training Unit can be pulled

behknd- an automobile of truck equipped with the proper

.traiier hitch. Some- agencie hir ommercialitrailer

hatiling firms to transpoFt their smoke generators.

Others.own station wagons or tight- trualks with per-

manently installed trailer hitches. For occasfonal

moving, trailer hitches for attachment to rear bumpers

can be rented from some (but not all) trafTer rental

agencies. If renting, you must tell the rental agency

what kind of Vehiwill do the pulling and specify

010 ball size you nee4.
r

f The balf size for the Mark II 'smoke generitor is 1-7/8"...

This is ne of the standard sizes for boat trailers.

SOMe own have switcKed their hitches to:the 2" size.

ELECTRTU CONNECTIONS
When pulling a trailertbn the highway, the tail lights

and turning signais'of the trailer must be electtically

cOnnected to the hauling vehJcle. A commefcial hatiler

or someone who hauls a boat trailer regularly will have

these connectors permanently,attached. to the vehicle'
*-

tail light system. Vie trailer lead wires consist of

three wires that are color coded and should' lie attached

to similar colors leading to the tail lights of the

hauling vehicle.

The black and red wires are for the running lights. The

third wle_pn the trailer and the automobile may be

whiter,green, or yellow and it is for the turn signals.

If the hauling vehicle Js not permanently &luipped for

_,,51/1ling trailers it will be nece§sary-to obtain three

eces of insulated wire (bell wire will.,do) which are

3to 4 feet long for connection between the trailer lead

wires and the automobile tail li'ghts. Clamps are aVall--

abke frOm trailer rental agencles for'attaching the wires

joinir the trailer and hauler. Theae clamps simplify

the ovrafion and relieve you from having to peel off

insulation and then tape over the peeled $ortion. If you

4o cut through the insulation matike certain that any ex-

posed wires are wrapped with'frikeion tape. In addition'

to Irlction tape the generator operatOr,should have pliers

d xa,and a knife when he is working on the electrical hookups.

The trunk li of an automobile ,ub closed on the con-

necting,wires without breaking through the insulation,

39
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ATTACHING THE TRAILER
TO THE HAULING VEHICLE

It1 will probably take two people to lift up the traller

tdingue and lower it onto the ball. Some opecators and

expe*ienced'commerdial haulers can do it aloie. Some

4 agencies have installed a'dolly whdlel on their trailer by

which-ihe Eioht end can be raised or lowerethwith the

attached jack. This also aids in the leveling of the
smoke generator befoye it is used in a training course.

When lowerihg the,traiier tongue over the ball be sure

that the lips of the hitch .are in the proper position td

accept the ball. After the hitch is fitted oveethe ball,
turn the mechanism to the lock position and place a nail
ow metal wire through,the mechanism to hold it in place.

44.,
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LOCATION OF THE SMOKE
GENERATOR FOR CONDUCTING
TRAINING SESSIONS

Several factors must be considerdd in choosing a place
to park a moOkle*gmoke,generator or a place to construct

a stationary zenerator. Ai

VIEWINeDIRECTIONS
AND BACKGROUND

1

,

In order for the student to follow pe correct,procedures

for plume watching,'the generator should be placed in a

position so that: 4 0

.(a) The student can view the,plume in both mornT1at
and afternoon withoUt facing into the sun.

(b) The student has room to shift his viewing
position so that he may, at times, get a
colrasiing backgrohnd for _either white or
black smoke. (See discussion on contrasting

b kground in EPA Method 9.)
(c) The tudent an view the plume from a direetion

0 perpendicular to the wind andjids"roOm to/shift
his position in case the wind direttionchanges.
(In some cases of wind directrbn shifts 'it may
be better to delay the testing sequence for a
few minutes until the wind returns to its .

original direction. In extreme cases the
operator may have to conqdermoving the smoke

generator.)
(d) The student can stand at least 50 feet away

from the stack in,any directi rom which

he may need to view the plu e

A good setup for a smoke generiatOr would be in a

position where the students are located south of the

stack wfth room to move eastward and westward. By this.

arrangement the sun would be behind the student for

east or west winds. The student'could adjust his'

position for north or,south winds.

Additional igeal conditions would be to have trees south

of.the students as'a shade'and protection and trees
several hundred feet north of tfie generator to serve as

\ a background for the white smoke. The sky above these

.trees would be.the backeound for the black smoke.

Trees or-buildings several hundred feet east and west of

-the generator could shield the area from- strOg winds.

Some athletic field§ have been found to fit the idea1.11

coaditions.
'

/1.



BUILDINGS

It

-

Under moderate wind and temperature conditions the only

needs fOr'nearby buildings are as possible places to

Connect electrical power and,as places to which to

retire if additional classroom disqiussion is required.

Generally., the operator has only one 100-foot extension

cord 4n4 can borrow only one or two more'at the training

.site. Thus, the availability of electrical power is

important it determining the-outd* training site unless

the smoke genéretor ppwer.generatiGn unit is weed.

Under less.ideal cOnditions the presence of nearby

buildings can aid as.a shield.against strong winds, which

play haOoc with' the'smoke plume snd chill the students and,

instructor in cold weather. One must remember that there .

.is a downwash effect of buildings which caniresult in

high-plume concentr4tiOns coming to the ground. However, !

it has been the experience of past visible emissions

course"instructors 44ruet'the shielding effece of i nearby

building far outweighs,the downdraft problems it Ay

cause. The generatoecan be moved to a spot where the

eddy effects psss above the plume.Snd.the,students_are.:

instrwcted to make their readings just-AbOVO-the-stack

a point where the turbulent dispersion.of the smoke is

jUst beginning.

. .,
The smoke produoir by the generator is generally not

obnoxioui to snyone liviing or Working in t e neighbor-.

-.hood where.the)training is taking place ny objectional

effects have disappeared within 50 feet-of the generator

site and generally 'the whole operatiot.is just an 'object

of curiosity for paspersby during the aays of outdoor-

training. AThis "effects limit" of 50 feet does not

exclude the generator operators unfyoAetnately. IheY will

have.to endure the nuiSance of bfack sOot falloui,during

high Ringelmant readings' end fuel oil7odors during whAte

smoke.)
.

,

A-49

AeCFSSORY EQUIpMENT -

AND SUPPLIES,
V

The generator operator should always hweeth him a

Topy of the operatitg and maintenance instructions fitm,''

the generator and its components as well as a set of
N topla.and selected replacement parts for theienerator.

Pttool box'should be obtained for carrying tools, re-

placement t3arts, the hypodermic needle, and the'plastic

tubing..

I
t

"",
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A

UOCESTED REPIAC TENT
RTS TO BE KEPT ON

t

I.

1

.b

ESIRABLE TOOLS AND
QUIPMENT_TO BE KEPT

IN TOOLBOA

4V.'61+

4

Light hulbs.for traAsmissometr
' Fuel ptifirkd, ,A

Fuses
tN

k.
Pliers
Screwdriver
Pocket knife
Pipe wrench for.looseniftg 1fhe transmissometer cap

(The handle may bergawed ff tolnake the wrench

fit in the tool 1)04.)

'Claes fiber, tape

Priction tape A

Roll of paper touTis

Matches
Vacuum tube voltmeter (Phis is necessary for

checking for breaks in the wiring, but may be

difftpulp to trpnSport safely.)
.diq,gram for generator, control box, and'

reeoder uf recorder is used)
Crescent.wrench
.,Hand cleaning flu d

100' extgnsion co/rd
Cutters for trimning wire 4

144

C claMps

g,
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APPENDIX.
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. T

441
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Instructor Lesson Plans
51

51

54

59

62
71

.

81

87
.

102
111

117
122
126

134
139

143

\

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Registration and Opening Remarks

Visible Emisaions, Their Cause,and Regdlation

Principlds of Combustion --Introduction to the

Movie .

Combustion of Fuel Oil --Correct Practices

Combuation of Coal-- Correct Prac/lices

Other Combustion Emissions: Incinerators,

.Agricultural, Burning, Natural Gas, and

Mobile SodEces . ,

Non-combustion Emissions and Water Vapor Ilumes

Classification and Identification of Sources

Ringelmann Chart and Equivalent Opacity'

Qualification Procedures and Exercise in

.
Recording for Qualification

Basic Meteorology
Meteorological^Fpctors in Smoke Reading .

Legal Aspects of Visible Emissions

Observation Reports for Violations

Emission Generator
41

Ity

;

Visible bastion Trainitigjorm

Quizzes (for lesson blocks)

Tisit;le EMinsions ExamipatiOn

Examination Answers

Specifications for a Smoke Generator

'tudent Course Critiklue Form

RingeImarin.Chart

4. 45

149

150

153

159

161

162

166
q.
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Sources of Course Mate* ls

COMBUSTION TESTING
Filmstrip with tape

Source; National Oil-Fuel Institute
,60 E, 42pd Street
New York, New York 10017

week

ORIGIVF OF THE WEATHER
16 mm F41m, Color

Source: Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Filmso, Inc.

425 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago,.Illinois 60611

ROLE OF THE WITNESS.
'1., 16 Color

Source: Na4ona1 Audio Visual Center, GSA,
Sales Branch
Washington, D.C. 20409

Rodel Productions
1028 33rd.Street, N.W.
Oashington, D.C. 20007

RINGELMANN/SMOKE*CHART
Information Circular 8333-

Sourcp: Publications Center/
Bureau of Mines
4800 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213
Tel.(412) 721-8342
Cost: FREE

.0°'
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GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION OF VISIBLE EMISSIONS

EPA-340/1-75-007
U.S. Environmtntal Protection Agen4
Washington, D.C.
April, ,1975

and

00

GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY

ASSURANCE PROGRAM':

VOLUM IX - VISUAL DETERMINATION OF OPACITY
EMISSIONS FROM STATIONARY SOURCES

EPA - 650/4-74-005-i
il.S.'EnvironmentalTrotection Agency
Washington, D.C.
November, 1975

Source: Libraiy (MD-3511

' U.S. Environmental Protection Agoncy
Research Triangle Park, N.C. 27711

or

/ational Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Sprigfield, Virginia 22161

,

4

91

,
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Sante Agenda

VISIBLE EMISSIONS EVALUATION

May 17 19, 19_

COURSE LOCATION:
UBEPA Environmental Research Center
iesearch Triangle Park,
North Carolina, 27709

MODERATOR: J. Doe

Day and Time. Subject Speaker '

Tuesday. May 17

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

First Day
(For Net/ Smoke-Readers Only)

Registration and Opening,Reutarks

Visible Emissions, Their Cause and

Regulation

Principns of Combustion - Introduc-
tion to Movie; "3 T'S of Combustion"

Break

J. Doe

J. Doe

. 1
R. Jones

10:20 Combustion of Fuel Oil - Correct R. Jones

Practices

11:00 Combustion of Coal - Correct'Practices R. Johes

11445 Quip

1200 Lunch

4

,1:00 Other Combustion Emissions: Open

Burning, Incinerators,.Internal
Combustion Engines, and Jet Aircraft

1:30. Noncombustion Emiss,ions and Water

Vatior Plumes

2:10' Br0ak

2:20 ,Ringelmann Chart & Equivalent Op ty ' J. Doe

R. 4ories

R. Jones

A

3:00 'Qualification Procedures and Exer ise J. Do6
\.

in Recording for Qualificatiim
-'%

. ___):
3:30

tk

.
Demofistration of Emission'Values Oith J. Doe

EmOsion Generation (outside)

4:30 Adjourn.
di

5 'd
I
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DEO d Time Subject Speaker

Wednesday, May_ 18

8:15

8:301

9:00

9:3?

\

9'45 Break
, ,

Second Day
(For New Smoke Readers and Those Needi,ng Recertificatiori)

Review and. Discussion

4

Weic meteorology

Meteorological Factors
Reading

Quiz.

in Smoke

10:00 Legal Aspects of Visible
Local RegulatiOns

10: 45

11:30

11:45

12:00

1: 00

1: 50

1:50

2: 10

2: 30

2: 50

3:10

3: 30

3: 50

4: 10

4:30

(

4.
rt1

Emissions and

Fii - Role of.a Witness

.Citetion Forms for Violations

, Emission'Generator

I.unch

Emission Generator (outside) r

B1,ack Smoke (Read and Record)

es

WIXte Smoke (Read. and Record)

B.Nask Smoke (Read and Record)

Whitl Smoke (Read and Record)

White Smoke (Read and fecord)

Bla k Smoke (Read and Record)

Bla k Smoke (Read and Record)

Whit Smoke (Read and Record)

Black Smoke - Continuous Eyaluation
for Violation Citation

Adjourn

49

1

J. Doe

J. Doe

J. poe

E. Lew

E. Law

J. Doe

J. ,Poe

R. Jobes

J. Doe
R. Jones

4

1

A
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Day and TI.

411

441

Dursdav, Nast 19

8:15

, 9:00

9:20
4'4

9:40

10:00

10:,20

10:40

,11:00

11: 20

11:40

a 12:00

1:00,

1:30

2:00

2: 20

.!
240

4 3:00

3:2:0

4

4.

40

4: 00

,40

Subject '

(For new smoke reader

Exam

C.

Tg

Oa

1

SOeaker

and those needing recertification)

Black-Smoke (Read an cord)

W)uite Smoke (Ifead'and.Record)

White Smoke (Read and Record)

Black,Smoke (Read and

<11veak

N.)
'Black Smoke (Read-tind

,4 White Smoke (Read

White Smoke (Read

Black'Smoke (Read

Lunch

Exam Review. 0

'White 8Moke - Con
for N.lolation C

White rmoke

Biack Smoke

Black Smoke

White Smoke

Black Smoke

Record)

Record)

and Record)

and Record)

and Record)

tinuous Evaluation
itation

(Read and Record)

(Read and Reccird)

(Read and Record)

(Read and Record)

(Read and Record).

White Smoke .(Read

Course Evaluation

and Record)

and Closfng
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INSTIVTOR
LESSOR PLAN

% .

Subject: REGISTRATION AND OPENING REMARKS

-..-

Objective: Studer& should be able to identify the purposq, of this course .

and to find and 'have read the Course Objectives lisrd in theibeginning
'of the Student Irual. '

I

I

,

,

.4. ,

APi

Suggested Time: 1 minutep

_.
.

Required Equipment: None
,

.
.

*A .

LESSON OUTLINE 0 Aids & Cues

Make a final check of Ore-class preparakions
.

A. Lighting and lighting controls

B. Student manuals, handouts, and regPstration material&

C. Pr&jection equipment

L., .35
.mm prbjector I'

A.

2. movie projector and take-up reels (1.tor 1600 ft. ale
,

3. projection screen 4
,

4. blackboard, chark, eser ....,...

It 5. overhead profector (optional)
4.-

6. wax pencil (if needed)
,

II Preliminary remarks I 411 9

r . .

A. Wellcome class
A, aft

B. Introduce self and the name of the course

.J I
C. Hand out any registrarion materials And any other student

.0

materiaas not previously distributed
q

D. UiJe students any necessary instructions about filling out
,

re istration cards ,

Mention the names and affiliations of other speakers who

will be appearing-durtnglhe-course

F. Point out the location of the restrooms'
,

G. Explain any arrangemensZ for coffee during break petiods

-4-
% .

s.
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- LESSON OUTLINE Aids & cues

LI

11. Suggest locatiods of restaurants or cafeterias where
. I

. 4 A
the students can eat lunch

. , i
..-

I, Collect the registration cards when they are

comOletpd.

IiI. State the pprpose for and,the method of condUttingthis

short course in Evaluation of Visible Emisaions

A. 'Purphse

,1? To train the student sd th t he can qualify as an

expert smoke reader who can determine the opaci-
,

ties of both grey-black and non-black plumes

wfthin 7.5Vof the correct reading on the average

and with no reading incorrect by as much as 20%.

2. To instruct the student in the cauees of visible

plumes, the effects of weather Ahese plumes,

the legal basis for visible emissions regulation*

and the proper procedures in enforcing these

A

regulations. .

B. Method

1. A day and a half will be devoted to lectures

on the various topics associated with viaithe

emissions and their evaluation.

2. Miring the'last 1 1/2 days the course will be

conducted outside. First, You will be given

training in correctly!identifying (use whichever

is appropriate for the agency involved) the

shade of black plumes according to theRingelmann

scale and white plumes according to the equiv-

alent opacity.scale or the opacity lo)T black

or grey and white plumes ageerding to UgEPA

Method 9 . Then, there will be a series a'

qualification runs testing whether you can

identify the co'rrect oplities,or densities of
4

.52
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LESSON OUTLINE 1 " 'Aids & Cues

25 shades of black smoke and 25 shades of white

smoke. To qualify, you must read one of these

sets of 50 shades within the prescribed accur-
*

acy;

3. There will also be several- short quizzes and one

examination during the course totest What you,

0 have learned from the lecture portion.

C. Qualification

If you successfully pass the qualification test for

evaluation of visible emissions, you will be given

a certificate by the agency conducting the course

stating your qualification and the date of this course.

Wdiploma may also be given for attending at. least

95Zsof the sessiOns without the requirement of qualif

cation.)

IV. An Official of the sponsoring air pollution contol offic

may be ilvited to give a short welcome talk at this point.

4

ai*Plume - readings will be b ed on current state regulations.
I

I.
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INSTRUCi1OR
LESSON PLAN

O ,, J N,ubject:"
VISIBLE Etd$SIONS, CAUSE AND BEGULATION e

J

L
.0

Objective: The Student should be able to define micron, list th pes
pf visible air pollutants, and give an exampleoof each, describe t

effects of particulate air pollutants, including the scattering o light by
0-1p, particles, and list the Opes of air polfution regulations.

. .

.

$

Suggested Time: 30 minutes .

.

- . .

.

. .

2.,

Requited EqUipment:- 35 mm slide projector / 4

. . .

.
.

'' LESSON OUTLINE Alds & Cues

Introduction:: T.

,TO beg n'this course; I would like to explain why we see

some plumes while others are invisiOte. Although mdny pollutants

are vis 1 and can hurt us, the ones we cannot see can also have
. .

damaging effects to health, vegetation, and materials.

. We 'are here to learn how to make visual measurements of the
9

shade of visible plumes so that we can enforc6 one type of law on

regulation against air pollutionthe Visible emissions regulation

are,(depending on regulations of the agency)involved): 11

(I). Ringelmann Numbers for regulatingsray and black

, emissions;
,

(2) Equivalent Opacity tor Aulating non-blIck emissions;

or (3) OpAcitylegulations for all visible emissions.
,

There are other types of regulations for restricting air
/

pollutants and e will say a few words about them. In the course

of this talk the e will be several terms introduced. These wtll
4

'be used frequen y throughout these lectures to make sure.you'
.

understand the .

I. Discuss t e importance of particle size to plume visibiltty

.:ancrintr'ducelthe million as a measuAment of particle size.
. .

position of visible plumes

:.;, CA ......,

JO

,

,

....

.

,

,

.

.,

.

ttf
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LESSON OUTLINE 2

1.. particles

a, solid.,

b. liqurd.

2. gases

B. Particle size

-1. micron

2. behavior

a. large - fall out of the air

b. 5-100p - suspended particulates

c. 0.1 - 1.0p cause haze

effect on.light rays

a. 0.4 - 0.7p scatter light

b. larger particles reflect

c. smaller - invisible

List and .define the names of the various types of

visible air 4ntaminants

A. smoke /1

B. soot

C. flyash

D. fumes

E. dust

F. mist

G. ,condensed water vapor

H. gas - visible

1. NO
2

2. .chlorine

3. watet vapor

)

'III. Descritie the effects of paiticulate air pollutants

A. materials

B. vysibility

C. linpoming sunlight

(

2-1,

2-2

2-3

2-4

2-5

2-6

2-7

2-3

2-9

2-10

2-11

2-12

.111.11.N

Thede are slide-numbers. The first number indicates the
lestion number and the second number indicates the series
of ulumbers in the lesson.

55
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At,

D. health

E. vegeLition

I.ESSON OUTLINE 2 Aids k Cues

1V,T. Minify and give examples of the types oforeplations

that can be used to control pollutants

A. weight per unit weight of stack gas (lbs/1000 lbs)

B. grain loading (0,04 grains/scf r 90mg/scm)
process weight (40 lbs per hour er 60,000 lbs per
hour.of process weight) .

A. limitation on basis of thermal input (lbs/106Btu of'
heat input)

D. boundary line measurements of air quality (20014/ed
at or beyond property line)

E. Ringelmann Number and Equivalent Opacity

1. advantages t Osadvantages

V. (Summary

Thus, although we may comMonly call the emissions from a

stack "smoke," they may not strictly, be smoke for thac ¶erm

is reserved for products Of inc6mp1ete combustion. Téke sure

of what name to call emissions we should know. how they were

created.

Generally, the particles that make a plume visible are

extremely small. They can be seen only with a micro:Scope, if

we look at them individualy. The larger particles that we

can see individually widh. the naked eye do not remain in the.
I

plume,-but fall to the ground relatively soon after they

leave the.stack.

The-alternative$ to regulating emissions byivisual

obliervations Sre measuremento of the weight of material comin

from the stack. These measurements take time and experisive'

equipment and can be done on only a single stack at a time.

,Regulation through the use of a visible emission

regulation can Offef a. means to cleaner air with the expendi-

ture of smaller amounts of wanpower, time, and money by the

enforcement agency.

11100
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Number

ft

2-1

2-2

Cc,

35'mm Slide List for
Visible EM4p1one,,Their Cause and pAulation

Topic, Comment-----,_

Sizea Of ablospheric particulate matter Note classifications.

--(from Criteria Document for Particulates) of particulates
between 0.1p and 10

2
p

Types of effluent plumes (frmg L.A.

'Field Operations. Manual)

2-;.3 good prodUcts manufacturing plane
,Columbus, Ohio (wood waste burning).

-41

2-4 Airpollution training &poke generator.
(sMoke from burning toluene)

2-5 Steam-electric power plant

LawrencebUrg, Indiana,(coal-fired)

-:2-6 Open7hearth furnacee
Lorain, Ohio 1970

(metallurgical fume)

2-7 +' Crain elevators, Columbus, Ohio.

(grain dust)

,

Contact process sulfuric acid plant

Columbus, Ohio (sulfuric-acid. mist)

2-9_ Nitric acid plant .

(NO2 plume)

'2-10 Cleaning of City Hail

Cincinnati, Ohio

2-11 Skyline.(Cincinnati, Ohio)

2-12 Measurements of &mount of sunlight
(0.5p) reaching different heights in
urban and xural areas (from Criteria.
'.Document for Particulates)

2-13, Human respiratory lyatem (from Criteria
Documeni for Part14ulates).

2-14 Fraction of particles deposited in
the three parts of the respirato
tract syst6m as a function of

particle diameter .1

57

6 I'

All of these
some visible

Smoke

'\

oot

F ly ash .

14,

include
pollutants

J.roh Oxide fuMes-

Dust

Sulfuric acid misp from
.tall stack; water vapor
from.lower cooling tower

Nitrogen-dioxide gas
.(brownish plume)

.-Effect of particUlates-,
on materials ;

Effect on'visibility

Effect on incoming sunlight

Divide's system into
nasopharyngeal, tracheo-
bronchial, and pplmonary
parts

Larger particles stop in
naso- porAiot; Most of
smaller ones 'get to the

pulmonary portion (cOmpare
with slide No. 2-1)1

4?
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^I

Slide,

'Number

ac"

s Topic

.2-15 Frequency,of Individual,Symptoms
Experienced by Residents of Donors
Area during October, 1948 smog ,

. .

, 2-16-

-coy.

Effect orParticulate on
Vegetatien

,

f

r

58
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C.

I

domment
r.

.Note the percentages of 2",
respiratory symOtoms.
Lower respirator symptoms'

due to smaller s ze
particles as sjpirn in

slide No. 2=

FlY ash damage4,to

Hydrangea.
4 -
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INSTRUCTOR
LESSON PLAN

Subject: PRINCIPLES OF COMBUSTION)- INTRODUCTION TO THE MOVIE

*V

06jective: The student should-be able eo list the four items necessary

for efficient combustioni list the chemical elements which combine with .

oxygen when fuels burn, and identify the causes of poor combustion shown

in the movie, "3-T's of Combustion." ,

,
,

.

,

)
.

Suggested Time: Movie and remarks -, 45 minutes (MoFie alone - 30 minutes)

Required Equipment: 35 mm Slide Projector; 16 mm sound movie projector with 41,,

take-up reel of 12" diameter.
__. .

N
-- .- .. It

. V

- -t
. ..*

LESSON OUTLINE ,
'

.

Aids & Cues

_ e

Introduction:
e

,

We are next going to watch a movie that describes how to

obtain efficient burning without producing black smoke. It is
4

called "The Three T's of Combustion" and what it says about the

necessity for time, temperature, and turbulence plus oxygen or air

is true for any type of combustion, whether it be the burning of

coal in a furnace, gasoline in an automobile engine, trash in an

inciAFtor, or jet fuel in an airtaane.

Before we see the movie, I want to mention some of the main
i

points you should watch &tin-the film.

I. Point out that most fuels contain carbon and hydrogen plus

small amounts of unwanted sulfur and nitrogen, all of

which combine with oxygen in burning.
\\

A. Hydrogen plus oxygen gives water vapor and heat

B. Carbon plus oxygen givqs carbon dioxide and heat

C. Sulfur plus oxygen gives sulfur dioxide and a small ,

amount of heat .

D. Nierogen plus oxygen gives nitrogen oxides

E. Except for some forms of cafbon in coal and free

nitrogen in some gaseous fucp.s, none of these elements

ft.

occur in pure form ip most fuels. 'Thus, to get the

di--,--.......--
aellfte

.

.

..

.

I
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LESSON OUTLINE 3

full output of.the eombustion, we need to contral the

conditions of'burning the 3 T's and air (or oxygen):

Describe the parts of a kerosene lamp and how alterations

in.the burning'conditions within the lamp will produce

incomplete combustion.

A. Parts of the lamp

1. glass colpainer fOt.holding the fuel
k

2. wick °

3. grate .

4. diffuser or tuyere (pronounced "weer")

5. lamp chimney

B. Conditions prOducing inco lete combustion or %

inefficient burning in the lamp

.1. no.tuyere.- lack of mixing (turbulence)

2. no chimney - too much cool air (time & temp.)

3. cold chimney - lack of heat in the combustion

area (temperature)

4. too much air - wasted heat

5., too little air - unburned fuel

C. Methods of increasing-air and.eliminating smoke

1. taller chimney - increased draft

2., raise bottom of lamp - overfire air

Show Movie "The Three T's of Combustion."

IV. Summary and applivation of the 3 T's to furnaces

A. For' All the catbon add hydrogen to combine with

oxygen. The needs are:

1.. sufficient time

2. adequately high temperature

3. sufficient turbulence

4. ithese conditions prevent formation of CO and smoke.

a or,

1
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LESSON OUTLINE 3

B. Methods for increasing the 3 T's imdurnaces

1. temperature

a. preheat air

b. insulate combustMtchamber

c. design chamber to reflect heat inward

2. turbulence
-,

a. baffles

b, air jets

3. time

a, baffle design

b. adequately size* combustion chamber

C. Principles to check if there is a salty flame

1. too much air

! z. too little air 4

3. )insufficient rWing

4. cold furnace

Aids & Cues

So.

D. All fuels or combustible materials burn-as a gas.

Solids or liquids must be transformed into gaimous

\ state by.sufficient heat.

0

...1.
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c... INSTRUCTOR A I
LESSON PLAN Lk.'

Subject:
COMBUSTION OF FUEL Olit - CORRECT PRACTICES

1
.

Objective: The student should be able to differentiate-7Pween the
characteristiiis of distillate and residual oil, define fractionation and
cracking, identify the types of boilers, list the types of draft sygtems,
explain the necessity for soot blowing and the recommended frequency,
identify the causes of poor burn?r operation, and identify the cgmposition
of the different colors of emissions that may accoApany fuel oil combustion
and the combustion conditions associated with each.

Suggested Time: 40 minutes
,

Required Equipment: 35 mm Slide Projector

. LESSON OUTLINE Aids & Cues

Introduction:

The incomplete ombustion of carbon-containing fuels is the

cause of blaclk smoke. The three principal hydrocarbon fuels today

are coal, oil, and natural gas. Generally the burning Af natural

gas does not produce apblack plume. Complete-combustion of coal

and oil will not produce a black plume either. However, complete

combustion of these two fuels is, not always achieved.

We wilt now liscusstin two lectures the burning of fuel oil
,

m.

and coal. 'You,.as al; air pollution control officer should know

something about th4 composition of these fuels and the mechanics

of burning thelo If black smoke i6 emitted something is wrong in

the combustion operation. You will have to go into the boiler

room for an inspection. While these next two lectures will not

make you a combustion engineer, they will discuss some of the

basics and relate them to the three T's of combustion.40

The first lecture will cover the burning of fuel oil.

I. Explain the refining of 01 and the classification of fuel

oils produced by the fractionation
.

'IS
.

A. Refining of tcrude oil-distillatIon and cracking

1. composition of crude oil
,

. aistillation or fraction4ation ,

t

.

\d-'--

4-1

,

1
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LESSON OUTLINE 4

. Soiling4to separate the fractions

b. products

1) distillates

2) residuals

3. cracking

a. change in hydrocarbon structure

b. heat, pressure, and most often catalysts, are

required

redistillation

B. Grades of fuel oil
1,

1. classificatkg by number

a. distilltites: 1 and 2

be residual: 4,5, and 6 (Bunker C)

c. Number 3 no longee,usecd

2. Each grade must meet standard specifications

a. list the specificatidhs

3. Characteristics affecting air pollutietv,

a. viscosity ,

1) define,and discuss

2) variation between residual and distillate

b. sulfur content

1) range

2) limited for disti4lates (Bureau of

Standards)

3) deiulfurization

c. ash content

1) Maximum of 0.3%

d. types of hydrocarbon compounds in crude oil
1

and their characteristics

1) paraffins - burn easily.

2) aromatics - cracking

3) olefifs - hard to burn

63



LESSON OUTLINE4

. II, Discuss the equipment used in burning fuel oil and trans.

forming its energy Anto useful'heat

A. Req rements for complete combustion - 3 T's

i

I I

Aids & Cues

1. all fuel burns as a vapor (gas)

a. vaporization of fuel - timed.and turbulence

. b. atomization ceffuel

2, flame in combustion chamber,must be hot -"temperature

' a, combustion chamber size time .1

1) too large - cooling (poor mixing)

2) too small - insufficient timr

3, oil drop burns in layers

a. mixing is required - turbulence and sufficient

air

B. Burners

1. vaporizing

n. heat in burner

b.( used for residential furnaces and water heaters

2. atomizing

a, steam or air

1) break up fuel oil stream nt burner tip

2) 11.steam keeps temperature high

b. oil prissure

1) high pressure breaks up the d'roplets

c. rotary cup

1) tear oil film into drops by centrifugal

force

, 2) vertical rotary - domestic burners

3) horizontal rotary - residual oil. ,

d. mechanical

1) use both high oil pressure and centrifugal

fdlpe 4.

2) steam - electric power plants

3. burners and viscosity'

4

64
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LESSON OUTLINE+

a. proper operatic); only between'narrow viscosity

limits

, 1)1w air to fuel ratio mutt be covrift

b. preheaters

1) most residual oil must be:warm to allow

pumping

2) location

4: Hydrocarbon combustion

a. .hydroxylation

1) blue flame

2) molecules'combine with oxygen

b. decomposia.on (cracking)

1). yellow flame'

2) hydrocarbons decomPose. into lighter

compounds

c. mixture of hydroxylation and decomposition is

ideal for good combustion

'Combustion Chamber
#

heat release is imp,ortant factor

a, too high excessive furnace temperature

b, too low - excessive coOline and smoking

2. size determines heat release

3. shape prevents flame from hitting chamber sides

P. Boilers

1. used to heat or vaporize wifter

2, . fire-tube

a. heated gases inside tubes

b. water outside tubes 000

c. used4ror small and mpdium-size industrial

boilers

3. _water-tube

a. heated gases outside tubes

b. water'inV.de tubes

A

65
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LESSON OUTLINE4 1 Aids & Cues
,

c. used for all large stea -electric phower plants

- and many industrial b ilers

4 f4. sectional

a. sections may be joined together

b. either water-tube or fire-tube

E. Draft tems

1. natural

a. difference in pressure Oetween stack and

outside air

b. back pressUre

..XL too small stack

2) too large stack

2. induced .

a. fan pulls combustion products from the com-

bustion chamber and through other passages

Al . forced

a. fan pushes combustion products through

the combustion chamber ,

F. Soot bloling .

(

1. carbon and inorganic ash solids adhere to heat

exchange surfaCes in boiler

.a, deposits must'be removed for good hevitt

transfer

b.' soot blower jets of steam or air

c. particles ate picked up by gases and cause
1

excessive opacity

2.: freqdenCy

a. retommended every 2 or4 hours.

1) little'increase:in opacity

1
2) dust conectot (if,any) not as badly

.overloaded

8 to 24 hours not recommended

1) ,increase in plume density; dust collector-
,

(if any) overloaded
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LESSON OUTLINE 4 1 Aids h 6.1es

III'. ,L3t: the ,OTEerent. .r1wI4loa8 iLL1.0 ftom Euei oil '

ou3t1.011110and expiain which ones ,:an be controlled by

proper burning ?raetices

air poilucuaus torn .01e2. oil,burning

attributdbio V.c fuel grade

sulfur-oxicies -

b. ash

2. affected by.burner desiAn and operation"

a. carbon 1

b. oarbon monoXide

c. aldehydea

d. organic acids

e, hydrocarbons

f. nitrogan oxides

3. poor. burner.design or operation

a. signa-

l) .appre4able odor

2) smoke

3) eye irritation

causes

1) burner.and fuel not compatible

2) burner not properly adjusted

*xi

3) poor draft

4) imProp-4,tuel-to-air ratio

5) .poor mixing

6) insufficient turbulence-.

70 low furnace temperature

8) insufficient time for bUrning in the

110

combustion chaiaber

9) flame hittin side of combustion chamber

10) improper fue) temperature.

11) improper fuel cii.*steam pressure

12) diety, morn, or damaged burner-tips or

.rbtary cup.
67
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LESSON QUTL1NE4

.R.,

B. black smoke and white mnoke

1.(black

el carbon particles

b, unburned hydrocarbons

2. brown or white

...--"-

a. linely divided particulates - usually liquid

1) result from vaporization and condensation

of the oil without combustion

2) caused by excessive,combustion air

(cooling) or loss of flame ?

3. visible plumes accompanying complete combustion

a. large oil-fired steam generators

b. causes

1) inorganic ash particulates

2) sulfuric acid mist
J

'c. particulates

1). dependent ponftype'of fuel.:

illa). dist late - lowash

, b) residual - higher ash content*

2) size

a) ash - 85% are less than 1 ihicron

I

,(except during soot blowing)

b) unburned carbon or hydrocarbons -

larger particles ,

\*

.3) cenospherea

Aids & Cues

a) carbon particles resulting from

incomplete combustion of.rNidual oil
I/

ft) hollow, black, 'spherical, low density

c) size range - 0,.1.to 1,0.micron

4) distribution by type I/

a) ash - 10 to 30%

b) sulfates - 17 to 25%
11

c) cenospheres - 25 to 50%

. #

I/
68
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),ES§ON OUTLINE 4 Aids & Cues

8

5) Ash and sulfates are controlled by fuel

content whlle cenospheres are controlled

by efficient combustion. Modern steaM

generators burning fiuel oil produces very

little,cOmbustible material. Visible

emissions from these plants are eSsentially

attributed to finely-arvided inorganic

materials - notably sulfur trioxide and

inorganic materials.

d. sulfur oxides

1) distribution in exhaust gases

a) SO
2
- 95% colorless.

b) SO
3

5% can combine with water vapor

and condense to. form visible sulfuric

acid Mist

2) sulfur trioxide

a) conceptrations are negligible in small

'equipment and increase as equipment

sizes, firebox temperature, and sulfu
_

content of fuel increasel

b) acidifies partfeulate matrr acid

.spotiing

c) causes of increav in SO3 emissions-
.

,high combustion temperature, too

much excess airs fpel sulfur content,

dirt on heat exchanger tubes and

small quantities of metallic metals

contained in the fuel acting as an

'oxidation catalyst (V, Mn, Fe, and

Ni)

d)" shade of plume varies with

weather and norticOnte composition

69
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LESSON OUTLINE 4 Aids & Cues

Iv.

e) detached plume - caused by SO3 reach-

ing its dew-point at some sma41.

distance downstream from the lip

of the stack.

C. Control equipment for residual oil-fired combustion

1. centrifugal or cyclone collectors

a. not pfftcient in removing particles less than

5. n.cron8

b. used primarily for control during soot blowing

2. electrostatic precipitators

a. can cut particulate loading by

b. 503 emissions cut by

3. fabric filters - potentially important in the

future

Summary
0

Fuel oils used in combustion are of two types .distillate

and residual. The distillate oils are low in ash and sulfur

content and thus produce visible plumes only when there is in-,

comp-Me coMbustion. -Residual oils are higher in sulfur and

ash sothat even under good combustion conditions visible

pluloes consisting of inorganic ash or sulfuric acid mist may be

emitted. These visible emissiOns Can be controlled by electroi.

static precipitators and fabric filters may come into increas-
e

ing use.

With careful attention to such things as burner mainten-
$

anc and adjustment, proper fuel usage, preheating 'of fuel,

and correct soot blowing schedules, there should be no illegal

black plumes from the combuStion of residual.fuel oil.

/ .

Note: At MI option the course director may replace this

lecture with the film strip entitled "Cdmbustion

Testing." This film strip is included in the Sources o

4Course Materials listing.
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I1STRUCTOR4
LESSON PLAN 0

i

Subject: COMBUSTION OF COAL-7CORRECT PRACTICES:
.

4
.

Objec ve: Student should be able to list the types of coal, differentiaNe

between proximate and ultimate analyses, differentiate between the

the va ous colors of coal:combustion emissions, list the different

of pa iculate collection equipment, and identify the effects of the

on the creation of smoke from coal combustion; coal factors; combustiop

equipment; coppustion factors (time, temperature, and turbulence).

causes of
types

following

\

.Suggested Time: 40 miLtes

Required Equipment: 35 Mm Slide Projector

,it .

'
1 !-;44

;toll OUTLINE

--:.------.-0,--

Aids & Cues

IntraductiOn: 1

i Through the years Tost of the black pl*les emerging from

chimneys have been caused-by the burning of coal. As gas and oil
q , .

replaced coal as the fug% 'heating many homes andother ,

establishments1the amount of black smoke on the horizon

decreased. The installations that burn coal have increased

their-use of more efficient collection devices in order to reduCe

0

-
.

t

,

'

.

the emission of ash and unburned carbon. In recent years, much

emphasis on air pollution control of coal combustion hag-been

g/pon to the reduction of sulfur oxides. ,

.0k

However, the burning of coal is still a principal source of
4

energy for the production of electric power, and coal isiused in

numerous larger'plants. Vast reserves of coal remain to be mined

and burned. You shouldsunderstand the tethods that have been de-
,

.weloped for

)

burning Coal and what effect they have, on the.visible

emiSsions. The composition orrthe coal vaties. For exaMple,' mines

in Wyoming produce coal that. has characteristics differentfrom'

West Virginia Coal. These differences require changes 'in the com-

bustion equipment.

Finalp, if coal combustion is producinga plume of an -.

4

$illegal opacity; you must Also suspect that somewhere in the

burning operation one of the 3 Tis of combustion is'not being.

\

11
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--ii.

fulfilled sufficiently, or there is trouble with the. dust collector.

This lecture will cover the classification of coals, ooal
-,

burning methods d ettlipment, and some of the causes of

visible plumes ati1d the preventive practices 0 avoid black

1 smoke.

I. List the variOus.MettiOds for classification of coal and

point out the importance of a coal's volatile matter,

ash, sulfur, and heating value to air pollution emissions

A. Types of coal'

1. anthracite

i. bituminous

3. lignite
e

,

4..\ preparation of coal

B. ComPosition of coal

1. proximate analysis
5-1

a. tvolatile matter

b. fixed carbon.'

c. ash.

d. moisture content

e. other 411,

1) sulfur content

2) heat content

2., ultimate analysis ,
5-2

,
.

f a. hydrogen

.b, carbon
i

4

c. oxygen
.

. d. nitrogen

e. sulfur

t't

f. ash

g. moisture

3. Isize

a. screen analysis

C. Coal composition,and

72.
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1. volatile matterincomplete combustion results in

partially burned .particles: soo4t and black smoke

. ash ,

a. particulate emission

b. high ash coalspower plants

c, lowash coalsretail usage

d. some can be removed in preparation plants

.moisture

a. redgces cok ng in stokers

ib. reduces.dus

.4. sulfur,

a, pyritic sulfur

1) can be removed

2) most of the sulfur is in this form

b. organic sulfur cannctt be removedeconomically

c. combined sulfur

i k
1) in sulfate form

' 2) cannot be removed ecOnomically .

d. high sulfur n'oalhigh in 'all three.forms o

sulfur 0

11. Iqtroduce several terms _that are commonly used tn

? dicusiIasng coal
/
combustion

A. Furnace system Characteristics

1. fuel bed

a. -grate

,2. fuel feeding method

.a. dinderfeed stoker

b. overfeed stoker

c. spreader stoker

d. pulverized

3. air

a. underfire air

b. overflre ale

4. arch

.a. refractory matetial

....r....e.10.0.0
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5. heat exchange equipment

a. radiant heat absorbers

b. boilers

1) fire tube

2) "fife box"

3) water tube

c.4 superheaters

d. economizers

e. air preheaters

6. breeching

a. origidally,'the cohn tingjink between the

furnace and the chi

b. now, May contain s eral pieces of equipment

7. draft,

A. forced

b. induced

c. irlatural
.

furnace

e. draft losses
4

8. Qoke

/ 9. carbon in the as

10. glagging

III. Discuss the basic principles of coSl'combuation'and

.(describe the principal types of Mechanical coal-firing

LSL

equipment

A. Burnirig of doal 0

1. combustion process

a. vaporize solid by iddition of heat

b. burn the gas

11110 4.1.61
.1
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ott

2. burning 2n grates

a. T.overfeed

'1) coal from top

2) air from below

'3) turning from bottom to top in layers

a) layeT of psh

b) oNidationzone

cf), reduction zone

d) top layer ---:.bydracarbons and tars
,

deiven off

4) top layir produces smoke

a) II secondary" or "combustion" air can.

olcidize the volatile matter and reduce

smoke

b. underfeed beds

1) coallfrom below

2) air from below

'
1

3) volatile thatter is driven off at'bottom

of bed and burned in ample air

comparatively littlesmoke produced

e

75
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B. Mechanical coal-firing equipment '

1. overfeed stokers

2. underfeed stokers

a.' single retort--used with smaller boiler

b; multiple retort

3. traveling grate stoker

4. vibrating grate stoker
1

a. increase in fly ash because a agitation

5. spreader stoker

a. coal thrown into furnace
\\

b. paftially burned in styibension
I

c. overfire jets required to reduce smoke from \,

-

the overfeed type of burning

d. particulate .collector required

6. pulverized7coal firing uyit

a.' types

1) wet bottom

2) dry bottom

b. median size of pa ticlea--5 microns

c. used in steam-elecric power and other large

4 dkants
/4

I) 50-.80% of the ash 1n-the coal leaves

boiler as fine fly ash

2) requires high efficiency dust collectors

7. cyclone furn4ce

a. used in large steam-electric power plants

b. fires crushed coal

c. coal and aie circle around a cylind cal

chamber

d. , 85% of the ash is retained as slag

/ e. ash escaping is vely fine
4!"

5-5'

5-6,

5-9

5-10.
I .

5-11
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8. fly ash reinjection

a. used with some types of coal-fir1nv, equipment

b. cinders are returned to grate for tebutning

c, increases total flyash

IV. Itemize the causes'of particulate emissions and visible

plumes arising from the combustion of toal and five some

methods for reducing the visible emissicns

A. Plume composition and plume colors

1. condensed water vaporwhite

2. sulfur trio-Ade and .sulfurie acid mistdetached

bluish-white plume that dogs not readily dissipate

3. organic liquids or solidswhite, yellow, or

brown

4. particulates(including fly 'ash)--light grey,

,--brown, or black

a.. black smoke

b.

1). small unburned or partiällyburned solid

carbon or-liquid hydrocarbon particles

2) caused by incomplete combustion of

volatile part of the fuel followed by

cooling of these unburned ;ttse.r3 until

particles are formedsoot

light grey or brown

caused by the ash of the coal; very.

little free carbon

B. Causes of emissioni.of liroke and particulates

1. coal factors 4,

a. coal size,T,smaller sizes are more easily,

swept up the chimney

b. volatile content

I) high volatile coal

.0,greater portion ofhydrotarbons

which, when not completely burned,

produce soot and smoke

0.
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b) long flame that may strike cool

surfaces of furnace and produce soot

2) low volatile coal

a) burns with short transparent flame
1

c. ash content greater the ash content of the

coal,.the higher the emission of fly ash,

2. combustion equipment and methods

a. type of firing .

1) least generation-underfeed stokers

111 2) greatestgeneration-pulverized fuel un

b. firing rate

1) higher rate results in increased gas

. velocity,vhich causes more and larger

particles to be carried out of furnace

c. furnace\design .

1) smaller quantity.of emdssion from larger

furnaces
.

.

d. secondary air jets

I) .tend to reduce mnissions

e.. fly ash reitidection

1) accumulation ofonsh resulting in increased

emission's

3. improper combustion-3 T's of cistion

a. pgssible reasons for insufficient turbulence

1) insufficient bverfire air .

2) plugged overfire air nozzliks

3) improperly aimed nozzles

4). incorrect burner adjustment o

b. possible reasons for.insufficient temperature

1) too much air (usually overfire air),

which chills flame .

2)- cold firebox - tften cadsed by excessive

furnace draft; start up or.rapid load

& Cues

ote,
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increase

3) furnace too large (low firingrate-low load)

c, possible reasoni for improper distribution of
1

'fuel and air

.1) uneven deptivof fuel bed

2). plugged air holes in grate--

3) clinker that.) shuts-off airlPflow

4> leaky seals aroufid edges of grate

, 5) incorrect burner adjustment

d; proper fuel-to-air ratio and the furna flame

1) good bUrner adjustment

a) yellowish orange color

b) no black tips

c) soft

2) too much air

a) wbilAktr color

b) harder

, 3 too little air

a) black color

b) lazy

c) soot may .form\
C. Control Equipment' for collecting particulats from

coal combustion

1. settling chamber,.

a. used for natural-drat stoker unies

b.' efficiency-. 20 to50 %.

2. largg-diameter cyclones

a, stoker-fired units,-.70-85% efficidncy

b. cyclone ,furnaces7 20:-30% dikiciency

3. small-diameter cyclones'

a. used as IrLleaners for electrostatic

precipithtows or final cleaners

.b. stoker..fired units-85-95% efficiency

.01P*
40.
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c. cyclone furnaces 30744 effi.ciency

4. wet scrubbers

a. used only 'to control emissions during:Soft blowlmg
.r I.

.7

V

electrostatic precipitators-1

a. most commonly used device for large stationary.

combustion-sources

b. best adapted topuiverized-soal udits

V. Summar
.

You Ow know that time, temperature, tgibulence, and

sifficient oxygen, when propeily replatedtan reduce Dr

eliminate the black smoke from theqbUrning
,

you also realize that theseiceya.to good. CombUstionare not:

the' entire answer to the elfminatton-of visib1e plumes.' the :
_ .

composition of the coits Volatije eOntent, aphcCodtent,-
.

and size--is important...SOme types of coal-firing equipment'

are more susceptible to liisibleemiUions thanother..rypeb..

Also, there are several .kindi of devices

particulate matter, but thesd.deviceS have different:efficien

cies and some can do a better.job onvarticOlar. types of
_ .

firidg equipment. You needto,be alert_to all.these.poesi

bilities.when making your investigationd:,Of_emissions frog.

/toal combusrion.

r
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, sr .
Subject: OTHER COMBUSTION EMTSSIOA: INCINERATORS, AGRICULTURAL BURNING,

NATURAL GAS, AND MOBILE SOURCES
, 0

ObjectiVe: elle student should be able to identify the types of incinerators
and the kinds of agricultural burning, state the basic points of a iiisible

mnfssion regglation for mobile sources, and identify the causes o visible

plumes originating from the following: incinerators; natural gas ombustion,44

gatoline engines, diesel engines, and jet engines.

, ,

,

Suggeste6 Time: 30 minutes .

,

Required Equipment:35 mm slide projector .

1

, -

.
.

..
.

1
LESSON OUTLINE Aids & Cues

Introduction: .

,

The preceding two lectures discussed emissions from the

burning of coal and of fuel 0.1... The Ringelmann chart for

judging the shade of black plumes was originally devised and used

for smoke from coal and fuel oil fires.
. .

There are other kinds of burning that takes place involviiv

materials other than coal and oil. Some of this combustion is

done to dispose of solid waste and the energy produced is not

usert, although efforts are being made to utilize the heat from

the incineration ofsolid waste materials. Other combustion
,

from which the energy is nat used included the intentional
1

burning of weeds and cuttings in agricultural\fields and the
. .

accidental burning of bui,ldings d forests.

A consfderable portion of the combustion of fuels,eaday
. .

'--1

involves'gaseline, diesel oil,'"and jet fuel used in tnans-
.

portation. .0
.

All of these other combustiOn prlocesses will produce

visile plumes sometimes cOntinuoUsly arid sometimes inter-

mittently depending upop the type of fuel, the condition
i

of ttle engine or combustion deviee, and the atmospheric .

conditions. In ee plume will not be a Shade
c:

o

..

.

. .

.

.

tol
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of black or greY;but white or bluish of various densities:

Often all or part. of the white will be caused by watere4r.

Sometimes, as in the tase of structure' building fires or

forest fires, there is no offender that can be charged with a

violation under the visible emission regulations.

Thus, the combustion of materials other than coal and

oil are going to generate visible plumes that will present

problems fo-4 the air pollution inspector besides the quee-
r

tion of whether.their density does or does not exceed a pre-

scribed Ringelmann Number or equivalent opacity. You will

also have to judge their composition, whether the local

regulations,apply to them, and whether any change can be

made in their. sources/Ohich Will reduce.the visibility.

You may have to:Oefend your judgm,nts before a judge, a

legislative group, the public, or le operator of a

'source.

I. DescrIbe the Use of burning to dispose of west materal

and the types of visible emissions that are r lated to

incineration

A. Types of incinerators an etr characteristics

1. chambers

a. single-
.

b. multiple

2. incinerators, classified as to size arid use

a. backyard

b. apartment house

c. commercial or induirrial

d. tepee burner

e. municipal

.t pathological

B. Plu colors and their reiation to fuel type

1. dark and light colored plumes

2. moisture in the waste and lielter colored plumes

82
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3 large fly ash.

i

sarticles and submicron particle

4, results of.a s udy of smoke density in relation

to material burqed in a teepee incinerator

C. Particle Collectors ulled on Incinerators

D. Application of higher standards a Municipal locin..

erators

E. Incineration for Agricultural purposes

1. Burning that can be scheduled for hest dispersion

conditions

a. meteorological factors, forecasts, and permits

b. removal of logging slash

c. pre-harvest clearing
4

C. weed and brush removal

2. Unscheduled burning

a. burning for frost prevention

b. disposal of diseased animals or vegetatibn

3. Relation of plume densitY to burning conditioAs

a. combwition temperature.

b.. residence time

c. moisture content pf the fuel
F. Operation methods to reduce smoke .

Discuss emissions frdM combustion clof natural gas

A. ,COmposition of natural gas

1. verylow in sulfur

,2. very low in ash,

3. promote good combustion since it has a

hydrogen-carbon ration > 0.26

B. Burners

1. atMospberic

2. mechanical draft

C.' Visible Plumes

1. white A

6-3

6-4

6-5
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a. vater vapor caused by high amount Of hydrogen

b. occurs more frequently when relaVe humidity

is highmore' moisture in air, lower atmos-

pheric temperatufe

2. black

a. caused by improper operation of burn

b. insufficient combustion air

1. other indications

2. causes

Identify Oe types of engines use4ein surface vehicles and

aircraft, explain their operating principl

they sometimes produce visible smoke.

A. Types of mobile engines

1. internal combustion

a. gasoline and diesel engines

1. cars, trucks, airplanes

2. large trucks, busses, locomotives, ships,

4rth-moving q ent

fou oke and tw stroke cycles
. .

1. intak

'-2. compressi

/Pn3. expansi 4 n
4.

4. exhaust

c. ignition

:1. spark - gasoline

2 compression - diesel' i

2. aircraft .. gas turbine ?r jet

a. compressor, combustior, turbin and tailiape

b. principles ofIdifferent types Of jet engA.nes

1. turbojet

turboprop

3. turtiofan

.1.110...,

6-6; 6-

4

6-8
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B. Visible emissions from mobile sources

1. gasoline engines

a. particulate emissions

1. source

2. composition

3. size, .4

b. colorsrf smoke and their causes

1. white - water vapor

2. blue - burning oil

3. black - incomplete combustion ot, gasoline

2. diesel engines

a. composition of smoke and size of particles
0,

b. engine power related to fuel injected

1. open throttle

2. rich fuel-to-lair ra

c. observance of manufacturer eCifications

and maintenance of fuel system

d. improper seteing - more power and ore smoke

C. Jet engines

1. fuel.-to-0 air ratios

a. low during flight

.b. high during.ttlkeoff and landing

2. cqmpesition of emissions

3. amount ot emissions related ta power settings

4. only 1;deral standards-for,aircraft; enforced only

it

by Federal government

D. Visible emission ordinances.and mobile sources

1. applAed'to automo iles, trucks, locomotives, and

ships

limitations on interstate commerce

b. spoke that'"draws attention" to vehicle

2. not applied to aivcraft Federal enforcement on

emissions preempts state regulations

85
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a. Inspectors not reqvired to make visible emission

evaluations

'b. smoke emissions measured by.Federal Grernment

using reflectance 'test of withdrawn filtered

sample

1.

IV. .Summary

The shade of smoke from incinevition.is Often related to
A,

the:type of material,thai-is being burned. Some materials

should not be burned, and much less smoke will'he created if

those that are burned are disposed Of in multiple-chamber

incinerators.

Agricultural burning should be controlled as much as

yossible by restricting it tn atmospheric condi-
,

tiona will aid dispersion but will not increase the risk

of accidental fires.

Under high humidity and low atmospheric temperature

conditions, the burning of natural gas will produce dense

-white plumes coepsed of water droplet6.

Most of the ekssions from gasoline engines are.

invisible.. However, during Warmup, on cold days there will

be a water vapor plume. Black or blue smokt indicates that..

the engine is in need of repair. Continuous emissions from

a diesel engine also meay an engine adjustment is requiied.

Howevet, sometimes the diesel engine hag been adjusted de- -1

liberately to give more power at the expense.of increased

fuel 'usage and waste.

Jet aircraft engines are not'evaluated for visible

emissions. Instead, Smoke emissions axe evaluated while

the jet engine is being certified on a test stand by the

Federal Government. An exhaust filter sample is collected

and the filter is measured by a reflectance test to mèt

a speciYied smoke number.

86
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INSTRUCTOR .

LESSON PI4N: I

Subject:
NON-COMBUSTION,EMISUONS AND WATEA NAPOR PLUMES

o

Obijective: The student should be able to list severaf industrial opera-
tions in histregion ttiaC emit visible pluthes; desciiibe 04 points im
these processes at which%the emissfons occur, and describe the exterior
appearance of the source of the plume,. He should also be abte to define
relative humidity, rdentify a wet plume, list several sourceb af4wet
plumes, and explain, the, effects of temperature and relative humipy'cl
wet plumes.

Suggested Time: -40 milhutes

Required Equipment: 35mm Slide Projector , I.
o

I

LESSON OUTILINE
81

' a '

Introduction:.

If ark pollutant emissions are categorized, many of the

sources 61-1 -.1_ti'the classifications of fuel.combustiph, trans»

portation, anid,solfd waste disposal. All of,:these can-be Meld.
. .

under combustion. The one major class,of sourced that does not

fall in combustion is called "industrial proces lossesA" The

protes ,pollutants are emitted.in several form mes, dusts-,

\ mists, gases, and.vapors. They cannot truly ik talled imoke

since smoki should be used to d%Ocribe only the visible effluent

resulting from incomplete combuseion'and.consisting mostly of
.

t and fly ash.

These non-combustion polluants may be emitted from many

I/ I ,

oparat'fons including grinding, melting, cooking, and handliii.

. Whether they are visible'or not wiliond on their nature,,

u

It form:

their stze, and, whether they emerge in solid,liqtAid, or gaseous,
(

'

0. Most industries make some provision for limiting the amount.

. ,

. of these Pocess losses rdching the atmospheip. Thus .

cyclones,
,
wet scrui&rs, eleittrostatiu, preoipitatore, -iknd fabric

filters :are standard equipmeAt in mlny pianta. ealfmoval of

4pqrt1culates, vapors, gases, and heat from.the exhauat stream by

Aids 6, Cues
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washing with w4a-te;;TAused in many industries. In this

piocesso-4arge4qttntities of water vapor are emitted to the

air and resUlt in very Visible White.plumes. While these wet=

*Imes are primarily. made up of candensed water vapor,. thy

wiA...alsO generally contain some of the pallutants since no

collector is 100% efficient. "

Of-the, many industrial sdUrces of visible non-tombustion

plumeil I will 2iticuss a fek that are located in and around

this area withadditipnal comments concerning same of the
,

iqdustries that are considered as major, nationwide;-air

pollution ptoblems.
.111.

.

.

.

-, .6.
4 ,

The emisaions from iany of these industries are regulated --s-

.41

Aids & pies

priblarily by ordinancei other than Ringelmann or
.s

opacity;such as,process weight rules. Howèr, the visible
,

emissions regulations arse generally written 'be all

encompassing`ka tat they cove'r fumesA dAsts, vapors,. etc.

The smoke inspeCtor may thus ke required to make density
1

evaluitions on plumes rom so4rces where the problem is not

incomplete combustion.

I would like to.speak.
.) 1 '

st about some evipment and

termipologx that is used in several industried and then go
, .

. .

intothe.description of several industries.(Tbe Inatructor
ms

\Lesson Flail outlined here containEimore,material thak an be

covered in t.he allotted'time.)

The instrUctor shoulditailor this lecture to Ale

i ndustries of his area, discussing the ones that the smoke'

inspector'wp/ Ir. Information is given on several typical

industaes ad assoqated equiPment. If thère'are'industries

in the area that plait isible plumes but are not

described in the text, the.instrdctor should plan 'to take .

"pictures of these souices and learn about tirir operationalo'Na.
procesdes.. He should use yhatever information is avaikable)

from tlie company, itself, engineering bodUa and'other'.

a II

ARk
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reference books%
-

I. .Listo arebriefly describe some metalldrgical terms ) 4

&everal types of furnices, and several types.of driers.

4

A. Metallurgical terminology

1. metals industry,'

a. primary (
I.

b. Secondar%

2. mrnelting

3:- electrolyticireduction

4. Toasting. or catIcining

5. sweating

6. sittering'

.7. quenching

8. refractory material

B. Furnaces

.reVerberatory -.open hearth
,

-2. cupola - used for iron casting&

.

3. electric furnaces

a. direct arc

b, indirect arc

c. resistance

d. induction

crucible

5. pot

Types of driers

1. rotary

a: direct

b. indirect

2. flash L

3. spray

k4. tray or compartment

er

7-2

7-3

I.

89
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-II. DesFribe several of the follloWing industries

poilting out the sources of atmospheric emissions, the

%
.compos$tion of alb pollutants. (for example, dust, iron

'oxide, fume, etc.) the size,of the aerosols, any identi-v

fying color, and theemissions that are combined with

water vapor.

iA. Irop and. Steel ills

"1.
t

blast furnace
-,..

a. the sOplting process, continuous operation

b. operation

,c. emissions .

1. particulates dust cAcher, "elips"

2. carbon nionoxide used as fuel for

the stoved
.

2. sintering plant

a. the process

b. emiesions

(3. open hearth furnace

a. ,
the process (see cl&iCription of rever-

beratory furnaces)'

b. emissions

1..,composition

' 2. size

4. basic oxygen furnace.

a. the process. faster than open hearth

b. emissions

1. comparison with oOn hearth

2. newer and, more'ecoilomical procees, thus

additional and better pollution.contral

is used

5., electric,arc furhac01

a. special uses*

b. ,emissions

1. composition

Aids & Cues

7-4, 7-5

.7-6 .

7-8

90.

:10
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2: control

4-product coke ovens

a. process .

, 1. charging

2., coking

f 3. discharging

4. quehching

b. emissithis

1.. composition

2. emission contrbls'

sc. by-product gas processing

d. visible emigsion'regulati_ons

Gray Iron Foundries'.

'1: gray 14.On and'white iron - definitions

2. -melting and casting of iron

3. emissions

a, dust, smoke, 'oil vapor, ftlme.a

b. size

"p. ,control

coke oven emissions

C. Non-Ferrous Metallurgical Industry

1. aluminum

a. primary
.0

1. electrblytic reduction process

..2." emissions

3. control methods

bc secondary recoverisr

,

l

1. procesq .. 0 .

.
1

2. emissions 0
%

.

.

). cotitfol methods

2. lead and zinc --noften.doneat same factory.

A. primary'
Pit

#

a 91,
1

Aids 'id Ques

7710,

3

1

ioi 4

. )
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'Al. foasting,.sintering, 41elting, and

elecerolytic reduction

2. emissions
/

3. control methods

b. secondary. °

1. taw materials

2. emigeions

3. control methods

3. copper

a. primary
or

1. ,recovery from copper sulfide ore

2. .emii;sions

b. alloys boiling temperaeures and pouring

temperatures

1. bronze Jrimited emissions

2. ' brass considerable emissions

D. Petroleum Refining

1. processes

.a. separation fractionation

b. conversion catalytic cracking .

c. treating

.d. 'blending

2. .catalyst-regeneOatiop .

a. flufa
/

crack*
- )

b. thermoforca.alytic. cracking
.. . .

c.emidsiong

)d. FCC - new so4ce performance standard of EPA

3. airbloWing'of asnalt
..

a. process

b. emissions

4. slUdge burnidk ,\

\5. flares

need
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b. emissions and control

E. Cement and Lime manufacture

1.. cement manufacture

a. wet mixing

.b. dry mixing

c. prodtiction of clinkers in kiln

d. grinding

2. process emissions

a. dusts

b. control

lime manufacture

A. process

b. dust emissions'and their size .

F. Manufacture paper pulp in krft mills
1

J. process separatibil of cellulose.from lignin/

a. cook ng in digester

b. tank:

c. .cellulose to finished p r.or pulp !.

d. recoveryof chemicals from-lignin

2. emissions

a. odors

1. gases

a) hydrogen sulfide

b) methyl mercalAtin

c) dimethyl aulfide

2.' sources

a) , digester ,blow sy4tems

b) evaporators,

c) 'recovery furnaCes

d) lime kilps

93

SO

u
4

.

7-18;7-.19,

7-20; 7-21'

7-22.

7-23

'6
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b. particulates

1.. types

a). sodium sulfate

.0 b). sodium carbonate

carbon.particles

d) 'lime dust

'e) water vapor

s.

2. sources

8

Aids &dLues

4.0

a) recover% furnace fhitney

4 'b) lime kiln
A

c) smelt ,tank, ustidizer? blow tank,
and digester mists

d) bark burning chimney,

G.. Sulfuric aci0 mandfac&ire

1. .basic process

a; generation of SO
2

4, burning of'S

2. oil refinery,H'S %
3; primary emelters

4. power plants experimental

b.* oxidation to SO

4

t

3

c. hydration to H2SO4

methods

a. chamber prbeess little used

"

b: contact process

1. sulfur bu'ring
. 1

2. four-stage converter ,.--yanAlium

pentoxide Catalyst

3. edonomizer cooling

41 absorption tower

,

3, contact process emissions

a., sulfuric acid 14st .

b. tall 'stack from absbrptIon'tower'

or

94:

p.
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parti'cle.size

g. Nigric gcicl manufacture

1. process .

2. cmissjinp

a. ,sources.

e
b. colors

"1.: NO orlcss

g. NO1:- red-orange-bro4h.\

C. collp,o1

I. 'Phosphoric` acid,manu4eture

, .4.0,(thermal or pllosphorous bufining process
1

0
.

0

a. , operations
t

, 1. oxidizing

2. hydrating,
,

3. ,,absorptl,on

emissions-- mist

souroe

2. composft.tion

wet process

a. operapions-

decompbsition of phosphate rock by
sulfuric acid

2. filtering of gypsumffrom phosphtric.a'Cid.

3. concemitration

,eMisdiofts

1. composition phosphate rock contains
N..... fluorine

a) dust

Aids & Cqes

7-25

Sr*

7-26

r-27.

b) fluoride

c) fluoride particulates

d) acid mist

2, sodrceS

95

1 GI

*
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J. .Phosphate fertilizer manufadtute. ,

1. process gnd fertilizers - 70:phosphorous.

0

pentoxIde

a. normal superphosphae

1. mixingof phosphate rock and sulfuric
e.acid

2. "dennine

.3,. drying'

. b. tripp superphosphate

1. miring of'phosphate rock and phosphoric
_

/ acid- continuous proce'ss

2. alternate treatments,

c. diammonium phoseate

d. granulation of the fertilizer

2, .emissions .

4. gases

CI !

. I

..,

1. silicon.tetrafluoilide_

2., hydrogen flu6r'ide 1
0

patticulate dusts - visible
). .

.1. sources (
a): diYing

b) handling.
\

c) drying and s
.

oring
-

d) granulatiOn and blending

2, control methods-

K. Paint and varnish manufacture'
.

-
.

0,

4 1. procps- cooking of ingredients at high
J -N

_
4

it .. teveratures

21 emissions

:4 a, type

. b. causes

a

96

s.:

.Aids & Cues.

4

.!;#

7-28
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r. Bot-mic asphalt bathing.

, 1., operations

a. conveyini agg'regate

b. drying aggregate

c. heating asphalt .

.d: miasuring out aggregate

e. nmixing

f. delivering to 6uclut

2. .emisaions, dust
P lf

a.. ources

b. . sizea,

c. control'.

7-29

4

1. cycloned

.2.. scrubber--.wet plume.

Soap.and detergent manufacture

% 1. soap makineprocess,

a. hydrolysts

b. boiling

.c. drying

detergent manufacture

a. sulfonatiim

b. ...teutraliiation,,

c. drying:

3. emissiona

process

a. sources'of particulate matter4.
.. .

. 1. .spray drying

,
2. ..banaling.of,dry materials

13: control

1. cyclone

2. wet scrubbe

3. wet type pre 4itator.

dens white
(plume

.,
(.

1. primarily meter vapor

7-30

I

7-31

4

..

. .
4 97 .

4
.1

. S.

a
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N. Watsr vapor plumes

1. wateein the air

a. vapor (gaseous state) -- invisible

b. _liquid or solid visible

2. relative.humidity

a. definition

b. ,how it can be increased

'

1. add moistuie

2. cool** the air(

C. saturation

1. 100Z humidity

Aids SI Cues,

2: more water,vapor, or cooler tempera--

ture results in condensation to_

41.
liquid

3. wet plumes

a. ,white

b. occurrence and duration are dependent

upon relative humidity

c. 'identification

1. 1' wispiness

2. detached plumeifin hot weather will

'not appear-detached in cold weather

3. effect of atm6spheric humtdity

4. plumes containingyater and dust'
.

a. particulate trail remains after SvaPora-

tion of water

a

regulat ry problems

1. wh re to read the plunie

2. .. un ombinid water

3. 4ifficulties in judging a violation',
.(may call;"for,a source test)

5. .objections to wit plumes

a. ground fog and decreased visibility

4

.4

,

7-32

7r33

7-34

7-35

7-36

b. icilo in cold weather

98

r

4.

I.

, .1
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c. xolibinatiOn to form harmful.pollixtant

- d.. aesthetics
p

.

,

6. qources of water vapor pfiallep

a. drying operations

b.-- combustion

haVe

Sir pollution control devices using water

d. % coogng to rebove combulitipn or chemidol
reaction heat

?

7. elimination'of visible wet pinmeg

a. methods

b."

Summary

We have discussed a cross sectioh of industries that.

Vieibtkprocess emiseions. In 'some areas these may be

1. dilution

2.' wrheating

3. condensing the water

'expensive

major sources; in other areas the size of the.manufacturing
_

output may be small and the emissions may,be minor., Some of

these 'processes, likf asphalt botching,. can be found in

Almost every-City; others like primary.stelting,marbe in

only h feW states.

Some processes, like drying in rotary kilns, and equip-

ment, such.as cupolt-Nrnaces,- as well' as controls, such as

wet scrubbers, are found in several industries. By learning

that all, of these put out Visible plumes of particulatee or

witer vapor, you can transfer your understanding of causes of

visible emissions from one procese to anothei and-,know what

to,expect at different types of factories.

When viewing an industrial plant for the first time, yoU

may see one or more stacks.. These may or may At be visible

plumes Coming from these stacks. There may be visible

emissions that are not coming from stacks. The emissions may

WA

...10.1.

99

kV
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be continuous or intermittent. They my be put out 24 hours

a day or onlir8 hours a day. they may or may notle accom-
\ 44panied by odors.

.

I now expect o'be able to,look at a plant and.be

:mable to maklimental ca, emts like:
..

, "That stack is puttong ont smoke from a Combustion

process, usettoproduceOheat or power."

"That white plume is oming from a wet scrubber.being

used to remove the rticles from the exhauSt gases."11
,

"Although there is no visible^plume from that tall thin.

. etack, air pollutants are being emitted. They may be

sulfur dioxide or sulfur trioxide."
r . .

"Thgt rotary,drum.must be putting out dust emissions.

If I cannot see them, then they are being.collected by

some 'device." "

These are etsorters.

.processes, their emissions, and points of emission. Observe

factories in operation and compare them with process flow

charts that you .can find in engineering books and journals.

Ask questions. Little by little your,knowledge.will

Keep learning about industrial

increase.

lop

\two.

4

6



'Slide

Number

7-32.

,14.41

4 4 ,

35 mm Slides De6cribing Watgr aumes

-4,

Short water plumes from natural gas power plant stacks and
long particulates plume from plant manufacturing refractory(
materials. Moss Landing, California (Photo by John Maloney,
Salinas, Carif.)-

(-
Devription

7-33. Detached plume, natural gas industrial boiler...Columbus,

Ohio

.7234

-

High humidity on c ld autumn morqing, brewery. Columbu;,.
g) ^

Ohio

7-35
Low humidity on warm autumn afternoon, brewery.

k

l bus,

Ohio

Particulate trail after water has evaporated .

4

01'

011
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;INSTRUCTOR Q
'LESSONPLAN 0

or

C ASSIFI'CATION AND dDENTIFICATICIN OF.SOURCES

ObjectiVe: The student should be able to' list te items he should reCord

in the field when describing a p1uhi, define fugitive ethissions, and

state the clues that can, aiA.-Itim-in identifying the sources of visible.

plumes.'

Suggested time: - 40 minutes

Required Equipment: , 35 mm slide projector

I )

LESSON OUTLINE 'Aids 4 Cues

Introduction: /I

'There are many sources of air pollutant emissions.

For ease in record keeping and in talking about these sources,

it is convenient to categorize them. A description or a control

device-9Kat'applies to one memtier-of the category may be applied

to all mdmbers.- A coal-fired industrial boiler in..one city41s

going to have many of the same characteristics as coal-fired .

inausrial boilers in 'other cities or in'other parts of the s'ame

city.' Emission measurements a few similar sources are stan-

dardized as "emission facbors" and used for all sources of thiS

A .

type.

The ip
1

pector should learn to classify the varioub

sources of visible omission into standai'd categories and to

identify these sources their outward appdarance. Mush of this

'ability'for.idenfification can*cOme only by experience. In this

lecture we can only.suggest some methods Tor identifying typeii of
;

industrial apd commercial sources.

0
k

102

v
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I. Cist some categories into 'which polluaion sources could be

divided and show an all-inclusive classilication system%

A. Source categories

1. mobile and stationary

.2. point.and area

3. Icambustion and non-ebmbustion.

.

4. industrial, commercial, a,,residentitl .

5. subclassification,
I.

4. coal, oil, and natural gra combUstion

b. jet- and piston-poweredfaircraft.
A

B. A'n'all-source classificiition

I. Fuel combustion stationary Sources

2. Fuel combustionmobile sources

Industrial process losses

4. Solid waste disposa4

5. Miscellaneous.

II. Discuss ways in whi.Ch the inspector.cin learn4low to

't identify tRe cause of a visible plume after the plume has

beeh observed.,

A. Information sources

1., associati6

2. engineering books

3. EPA publications

k.

4. photographs of similar sourees.

B. Clues for-identification of specific souices

. 1. company name

2. Directory of manufacturers ok,

3. air pollption files

4; telephonellirectory

5. factory Surroundings and.visible equipment

§. shape 9f, the building

t`-

4

Aidsc&Ct;es

7:o

I),

a

shbw example

t-2, 8-3
8-4, 8-5

40

4,

41

0

it*
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7. stack ot fugitive dust emissions

8. _plume color

doi

10. effects of pollutant

lh\euipment and collection devices

12. variations in.p lume during the day.

-

C. Emission descriptiOn that,inspectox should make

1. natOre,of particulate dust, fume: etc?

2...wet plume?

3. charact\er of ellilgsion4

.a. plume

b.

C.

d.

cloud

haze

fugitive emissions

4. plume categories

d. coning, fanning, etc.
.

4

detached. .

IF
point of dissipation

plume riOe
I,

t,

point where it hits the ground.

D. 'Identification of causes

. .

1. -If source type is knownand inspector understands .
the process, he'may be able to determine the exact

cause.

4

0

2. For combustion emission, the 'colorkof the

, be a help. .

smoke may

III.- Use Selecte d slides to illuStYate different sources,

process equipment and collection equipment that may help

.1.ne ector in ideneifying dourCes and causes of visible

emis

A. Industrial sob es
1

B. Manufacturing pro ess Rquipment

C. Air pollntion cO lection devices.

104,

.

fr.

r
8-7.

8-8, 8-9

8-110, 81., .

8-12, 813

select ;aides
from list at
end.ofothis
lesson

A
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IV.' .13ummary

The ne;4'insPector should use ail his 'detective powers of

careful observatiov-and research to, gain.experience in)he'

/typ.es'of air Apllution pralems u dtr hts jur.isdiction. his

knowledge of,the sources and cause, can aid hiwin dealirig
. I

with his aisociaes,' with the olluters, and'with the public.

He should be able to identi a ckassify in smeral types of

categories all the souçesof visible emissioris which he.will
.. ,

. ,
.

encounter.. .

. t
...

. J

1, Type 9f sotirce 7 industry, commercial, e0tial;
mobj.le'br stationary

. 1 4: ,

,2. Type ol emissions -
,

3. Type of plume ,

t 1-,

4, Part of-164e combustion.or processing system that. is

-. 'causing the problem.
'

4

,

.

f

t

44.

V*
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'hide
Number

8-3
e -

}

.11

4

. .

35 mm Slides for I

ClAssificationAnd Identification of Squrces
I

4. .

Tonic
60

Example of CoMnrehenosive Source

Glassif*Ition.System

. A
Lead and zinc smelter .

Montana
. ,

Portland cement Plant
Fairborn,iftio

,

. 8-4 .. 'Steam electilic plant near

.

A:ColOsibus,Ohio.(coal-fired),

, ,
..

Building housing a 'vatic oxygen

furnace,''Middletown',..Ohio'

ant for removing'fltiorides from
osphate rock Garrison, Montani

4:41

i=7 Steam-electric'power Plant
*11. ,

4 , ,Lawrenceburg, Indiana (spel-fired)

..

Brewery
... .. '

.

. Worthington; ado
,

. .
% .

879 Rendering plant' c-)

,

'. 4

. Columbus, Ohio
. ,

4
:e \_,

4 ... .

Arl0 . Oil' refinery near Houston, Texas
, , 4

i3-11

A plant Columbus.,Ohio

*

gontact prooess. sulfurip'acid

10/

,g412 ksphalt plant, Newtown, Ohio

8-13 A spltit plang, ' Newtown; Ohio

. .

./

Coke pVen tlattAry Toledoi/Ohio
p. .

.\

8-15 Coke oven battery .,Toledo,

.1

tr-

irre

-

#

,) 64n-szient

.Based.an System in
APTD,1135 r

Large stack,.large

slag pile ,

Note' cement hauler '

in front

Note. high tension wires
and shape of building,

. .

Note shape of building
and red oxide plume

,

Note anissions from itack
Vnd fugitive,dust; CoFroded
parts from plant are in
field to left

,
-*;

Note,tream co/or of plume;
tall stack's

'Odor As distinctive; watei
vapor ptlime

...

Odor 14 distinctive; note
stack.type and equipment
in the yard' 4,

Note plumes from flare
and from :Purnace stack

Ate the design of the
identifyinrequipMent--
the four-stage converter&
'with the circular,pieces
on its ide

Uncontrolled

Controlled wi th .scrubber

Shoving of coke gram oven
to- car has jusebegun

All of coke has been push's('
from oven to quench car '

s,
4

4.

3

I.
I
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Topic

Plant for.removing fluoride from
phosphate to be used as.animal lood

supplement ,

Hyperbolic,cooling tower And tall stack

Steam-electric plant Beverly, Ohio

Warehouse Fire Columbus, Ohio

r-
Burning of weds to cleanutr water
ditches Billings, Montana,

Plume from jet airplane
Colukbus, Ohio

'8-21 Diesel-powered bulldozer
-Columbub,.Qhio.

8-22 Fer;Lilizer oanufac'ture

Cincinnati, Ohio
4

.Zinc oxide-manufacture
Columbus, Ohio

8-21

8-24 Truck dumping waste material
,Coluimbus, Ohio. .

..

1

8-25 Open burang at foundry
Co bus, Ohio

8-26 P umes from foundry cupola:-and from
en burning at foundry
olumbue, Ohio

8-27 Conicar bur1tr used for incineration
Evendale, Ohio (wood wastes) °

.4

8-28 Rower plant, Wooil'Riyer, illinois

Ooal-fired)'

SI

8-29 Plant for generating 'steam to:heati
downtown Toledo, Ohio (oil-fired) f

Conical-("tepee") burner at lumber

mill Bozeman, Montana (burning

wood waste),

107

6'

Comment

, Note rotary driers
.

*

W1A'r vapor plume

Note black and brown

simoke

pote white
by burning
containing

smoke caused
material .

water

Taken while plane
was landing

Taken while bulldozet
operator was feeding fuel

get(ad4ed power

Water vapor vlume matches
the clouds

NOte'color of fugitive.
dust

I
Ductof fairly large size,
settles back to earth

r,apfdly .

Note color of sMoke and the.
material being jurmad

Note colois of plumes and
the small.partieles that
stay aloft

li§te that.visible emissions
are present even.with
conveyor feed.

4

4e.

41.

4.8416.
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Nitmber

8-31'

v

A

CemeWplant
:4

..?

Topic,

I 1,4

Comment

near. Ne,Orleans, .LoOisiana Note.r tarAiln and,four
stacit ed to emit particles

* and ilater Apor from different
t

8-32 Litfluid catalytig cracking unit it

letroleum refinery Los Addge1e6,-Calif.

8-33 Petroleum r fnery
A Toledo, 0 o «.

4' *A

8-34 Perti, ize r'manufac ure

Col 11E6 ohio
- A

8-3,5 Kraft rocess jjulp mill

.
Albany, New York,

8-36

43-370,

8-18

8-39

8740

8.-41

. \it
. *.

Asphalt Witching plant. .

WorthingtOn, Ohio;(Scrubber foikco

.Asphalt batching. lan
Worthington, Ohio crAber for control)

#

partii of .the kiln

Pive.narrow timbers art

fractionating (diatillation)
, units;.large diameter Unit

is a catalytic cracking unit

i4aker apoi and dust

S.

.
.

1 ,
-Tall stack
from black fiquor, recovery

unit ;

/A4ernoon, good dispersion;

1), ( water vapor., mai,nly

Early morning, poor
aspersion, inversion

Aaphalt'batching plant (.

.Worthington, Ohio (Scrubber for

gm.

control)

4
Detergent manufacturing"plant
St. Bernard

?
Ohio (aar Cincinnati)

Copper smelter
.

near Salt'Lake City., Utah

Leid smeltet
Eat Helena, Montana

.

8-42 Aluminum reductiOn,plant
Chalmette, Louisiana )

8-43 ,Coke plant .Middletows, Ohio

8-44 .Gre6r.iron foundry Columbus Ohik.

8745:. Blast furnace and four stoves
Toledo, Ohio

.;de
/.

-108

vt.

4.

Morning,I. closeup,'

-

Sp tovier exhaust gives

plome ntaining considerable

water vapor , . fr

.

plume.still containing'
considerable dust/by time
it reaches the ground

(
White.plume blends in with
;the clouds, on this day

Quenching the hp.t coke

with .vater A

Morning-with light wind



Slide
Number,

8-46 Steel mill

8...47 Steel. mil

Topcs

idciletown, Ohio
0... .

plumes over. Gar Indiada-
4

'Thermal:prodess phoaphdric acid plant
Addyston, Ohio (near Cincinnati)

4.0e

Yvnadeorocess-carVOn black plant,
.-Toledo Ohio -

8-56 Diesel truck

8751 Jet emissions

,

8-52 AUtomobileamoke

8_53 Ferry boat

8.54 . Power. plant

00en,hearth shop
1

0
BliaElt furnace and stoves'

Blast furnace during "slip"

Black,smoke froin oil refinery

Oil re nery
4

Of

-

and vapor from paint.manufacture

N tric acid plant

Phdsphate plant, Florida

Phosphate- plant Florida

'Fertilizer manufacture

Kcaft pOp mill

4umber mill

P 109

1,

O.

Comment

Blast furnace and IT

wtrid blowing in &tom

Lake Michigair in the

afternoon -

Plume from tall darrow
stack contains some
phosphorie acid and much

water vaporemissions
from hydrator-absorber
after passing through
abateMent equfpment

No black plume :.

4
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Slide
' Number Topic

8-67 Cement' Pilot

"Cement plant

A

8764 Asphalt batching.plant

8-70 _Tepee byLrner

, 8771 'Open burning.

8-72 ' Open burning-

- Ai .. S.

;

a

a

4.

a

a

4*
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INSTRUCTOR
4. I LESSON PLAN

,

.

Sub ect: RINGELMANN CHART AND:EQUIVALENT OPACIft

iii.

ObjectiVe: The'student shoOd be able tolOefine Ringelmann Number and ,

Equivalent Opcity, identity, the five cArds of the Ringelmann chart,
describe how an obServer is trained to make plume, observations in the '

fiald without a ciDart or other aidS, identify the advantages of visible
emission regulatnns, sed.list the aids and alternative methods for

evaluating plume shades.° 0 -
,

4
t

.
,

.

.
,

.

auggesqd Time: 45 minutes . - .
,

.

.

.

e \._

dRequired Equipment: '35 mm Slide Projector
a

.

.

.

, Ringelimann Chart, .

4

.

.

.
,

LESSON OUTLINE

.

Aids & Cues

. 1
Introduction:

_

Visible emission laws ar.e written
. ,

fled' shade or opacity are illegal,

lighterahade or opacity are legal.,

inspecto se must be trained to disting6ish

e in the 0 tical densitY of plumes.

kir t'a scale must be set,.6 so.
graded from ndksmoke to totaliy olam.or-totally

air pollution re-gulation makers haveAincorporated.for.gray-black

imoke a Scale deyised in France in

engineering professot,Maximilian Ringelmann,

To regulate the optical densIties
,

white or other colors besides gray

.Los Angeles In the 1940's developed

opaCity,which.specifIed that these
1

judged by the amount, of light that

a white plumethrough which an observere-T6uld

65% clarity was considered tO be aeCeptablebut
. .

the observer could see an object with
,

'unacceptable. The 65% transmis.sion
i

the 55% transmission was calied 45%

.

so that plumes of a speci-

but plumes of a slightly

To enforce-these laws

between small variationE

vistble.emissions can be
., .,

opaque. Here, .

0
,

phe 19th century:by an
,

i.

of emissions that were

and black, the' County of

the conCept of equivalent

non-black.plumes should be

they failed to tranSmIt. 'Thus

see an object with

one through which

only 55%.clarity was

was termed 357 Opacity and

opacity. yhen these r u a-

,

.

.

.

.

.

, .

.

.

. .

.

444 &4411114A, 411641



LESSON OUTLIn 9
.

tions for now,black plumee were devised,%theoppcities were

relate&to the already established liMits spt,6y, the Ringel-

.mann scale. ThusIthe opacitieS of non4-black'eMissionsWere

equiValent to'Ringelmann numbers and the termH"equiValent

opacity" Was'derived:

As time passes, the restrictions on acceptable-visibl.

emissions are being.lowered.so that 20% equivalent Opecity. is

,the dividing.point for,.eMissions in most jurisdictiohs or lor

most sources. 'In some-areas and for smile sources, even,lower

opacitieS are required. However, until' emissibms

are.outltwed there must be inspectors who can-distinguish

between shades of gray smoke or opacities of white plumes.

I. Describe the Ringelmann Chart and the extension to

equivalent opacity..

A. Hii;tory. of Ringelmann Chart .

1. developed by Ringelmann about 1890

2. J.ncotporated.into Boston law.in 1910

3. originally/applied to emissions from Coal-fired

Jmilets :
L

4; 'eXcessive emissions for'shOrtperiods in au hour

--'may be allowed for starting up or'soot blowing.

B: Equivalent Opacity

1. California extended Visual standards
P

2. .Pro.ihibited plume.d* any;Color hatng an.opacity

that will obscure an observer's view to a degree

equal to or greater.than.smOke of Ringelmann:

rqimber 2 shade
. .

3. ObserVer glnerally judges.aMount of light trans-

mitted.through both blEick and non-bleak plumes
- .

,a, relates transmittance to reflectance from

Ringelmann'Chart far black-..plumes
0,

b. relates transmittancp to opacity.for now.

black plumes

C. Smoke density add equivalent opaeiCy

Aids

MI

01111

1.
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A

1.

OUTLINE9

0 .6 4

1. aefinition Of density for usp in viltbre.

emissions -- quantity per' uhit'volume4or area

4a RingeImann Chart ±ratie of area occupied by

black grid lines to total area ,*

A

,b.
black3.

'plume --shade of.gray-related to the"
4

Ringelmann hart'de sity
Pr

2; 6pacity degre to whic transmitted light Is

obscured

'Aids .6 'Cues
4 .4

Construction of the Ringelmann Chart show Ringelmann

1.. Four cards with black lines of different thickness
. Chart

2. Blend into.gray areas when'vieweefrom a distande..
(see page 166)

3. Official chart referericed in air pollution law is

publlshed by the Bureau of Mins.
2

4. 6If used in f/eld, ehart should 13e 50 feet
.

: obierver.

5. Readings are made to nearest 1/4 Ringelmann.

Opacity expanded toell vis/ble emissions .

I. First appearAd iq Federal Regisster io 1971

2. Concepts behind que measurement syst6M

-II. 'Discuss t.eguhiting of emissions by setting limits oft
1

theopacity of the emissions and the advantages

ofthis method.
4

Relation of yisual observations to actua weight of

emissidns

1. ,Zor a specific sOurce operating under ilpecified

.conditions, a correlation,has been found-between

.grainaoaditg and opacity but correlation is not-

transferable to other sources.

2. EnSor and Pilat have developed a general theoretd

raationship,betWeen plume opacity and

particulate mass Concentration for,several

substances

L

34 Visible emission standardS'can show that more efficient

113

I 1 )

'
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LESSON OUTLINE 9

combustion may b; required

Aids & "cues.

...If distribution of payable sizes in plume i84

uniform, then r educiniv.concentration of visigle

submicron particles Will substantial re uce

the total weight of 4mi88ion8

B. Cost and oofhparison.with source testipg

1. Observer-inspectorcah.be trained"in 2 to 3 days.

2. Does not require extensive technical backgro

3. One man can make obserirations' of many,sources in. 1

day ;,,,thereas it may require as many as 2-4 men to conduct

a source test lasting seVral days including

laboratory analysis, calculations, and repprts.

4. NO exponsive equipmenTis reguired.

5. Questionpble emissions can be 0.ocated by visunl

observatioh.and then source tests run if needed.

6. Method for controlling emissions that are diffi,-

cult to source sample, e.g. fugitive emissions.

7. Can be used for observatioic of mobile sources

a. .read at point of Aaximdm density

.14,
use stop watch

c. read plume at an angle

d. take photo.

C. Accuracy

1. With proper training and.recertification at least

; every 6 months an inspector can maintain his accuracy.

D. Criticisms of visible emission regulations.

1. CriticisA

a. Opacity or* density varies with position of
1,

4seryer and position of the sun.

opaCity,measurements cannot i eneral be *

s correlated with instruments measuring pol-

lutagt mass rate of emission.

c. Colorless gaseous emissions cannot-be. regulated

\

J 12(
e.

0

i

p.

11



LESSON OUTLINE 9 Aids & Cues

v.,

by visible emission regulations. [4,

d. Without prop'er lighting as a background, vis,ible

.emissign6 dre'difficult to apply at night.

ce., Water vapor plumes may be erroneously judged as

violation of air pollution regulations.

f. miasion regulations can be circumvented by .

(tinting with air prior.to discharge inLo tlw'atmos-

phere or by building a stack of smaller diameter.

2. Many.critIcisms may be surmounted if the Inspector

will always follow standard procedures for observing,

plumes

a. keep the sun in thv 1409 sector to your back.

1"). read pluMe at a short distance above the.Stack

tefore kit has begun 'to spread out.

c. idertify whether the plume contains water vapor

by 1.:.s appearance ,and then 'read.the pluMe at the

point where the water evaporates or if a detached

pluri.e,prior to the condensation of the watrr vapor.-

ff there is'a choice b6tween the two, reaethe'one
A

with maximum opacity.

d. Wait until meteorological conditions improve.

III.. bescribe the variousige(seldom used,.except #5"below)
A

smOke reading aids and alternatiVes to vival evaluation

and'discuss their advantages and disadvantages.

A. Aids

1. smoke tintameter

0 2. umbrascope

a. cannot,measure density less that 60%

V. 3. smokegtope

4. PRS film strip

a. film may change from body heat when carried

in shirt pocket

b. $15 gosp .

5. smoke camarison lharts

a. holdo at arm' s length

115

a

I)
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LESSON OUTLINE 9 Aids & Cues

general disadvantages

a. CApplicable only to.'grarblack smoke

b. give onlir a limited number of Ringelmann
,

N
numbers A.

c. notsignificantly More accurate t4an sight

readitig

B. Alternatives

A 1. photoelectric cell

a..%,mounted in stack

b. Problems

jail) periodic zeroipg

1 emission buildup

.2. lidar

.a, new

iv.
V.

'b. expensive - approximately $50,000,
Sight readings advantages over devices
Summary

Most people with normal eyesight can be trained to deter-

mine the correct shade of white or black emissions wiihin an

average accuracy of 7-.5% as compared with tratsmissometer.

With a regular schedule of retesting., air pollution control

inppectors who have qualified as visible emission readers can

form a strong enforcement arm. By using their visible

emission reading capabilities they can maintain particulate

emissions below a prescribed standard, can identify_sources

for which stack tests should be run, and can do thepe jobs at

a s4aller cost to their agency and.to thetaxpayer than any

ennivalent mochanicel methods of reguloting visible emissions.

9-2

A

116
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, INSTRUCT%
LESSON PLAN

%.
.

Subject: .
.

' QUALIFICATION PROCEDURRS AND. EXERcISE IN RECORDINGFOR QUALITICATION_
'

.
, .

Objective: The student should be able to list the requirements for ...

qualifying as a visible emissions inspection, list the proper procedurc..1
\

&or observing visible emissions in the fielie, and properly fill out
.

the visible emissions training form.
.

. .
.

Suggested Time: c30 minutes

. .

Required Equipment': 35 mm Slide Pfojector .

,.A.'
,L

.

q
. .

L_LESSON'OUTLINE

.

Aids 6,, Cues

,

Introduction: . t

0

' One and a half dayg oelthis course Are devoted to observing

series of black and white plumes to become a qualified ob-

sdrver. I'shall now explain the standard's you must meet to
,

qualify and how the testing runs will be conducted. You *11

record your readings during the test on a training form. )If yoU .

meet the required standards, you must fill out this form com-

pletely and hand ft in to be examined and kept.on record in the

files. Puring this lecture, I sha).1 also phow you how to fill
. _

m
out this form.

_
T. Discuss the requirements for passing the visible emissions

reading proficiency test.

A. Observe 25 whitie and 25 black shades

B. Whil4 recorded in percent equivalent opacity;

blae'k in Ringelmann numbers, or both in opacity.*

e% Deviations allowed .1
4

\
1. black - none of one Ringelmann or more (20% opa'ity)

2. white - ndfte of 20% opacity or more .

.. .

*---,

.

*depending In pur regulations .

.

.

I

.

.

.

'

.

.

,

/ ,

.

et

117
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D. Average deviation for 25 readings is lesi tha

$ .7.5% opacity in.black and white categories

E.. Everything accomplished on one series of runs

F. Training Form to be filled out and turne"in.

Describe the'conduct of the outdoor proficiency tests

A. Fami4arization runs --correct readings announced

B. '-.1Wice run

I.': 25 black and 25 white

2. Studeat td record

3.. Correct readings announced at'completion

4. Student to figure out his score'

C. Qualification RunS
-

1. Repeated for remainder of the course

1. Student fills'out form and records observations

on original andSgne copy. Copy handed ill; student

grades his readings and calculates average
;

deviation.
7,

3. If student qualifies, he should complete entire

form and hand it In. ,

4. No need for qualifying again during this course.

D. Practice runs for Violation citation -- 4he black,

one white

1. Read at 15-second intervals and determine total.

minutes that plumes were above Number 1.Ringel-

mann or 20% equivalent opacity.

,2. Decide whether smoke generator operator was in

violation.

E. Read at sound of horn

F. Use of,. aids

G.. Read under.conditions that, will exist in the field

dark glasses?

0004'

_P

118
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LESSON OUTLINE10 Aids & Cues."
*

III. Reviewyroper procedures for observing smOke

A. Aim is to impxgy.f. accuracy and mai
11
tain a uniform

procedure

B. tnstructions

sun in the 140
o

sect:or to observer's back

2. night--light source, behind the plUme

3: observer at right angle, tw the plume
, e

4. read a foot or two above the stack

5 : contrasting,background (pee discussion --

u (Rethod 9, Federal Register)

' 6. -don't stare'alt plome--'in test,,look at plume
when horn lounds',

V4 concentrate 9, reading; don'tpbe distracted
,

IV. Exp 1, ain how visible emission training form

should be filled out

A. Name, affiliation, date.

B. Time t

C. Location /"."

D. Wind speed

E. TdInd direction,

1. oriedtati.on

2. 16 Points of ampasS

F. Sky condition - all levels

1. clear

2. scattere

3. broken

4. overcast

5. estimation by quadrants

C. Observer's position

1. direction observer is facing

2. relation to sun

H. Run Number

a

1

4.

119
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Observer's Reading

1. black 7 0 to 100 in 5% increments

2. white 0 to 100 in 5% intreme4ts
ei

Transmissometer Reading

K. Deviation columns

1. ekplain minda and plus readings f

2. fill ont in.percent

. .

' L. -Sum and Number

)4. pualification boxes

1. run number

2, number correct

4. excessive deviations
40

4. average deviation

9

.40

a. explain computation

b. white and black figured separately

-N. Examiner

V. .,Use slides to go through a sample visible emission reading

exercise of,5.black,an.0.5 White sh.ades. Have students fill -

(

, 10-7, 10-8, 10-p

out form and make computations in class or.at home in the
i 1

evening.
10-10, 10-1k

-

VI. 'Summary

Aids & Cues

10-2,1073,10-4

10-5, 10.4 1

In the visible emission reading proficiency test you will

observe a series of 25'khades of black plumes and 25 shade's

of White plumes and record these in opacity readings. to

qualify:on this ifst you are required ty complete one

series of 50 readings during which you-must:

A. Read each shade with no deviations of 20%. or

4reater
(one Ringelmann or moreijor black

plumes) .

B. Have an average deviation on both the b14c% .

Eind white plumes of no more than 7.5% on the

Same run. There will be atcleast eight setles

of field runs during which you can.try to quaii0

.1

4



Slid%
Number.

10-1

4.
10-2

10-3

10-4.

10-5

10-6

4 10-7

10-8_

10-9

0
10-10

%OW=

10-1r

c7

4

4

soti

35 mm Slide for

tr

Exercise in Recording for Qualification

p.

Topic

Smoke schpol training form

Steam electric plant
St. Louia, Missouri (coal-fired)

_Steam electric power plant 40.

Columbus, Ohio (coal-fired)

Pathological incinerator,:
New Orleans, Louisiana

Feed plant, Sharonville, Ohio

Industrial boiler at a
cigarette manufacturer
Durham, North CaroIlna oal-fired)

Fertilizer maqufacture
Columbus4 Ohio

-Portland cement plant
,Fairborn, Ohio

Aluminum reduction plant
Chalmette, Louisiana

Sulfuric acidAnufacture
Columbus, Ohio

University power plant
Columbus, Ohio (coal-fired)

1 3 4,*

85%

.90%.

Comment

75% .

,45%

Read at end Of water
.portion of plume 25%

Read at tOp of stack
50%

Read at point where
water evaporated 80% .

II

Read at top of tall stack
JO%

Equivalent opacity,,of
wet plume read at top of,
nearer.stack 10070%

read at point where water
evaporates 0%.,_

4



INSTRUCTOR 1
LESSON PLAN 1,

,

Subject: ,

,

.EASZC METEOROLOGY
$

'

4 :r

Objective: The student should be able to dtfine temperature lapse rate.
and,temperature inVersion, 'identify the types.of lapse rates and inversions;
list'the types of fronts and pressure areas-, and draw the symbols used on
weather maps to designate fronts,and pressure argas. He should also be.
Able to define turbulence and identify its-causea, and describe its effec4s
on Plumes.,

,

, ,

Suggdsted Time: 30 minutes
.

RequAred Equipment: Chalkboard, 55 mm Sl.ide projector
.

A s .

'se .

LESSON OUTLINE Aids & Cues

0 ,

,

Introduction:
1

The problem of air pollution 1as severalaspAcrs.
.

Four
_ .

imporeant ones are sourcq of pollu ants1 transport df pollutants,
.... 4 .v

reception of pollutants, and control of pollutanilt: Meteorologi-

cal factors enter incitially into the transport of pollutants for

theSe factors co rol the direction.the pollutants take away froth
.)-- /

the source, how fast they travel, and how much tiklu_Apread hori-
0

zontally And vettically. .

-f

\Since the control of pollution muit consider transport
..

,and diffusion, meteorology must also be taken into accbunt in

planning contro,1 strategies'. The dispersive charac er4

istics of the atmosphere will determine the relations ip between,
i

source emissions and ambient air quality.
,-

During periodi of high air pollution potential, it is the ,

k
.

measurements of prevailing weather conditions and thc. forecasts of
. 1 .,

future conditions that determine what level of emergery controls

should be activated.
) o

. Meteorology can also control certain phases of the

emission and reception of pollutants. More fuel is burned in
$

cold weather and'more dust is picked up when winds are strong.
lolk

The formation of photochemical pollutants requires the energy

. .

.

.

,

,

I('
,

.

122



LESSON OUTLINE 11

(

from solar radiatinn

Aids & Cues

Scavenging bf.pdllutants:from sthe air by precipi-

tation cleanses the.air but iCcan cause contamination problem

at the Tund. The'corrotiveness of air pollutants to metal

surfaces ill related to atmospheric,huthidity. Sunligh',

temperature,and humidity.must be.considered in aetermining'

the.rate at which pollutants affect vegetatiowt

.
,Discuss radiation, lapse rate, and inversions.,

A. Radiation
4

1. solar radiation

a. wavelengths

b. maximum 0.4 to 0.7 microns

c. reflectedK absorbed, transmit,ted, scattered

d. clear and cloudy skies

2. Earth

a. radiates in longeromavelengths

b. absorption by water vapor

c. "greenhouse. effect"

d. surface as source of heat

B. Lapse Rate

1. def4nition

2. Stability and dispersion

a. neutral stability and dry adiabatic

b. stable - temperature inversion

c. unstable

C. Inversions

1. 'radiation type

a. light wind
4

b. clear sky

c. depth

d. orning break up

123

13

11-2

lapse rate'
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2. subsidence type.

II. DisWss fronts and pressuie areas

Fronts

1. cold

2. warm

3. stationary

4. occluded

5. movement

6. relation to pressure areas

B. Pressure areas

1. highs characteristics

2. lows characteristics

III. Oiscuss articles in the air and their effect Om.

visibility

A. Removal of particles and particle sizes

1. \\ settling >20p

2. mpaction <20p
414

.3. rinout 7 ,0.1 to 1.04 at.clnud level

4. watiout.- >11.4.

5. grow h cf small particles0 moist atmospheres

z
Aids & Cues

v-

11-4

11-5

B. Scattering 4)

1. particle similar in size to vilble wavelengths
A

2. decrease i visual range

3. dry haze

4. damp haze

5, mist- .

haze layer

7. fortl-rd scattering > bward scattering

s

\
134
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4

IV. Discuss water in the air.

A. Water vapor.

4

0

. 1. qnvisible

'2. relative humidity,

a. relationship to air temperature
_

B. Liquid water

1. condensation

a, temperatUre

b. humidity
.

_} 2. clouds and fog

a. particle size,

b. radiational cooling

, o

c. :cooling by lifting or convection

3. precipitation

V. Discuss turbulence and eddies

A. Thermal- turbulence

B. Mechanical tUibulence

C. DoOnwash

D. Eddies._ relationship between stability ,and

; -their growth ,

VI Summary

41i

1

TIce disperSion of pollutants in the atmosphere is con-
.

trolled by the 'wind and the stability of the-atmosph e.TN

lAtmospheric stability is:related to theapse rate of .

tia 46
temperature. The gieater the instability, the.faster a.plume

will,spreqd,out. .

Under inversiOn conditions plumes are prevented from
(..

di persing rapidly. Areas of high pressure are accompanied bn

ih%raions, 'poor dispersion, and hazy conditions. Small
.

partitles the size of visible'light wavelengths uatter the
c,

light and reduce the visibility at these times.

.4

125
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TRUCTOR
S ON PLAN

.

.

Snbject:. .%

METEOROLOpXcAL FACTORS IN,SWE READING..:
.

. (

Objective: ,The student should be abie'tOlist the'effects that.we.ither ,

elements'can hayenn readings of plume.ehade.,-Iistthd procedures the'
smoke obs,ervernhoulcf use to compensate for the effeCis, lild to identify the
informationannweither Mapsihat'is importint, to a gmnke'ittpector:- 'Re
should also be able-to define wind'direction, identifY.the Eeaufort ,

specifiCay.ops fot wind'speed plasseSi,and mike observation's of.cloud
.

cover; land direction,and'wind speed fOr entering on the report form.

(
Suggested time/11: 30 i inutes

*Aft ,

t
P ''

Required EqUipment: kChalkboard and 35 mm.Sli4e Ttojeceor
.. .

.

. .

1 LESSON OUTLINE' .

.

hide & Cnes
.

Introduction:
_

The readings that'you will make ag smoke inspectors may.

be use4 AS, evidence in court. Your testimony should be as ob-
.

jective (just the facts) as possible so that-it nap Stand up unde
..

the questioning ora'defense lawyer. Anyone who Has looked at
, .

plumes.hnt; observed that they nan vary.in shape,.shade,-and

brightness even though the rate of emission from tht stack does
,

nrot change. These variations of the plume are due to variations
...-..,

.of atmospheric elements.such as wind, sunlight, cloudiness, and

humidity. Yob should.understand the effects,of these elements

and,owhere Possible, adjust.your observation procedures to

compensate for these effects. .Whether or not you can compensate.

fpr the effectst You:Should make note nethe(weather conditions
. ..,

on Our oba vatic:in report so that you will have a record of them
0 4

for fuiure refe ence. .

%

. 41/4 .
. .

, s ,
. .

I ' J

.

.
,?.

..

. raasto........ is .
.

. 126
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,LFSSON OUTLINE12 Aids & Cues

.Describe the effects of weather elements on the,reaAings

-oftpIume shade andipoint out procedures for compensating

for theseeffects..

A. Effects

1.. dilution of plume,by strong winds

2. dispersion and downwind configuration of plume .

.related to atmospheric-stibility

3. changingwind direction anethe observer's line
of sigh'through the plume

qr

12-1

12-2

42-3,12-4,12-5

4. Wind speed,.wind direction, and the turbulent 12-7

eddies caused by buildings and other obstructions .0 12-8, 12-9

a-. relation of st5k height to obstructio eight

b. similarity to looping plume-
,

5,.1ight scattering, sun angle,-and the effect on

plume contrast,

6. contrist and-.effects of weather.elements

a. contrast betWeen plume and background

b. Alaumination of plume and background

c: effect of haz9 atdosphere on contrast

d. effect of differentsky shades on contirast

e. seasons, tree leaves, and background

B. IrocedUres for compensating for weather eifects

1. Observe plume at iight angles to the wind

2. Observeportion of plume just above the seack
0

3. Observe Plume with sun within 140 0 sector to' .

youriback

4. Pick outLbaciground that contrasts with color
7

of plume; if passible.

C. fake notes on weather conditions .

II. Explain atmospheric humidity, ,how to estimate the humid-

'itqhow 1.,t affects wet plumes/ and point out that its

variations can help.the inspector to identify wet Plumes.

127.
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A. Relative humidity

I.:, 'percentage of saturation

2. water vapor, licrad water

3. saturation and condensation

4. effect of air temperature on amount of water
vapor atmosphere can hold

S. Estimates of humidity

a. clouds and fog

b. moisture on ground

c. Attic electricity

It; Relative humidity and wet plumes

1. higher humidity, smaller rate of evaporation

2. higher humidity, greatef persistence of wet plume

' 3. colder temperature, faster .coniensation
A

4. detcfled plumes and their relationship to 'air
temperature

5. methods of iaNlifying pfumes containing'moisture
,(

a. rate of evaporation,and wispiness

b. Persistena of non-water particles after
evaporation

c: longer plumes on cok0 moist days'

d. odetached plume on hot days, but not on cold
days

III. Discuss the elements that appear on weather maps and

weather forecasts and point out ttie portions of these

'
that-can be useful to the in,pector.

44b
A. Importance of weather report items to smoke inspector

1. fronts, precipitation

a. comfort-of smoke reader

b. shower orsteady preclpitation

c. .clearising of particles by precipitation and
improvement of visibility

d. precipitati& relative humidity, and wet

.

0

1,2-12

I II :
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LESSON OtTTLINE12 Aids & Cues

2. temperature

a. comfprt.
*

. relative need ar heating and

. detached wet plumes

3. wind direction

a observer position

b. complaints

c. downwash

4. win" speed

a, lution

b. pl me,rie

,5, relative humidity

a. wet plumes

6. lows and highs

a. lows precipitation

b. , highs

(1) low wind speedd

(2) clear skies

(3) detreased visibility, more haze

(4) leks clouds

hs.

6

Puel Combustion 4

7. cloudiness

a. background for plume

b. ' clear *es
(1) night inversion-s and fanning,O.umes

(2) dhy instability and looping plumes

IV. *Int out the.weather obserlintions that the inspector

must enter on s observation form and explain hoW these

'obserl/tions should be made and the.units'in which thty

should be entered on the report.

JO,

129
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LESSON OUTLINE12

Cloud cover

. definition

. measured in-tenths

3. terminology

1!, a. clear

b. scattered

T

. Aids & Cues

4

c. broken

d. overcast
.1

4. estimation by division.oz sky into quadrants

B. Wind-direction

1. direction ftom which wind blows

2. Wor 16 points of the compass

' 3. inspector must know his-orientation to north

4. direction from blowing flags, paper, or grass

,

C. Wind speed

1. anemolpeters and their standard exposure

2. units --usually mi es per hour

3. Beaufortoscale

a. hietary -

b. application to land sites

D. Wind variations

variations with height effect of ground friction
Nk

2. variation during pluMe observation periol

E. Atmospheric stability observation-a--

1. pot required on form

2. ,can be estimated,from time of day and plume shape

-3. can help in stinguishing betweeh mechanical
and thdrm turbulence effects on plume

Surimary'

keteorolo cal elemehts affecting.plume observations

chalkboard,

12-13

12-14

12-1,
12-17,

12-19,

12-16
r2-18
12-20

130
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LESSON OUTLINE 12 J
Aids & Cues

1. Wind speed dilution

2. Wind variability dispersion -)

3. Direction. ofsun --forward scattering greater

than backward scattering

4. Cloudine s..4.!+/illumination of'the pluMe anddthe

k
backgro nd 0

B. Plume reading procedures to overcome meteorOlogical

effects

1. PluMe should be viewed with shn within 1400

sector to observer's backrt

2. Observer should look at the plume from a direction,

approximately perpendicular to the wind direction

3. Observer should view the portion of the visible

plume nearest to Lhe stack;

4. Pick out a backgrpund that contrasts with the

color of the Rlume.

C./ Importance Of Contrasting Background as stated in EPA

,Method 9:

"Variables which may not be controllable in the field

are luminescence and color cpntrast between the plume

arid the background against which the plume is viewed..

These variables exert an influence upon the appearance

of a plume as, viewed y an observer; and can effect the

ability of the'observer to accurately assign 'bpacity

values to the observed plume. Studies of the theory

of *Me opacity and field studies have demonstrated

that a plume is most visibld and presen4 the greatest

apparent opacity when viewed against a contrasting

Ackground. It follows4from tits, and is eqnfirmed

by field trfhls, that tlie ophcity,of'a sikniare, viewed

under conditions where a cOnt,tasting background is

'present can be assigned with the greatest degree,of

.13i

1 4

0
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accuracy. However, the potential for a positive error

is also-the greateat when a plume is viewed under such
_-

contrasting conditions. Under conditions presenting

a less contrasting background, the apparent opacitrof

a plume is less andsapproaches zero.as the color and

luminescence contrast decrease toward zero. As a re-

sult, significant negative bias and negatiVe errora .

can be made when a plume is viewed under'lei3s contrast-

ing conditions. A negative bias dectease's rather than

increased the ppssibility that a plant operator will

be cited for a violation of opacity standards due to ,

observer error.

Studies have been undertaken to determine the magnitude

of -positive errors which can be made by qualified observers

while read'lg plumes under contrasting cOnditions.and uaing

the procedures set forth in t\hia method. The results.of

these studies (field trials) ihich inYolve a total. of 769

sets of 25 readings e#ch are ats follows:

.*

1),For black plumes (133 sets at a smoke generator),
/ 100 pyrcent of the sets were read with a positive

etror of lead' than 7.5 percent opacity; 99 percent

were read with a positive error of.less than 5

percent opacity.

2) For white plumes (170 sets at a smoke g erator,

168 stts at a coal-fired power plant, 2g.8 sets at,

a sulfuric acid plant), 99A)ercent of the sets were

read with a positive trror of less than 5 percent
4

opacity..

its

For a set, positiye error average opacity deter-

k
minedsby observers' 25 observations - average opacity

determined from transmissometer's 25 reCordings.
o

wan. Tow .

132
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LESSON OUTLINE 12 Aids & Cues :

lahe p9sitivetservational error-associated

(
wi h an

of tity-five readings is therefore established. The
. /

accuracy of the method must 1.)(1 taken into account when

determining possible violations of applicable opadity stand-

average,

a ds."

35 mm Slides Describing Plume Types

Siide
Number

12-i Looping

12.T6 Coning (Cement plant)'

12-4 Fanning

1245 Fumig

Description'

Ition (Pulp mill.plume, 7 a.fin., July, Lewiston, idaho)
1

.12-11 Downw 3h caused by building

..11441044.1.404

,a

a

0

Wrap.

1

133,

#
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INSTRUCTOR 1
LESS N PLAN 10)

Subject: )

I,

LEGAL ASPECTS OF VISIBLE EMISSIONS
. .........

..

Objective: The student should be able to differe tiate between common
law and statute law, cite the aecisions in the ,sPpeal'cases of the
Los Angeles, California visible emieSions statUte, identify the require-

ments for a good air pollution law, state the visible emission regulation

in effect in hks own region, identy the criteria for being an expert
witness, and raw the tiles of courtroom behavior fot an\expert mitnehs.

$uggested Time: 40 minutes .

4,

Requirea Equipment: Chalkboard and 35 mm slide projector, 16 mm Soun4 movie

projector Fith 14" takeup reel.

l
LESSON OUTLINE

.

*

& Cues

Introduction: 4. .

The purpose of a visible,emissions regulation is to control.
1

the amount of air pollutants put gut by a stack.or tailpipe" The

law,sets a standerd....a specified Ringelmann Number or equivalent

opacitp percentage that determinen what smoke is illegal. The,

role of the air pollution co trol officex or, inspector is to ..

enforce this law. He observe the smoke emissions and may issue

a citation when he sees a violatpn of the law. .

In this procedure,he is similar to a traffic policeman who

gives out a ticket to a driver who exceeds a specified speed,

this speed having been determined as being unsafe for the pre-.

veiling conditions such as congestion, populationosstreet width,

etc. Jike the traffic,policeman, you the air pollution officer

as part of your job, *ill sometimes be required to testify in

coure concerning your observations.
,

In this lecture we will discuss the body of air pollution

law that has grown up.and which has been tested in 'appeals cases.

To Prepare you for your time on the witness stand, we shall 4/11

discuss several pointers on how to be an expert witdess.

, e iv ,

("Role of the Witness," a motion picture ay berve as the

foundation for this portion 4 your presentation.)
.

. a %

,

)

1

,..

,

.

-

.

,

,
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LESSON. OUTLINE 13

_Di§cuss the development of visible %udssions law
4

A. 'Common law and statute law

common __prove 01" in each case

. statute- black smoke is always a nuisance;

injury does n9t have to be proven in each case

Aids & Cues

<,14. B. Air pollution regulation,Power belongs to the States

10 This power is giNien tip the States by the.10th

amendment

2. TheiState can grant this power to the city or

tounty, .

30 Only 1:1mitations on states' power is in
,

14th amendment

C. Ringelmann Standard and Equivalent Opacity Standard

1. Massachuselts -1910 .

2. Los Angeles -Section 24242

a0 subsections for Ringelmann and Equivalent'Opacity

3. Method 9, Federal Registerl Opacity

' D. Constitutionality tests
S

10 subsection (a)

2. subsection .(b)

30 outcome of California appeal cases

.!1. code is constitutional

b. statutP may adopt USBM publication for

description of prohibited act

c smolr inSpectomcan be considered as experts

d, layman's uncertainty of the dansiity is no

excuse

arbitrarisetting of a RingelmaL Number as

'a standard is matter of discretion

f. observation of h plume density violation

from one direction, is'sUfficient for a court 4

citation.

a

135
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13-22

13-3
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LESSON OUTLINE13 Aids & Cues

Describe the 'reqarements for a good airs pollution law

and list 'some of *Ile standaird and variable terms in

visual'amissions laws.

A. Requirements for a good igir pollution iaw
- IV

1. must have power

2. enforceable

3. reasonable

4., clear and precpe

5. no criminal intent is required'

6. There can be different elkiebion standards for

different sources.
. 1

,

B. Variatidns in visible emilsion regulaions
,

1. di4ferent shades may be regilired

2. different tylles of fources may be included under
. 4

these regulations
,

3. different types of sources may revire different

visible emissions restrictions

4. exceptions to regulations may be allowed during

,
certain periods or for certain sources

a. new fire
i

b. rost prevention

c, iraining firemen.

III. Discuss the.visible emission regulation that is in effect

in the city or state where this course is being given.

A. Limitations

1. density

2. equivalent opacity

3. length of time per hour

B. Exceptions

1. soUrce type

2. new fire

3. other
0

13-5,33316
4

C
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LESSON OUTLINE Aids fd'Cues

IV. Xd.scuss the role of the expert witness in a court

A. What is special, about an expert witness?,
i

1. has special knOwl6dge or talent

2. can testify:to his opinions or conclusions.

B. Preparation for giving testimony

.1. review observatiOns

20 requirement fon making out report completely at

time of violation since case may not come to

court for some time

. 40 over your bestimony with your'attorney prior

to yoUr appearance in court

4. Photographs

a0 know'plant process that was photographed

b0 kne0 weather

c, know camera and film data

5. telephone conversations should be preceded by a

visit with the plant operator

6. Do not becout overconfideAt about court appear-

ances after having.made them several times.

G. Pointers for the expert witne4

1. dress

2. be iesponsivé

3. do not volunteer

4; keep calm

1. be silent if. "objection"

Th. several examinations may occur

is called opt

a. diiect

b. crobs*

c. redirect

d. recross

e. later recall.

8

Show movie
"Role of the
Witness14

el.

13-8
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LESSON OUTLINE 13 Aids & Cues

V. Summary

The visible emission regulatiolLingelmann Number and

Equivalent Opacityand.their enforcement by a trained observer._

have been established for a number of years in various States

and their constitutionality has been su orted by appeals 4

cases. Therefore, the only additional r quiremAnts to make

them effbctive are that the tratn ir pollution control

officer make in observatiOn of violation, record his obser-

vation and the circumitanFes aurrounding it, and when called

upon,.testify before a judge regarding his observations.

In the final analysis, the entire success of the case

against4a' polluter m0ay rest upon the quality of your testimony

in.court and how convincing you are to the judge in your role

is an expert observer. By following the suggestions on prepa-.

ration 114/courtroom bithavior that I have mentionethyou and

your attorney should be able to present a convincing case.

138
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L SO LA 1 lt

(

Subjgct: ,

OBSERVATION REPORTS FOR VIOLATIONS
i

,

Objective: The studgnt should be able to fill out a visible emission

observation report form, preferably the,one in use in his own locality
. .

or statet
to'

.------- .

o

Suggested Time: 15 minutes
.

)
.

Rqquired Equipment: 35 mm_stlde projector

s
. .

,

,

,

LESSON OUTLINE o,

,

o %
Aids & Cues

Trtroductidn
:

The purpose of making a visual observationoofi the degreeof

blackness or whiteness of a plume is to collect evidence of he
.

violation of a law or regulation. To provide a sufficient basis

for Fourt prosecution, the inspector must gather evidence essential

for a prima.facie case that is, a case that, unless contradicted

.

Describe
forms at en
of this . I

lesion plan

,

--)14-1

(Also used
Legal Aspec
LP-13

C
14-2 .

.

AdEtup to a violation of'the law. ,

The inspector ahould conduct his obsevkation with this end in
I

mind. The.report he fills out should be designed so that all the

essential information will be recorded. Appropriate observatipn
.

forms are those used by the U.S. Federal Government as recommended

in Method 9, and used to evaluate visible emission standards for
,

NSPS. -

I. Discuss the,visible emissions regu1aaon(s) that exists in

your-State,, county, or city. t

.
,

A. Statement of specifics, each of which must be proven in

court
.

/1. violator
.

,2. actibn
.

.
,

3. ,source 4.

4. 4hade ..
.

,

: period of violation

139
f
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B. Record and citation form

. 1. assure that ftope data have b4en cNle'cted
\

2, report is n t evidenc by itself

ta. observei expert opinion
4

b. lis testimrc.

Aids Cue$

3. faces to be reported on violition

a. nature and extent

.b. late, time, and location

ca person(s) responsible

d. equipment involved

. cause
f. weather conditions

g. observation point

b. stack involved

Exceptions and special designations

1. specifiee ources uch as incinerators-May be

required to meet a lower Ringelmann standard

2. higher emissions may be allowed

a. for special period

t. 1) new fire

.
2) cleaning fire box

_3) blowing tubes t

4) equipment breakdown

b.' 'for special-sources

1) railroad locomotives

2) steamships .

3) tgansfer of molten metals

4) coke ovens ..w.

'5) gray. iron foundries;

specific sources nu!), be named rather than hsying

'designation of "any source" 41 .

a. .fuel-burning equipment

.b. apartment houses

c. process equipment

d. diespl.motorychiCles

e. open fires

f. tc. r-

' I

..
140
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11. .Explain your-report forms or atypical repoft form ulsed make ovorhend

in your State, county, or eity. Lransparency
praCtigal

Ov%

A. Basic observational informAaon

time,intervals for each 'density or opacity 14-2
0

any.polor Changes withtime of beginning and

ending

3. total violation.time for any standard4Cried

0our, hal'f hour; etc.)

B. . Supplementary information

1. observer location

.2. wth4 direction And speed,

3t 4c1Oud cover and weathet conditions

. 4. ciate and tiMe of observation

.5. name mid :A:ddress'of violator

6. type Of air pollutant

7. description of &puree

8.".,inspector's signatuxb>.--2

C. >Photographs.

.1Illkgod idea for presentiltion in court

2, do not tat(e them\ht same time As the visual

OlmervatTtj

a. the shade on the photo may not match the

obsecvation4

b. proeeslitng may change the photo

3. have complete record of ho haneed and processed

the film

a. can be done by commetcial firm
'

141
.
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III. Summary

LESSON OUTLINE Aids & Cues

The air pollution inspectorshould know the regulations

he is enforcing and be able to relate/the items on his repott

'forms to their,specific uses in making'a record .of his obser-
,

vations that.will stand in court whether he game the *estimony

or someone else gives ieusing his report. Sometime* a case

may not come up until after the inspector has changed jobs.

However, his report A his qualifications as An inspector can

still be used-by someone else in presenting.the case.

qt.

4

,e

0'4

Go
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at INSTRUCTOR 1
LES ON PLAN 1

,

ct:'Sb . ,r /

EMISSION GENERATOR .
,: .

,

4 4.

Objlectke: The studentshould be ablIsto list the important components
of the emission generator and describe how black,and white smoke are
produced and measured by the emisA9n ge141(ator. .

,

, .

.
I

, .

Suggested Time: 30 minutes la 4 .1
,

'

Required Equipment;35mm Slide Projector
0

%
.

,

LES6N OUTLINE Aids & Cues

Introduction:

To qualify you s an expert visible emission reader we use a

device that produce different shades of black or whi e emission.

Before you are exposed tofthis smoke generatot I want t explain

how it oper'ateEk, andt tell you how the field testing portion of this

'course will be conducted. ,
,

Visible emission generating equipment, for use in courses like

this one, can be built by air pollution control agencies or can be.J"'

purchased commercially. At present, the most widely used smoke

generaors are made by Environmental Industries, P. O. Box 441,

Cary, N. C. 27511. It is mounted on a boat trailer for easy

portability. The unit is custom made to the pruchaser's speci-

fications, but the principal features of it are present on all units.

It costs from $8,500 to $10,500. In this lecture I will discuss
.

operation of the Mark II. mode91 of this visible emission generator.

The Mark Il model is nolonger manufactured but is typical of the

currekntly manufactured modeis.

To begin with, it looks V.ke a smokestack on wheels and basically

that As correct. Black .or white plumes can be produced and their

opacity measured. But you will be primarily interested in what comes

out the stack.
.

1

,

the

.

a
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LESSON OUTLINE

a

.1

Deseribe the equipment and method for producing black

and white emissions and for measuring the opacity of

the emissions

A. Black plume production

1. Black plume is produced by burnfng a fuel'with

insufficient air.

2. Generating black plume

a. fuel: Toluene

1) flow regulated by-valve

2) fuel burned on the.floor of combustion

chamber

b. furnace: steel combustion chamber lined with

refractory0 brick..or a double-walled steel
1

chamber

c. density of black plume controlled by

varying the fuel flow rate .

B. White plume production

1. Number two fuel'oil is heated in absence of

oxygen until it vaporizes. It cools and,con-

denses into a white cloud of liquid aerosol

droplets

2. Vaporization ,

a. iheat for vaporization produced bLexhaust

'gasea from gasoline engine

b. fuel oil injected into manifold carrying the'

exhaust from thq engine

vapor iS cooledin the end of the manifold

leading to the bveeching and the stack.

*1.
C. Exhaust to the stack

1 Generated plumes, 'idwother black or white, are

pulled into stack by an Induced-dirt fan.

2. Smoke is dilpted by ambient air Ls it enter tnt

stack. i

144
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T5ansmissometer

10 Components

a. 'light 5!ollEce

b. phototell

2. housink

a, four...footlength of pipe perpendicular to

stack

b. six feet' belowstop of stack

3. Flushing to prevent smoke buildup

.a, one foot of beam length is through the stack

b. other-three feet

1) prevent smoke entrance by using smoke

Stops

2) flush air with fans at each end of the

horizontal pipe .

4. Indication o recording o -transmission

a. percent.transmission of the.light between

source and photocell is relayedlto micro-

ammeter

bc system ealibratfed to read 0-5 Ringelmann or

0-100% opacity. Calibrated in 57. opacity

st,ps,

c, ad tstments

1) zero resding photocell reading w.ith

'
both the white and black plutwn

AP
generating systems turned off

2) No, 5 Ringclmann or...LOU% opacity photol

, cell reading with bulb in transmissometer

pystem turned off.

Other smol$e generating quipment..

'Los Angele':(19(,2)

1, 1174(1( smoke

145
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.

Aids & Cues'.

a. atomizingtype fuel oil mrner

b. larger combustion chanmr
1

C. cooling chamber prey on LS, secone.ary com-

bus tion

d.z forced draft fan-m helps to prevent distor.

smoke exits from.tion of plume by wind 8S, the

the 4tac.k

2. White plumes

Cl .

. A Any available information on other smoke generators
_

1

a. vaporilation of distillate oilis caused by

... heat from an adjacent eombust on chamber

Opacity and density etectioA syst ;

a". eimilat to Mark II .

III. Explain.how the training and testing oP the student

inspectors will be .Conducted during'the field portion of

this course.

A. training plumes are produced ,by a smoke generator and

officially measured by'a transmissométer in the stack.

B. kilns of 25 shades of black ana 25 shades of white

plumes are used

Training begins with familiarization runs of black

shades and of vhite shades.
,

.

D. Rodinp are made at sound,of the horn
'>.

1. Smoke p ssins photocell when horn sounds will

}reach t p of stack at spme time as atudent shifts

his 'vieW top of stack in response to the horn,

2. Genera r o orator will aaempt to keep smoke

out,ft steady for a few seconds after sounding

the horn'

a. wind gusts may cause aryienn in smoke

density atop of stack .

E. Student r.

4
ords his observations.

'I .

146
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F. For testing) runs of 25 black and 25 white, shades are

uvc%1

1, Student must get a satisfactory score on a single

. run 6f 50'shades to qualify.

2. Rcqutrements.
i

a. average deviatiou'on.black and white 6oke

sf not,more than 7.5% in each category;.

b. no reading of the 50 may vary from.the

actual vtilue of one Ringelmann,or more or )

.

by 20% opacity or more-- this is generally

more,stringent of tjle' two requirements.

G. Runs are repeated during the reMainder of the fidld

testing'portion..,

FL Training and testing may e conducted under varimu,;

'414\

conditions

1. Different times of day

a, testing at night may be included if inspectorl

will be required to make nig4 pbservations

. Different atmospheric conditions

a, varying cloud coVer

b.' varying wind speeds

c. Varying sun angles

1. Simulated field readings may.be used during.the

testing pertod. 411

4

TV, Summary

You will be observing shadessof black smoke and shades of

1
.0

white aerosol droplets from number two fuel oil both produce

by our gene ating equipment. ln theetest portion you will

read and r6çord your observation of 25 shades of white plu es

in percent opacity to the neareet 5% and 25 shades of black

plumes (in Ringelmann,number to the nearest 1/4) or (in opacity

to the nearest 570. (Use the one afiropriate for your agency.,)

ti$
e
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LESSON OUTLINE

/

)

-14

1 -
,

'There will be a long familiarization session before the

ltesting begins and short familiarization sessions in between

'testing runs% By training your eye on these f;tmiliarization

runs and by profiting from youi mistakes during the early

i-Ost 'runs you should be'able to become proficient 'at glancing

at the plume for a second and silently noting its opacity

within the required limit of accuracy.

ma, .N.0.510b.

1

.4111111ft

.

4

Aids.& dues

4
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1.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGEN
VISIBLE EMISSIO'N TRAINING FORM

1: Name of Ob

2. Affiliation

31, Date

4. Wind Speed . Direction

5. Observers Ito Rion

Mk

,e

lb

Time

.

Sky Condition

6;; Correctel By

Retord Black and/or White Smoke in Pe'rce,nt Opacity (for example: 5 percent smallest division)

RUN NO,
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19,
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22?

_

.8
. 20

9 21

10 22

'11 23 A
11 .23 ,

12 24 12 24 i

7. Run Number
25

.
,

25

, .

8. Number COrrect
,

7.

9. Number of Plus Deviations , -

Minus
8.

10. Number of Deviations

'..11 'Average Plus Deviations : S1kt_o1Phis
N% ,

Deviations
9.

.

,

.._,..... No. of Plus Deviations

12. Average Minusteviations :: ;um of Minus Deviations .
-

...
No. of Minus Deviations 11.,

13. -Average Deviation ; (Sum of Plus be4iations) + (Sin of Minus Deviations).
12-1.

Total No. of Pleadings
1

.

14. Number of Readings 20% Deviation and Over (or 1 Ringelmann and more) 13.

,. .

A - 14.

..,
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)1,

QUIZ, I

(.

/ 9

1. Which analysis,Would ;mu need to fldid.out hew much ash is in

a coal, proxtmate or ultimate?

1.. .1

2. Are kerosine, and fuel oil for hoMe furnaces classified
411*

as distillate Or residual'? .

3. What are the."3 T's" of combustion?t,'

. 4. WhatOother element is'needed besides the "3 T,Is"?

1.

5. In five words or less for each "T" give an example of the practical

application of each "ir in the burning df fuel in either a furnace,
4

kerosine l or other combustion device.

150
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QUIZ IT

ENercise_in Reco din for Qualific
,

SiLde

-Nylbser

14.

.10-1 Smoke School TrainingTorm
0

,10-2 Steam electric plant
St. LouiS, Mipsduri (coal-fired)

10-3 Steam electric power plant
Columbus, Ohio '(coal-fireN)

10-4 Pathological incinerator
New Orleans, Louisiana

10-5 Feed plant, Sharonville, Ohio

Industrial boiler at a

C igarette manufacturer
Dirham,,North.Carolina (coal-fiied)

10-7 Fertilizer manufacture
. Columbus, Ohio

10-8 /Portland cdment plant
Ohio,

.10-9 ' A uminum reduction plant\
2liaImette, Louisiana

10-10 Sulfuric acid manufacture
Columbus', Ohio

U-iversity power plant
ColOMIrs, Ohio (coal fired

4-

I.

35%

85%

I

50%

75%

45%

C9mment

((

Read at end of water 0

portion of plumel, 25% 1

Read at top of siack'
s. 50%

Read at point where
water evaporated ;80%

Read at top of tall black
.10% -

, Equivhent opacity/of

vet plLme.read.at tPP
ncarei stack 10

read at-point wl
evaporaWs 0%

* Student should be able to identifr each source%type. Other slides

may be substituted at the discretion of the instructOr.

Note: TheseAare the same slides as tilose used in Ldsson PlAn 10

151
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.quIz. III

.0

1. Why will- a temperature invrsion frequently form on cloudless nights?

:

Will cool or warm air hold more water vapoO
.1

.0

3. Draw a weather system with the following parts in approximately

broper orientation to each other:

s') low preesure area

b) cold front

c) warm front

d) high pressure area

A

4. Showthe correct meteorological symbols for A through 11 in 'question 3.

5. Use arrows to show the correct wind flow direction arou

and.high pressure areas.

152
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41

0

.. pistr4cior: Questions should . be selected to reflec.t onlYthatmaterial covered by your course

prsienthtion. Mhenever necessary, the questqops should:be revised,to coincide with-localOr

state'regulations. '-.7-
.

Visible Emissio gExamination
FilIV in the folio for the ime yO4 are taking this test.or for"the

(last time you were ou ide:

Date
4

0

Time

0.

Aind Speed

WiAd Direction

Sky Condition'

True or False

Place a T or F tO the left of the question nUmber.

1,0

I. Smoke is a visible effluent vesulting from incom ete cOmbustiO4.

2. All air pollutants are visible.

3. Solid or liqpid particulates in the air cad affect safe operation of\

sire/aft and automobileS.

4, Dust settles faster than smoke.

5. A white plpme of 60 psercent.oPacity is equivalent to Ringelmann No. 2.

6. -Fluoride dust is a product of poor combustion.

7. 1ilack smoke can indicate that fuel is being wasted.

8. Distillate fuel oils are limited to less than.1 percent sulfur Arid

1 percent ash content.

The particulates coming from efficient combustion are chiefly ash.

10. Sulfuric acid filist is invisible.

Jl. A forced draft is -reated'by pulling air out iof the syst'em with'a fan.

12. .Secondary air jets in a furnacs' tend to reduce emission of tairticulates.

13. Most%tepee burnars.can be classified as multiple-chamber incinerators.

14. lhere is a higher percentage of hydrogen in natural gas.than in

15. 'nue smoke indicates that an automobile engine needs repair..

16. et engines usual* emit excessive visible smoke only on takeof and landins.

.17, La se power pZants ,usually burn coal with low ash content,

153
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.18, The smokS.teading proficiency test requires the inspector to obArve°
50 shadeE of hlack smoke.and read each shade with,no devtations greater
than.251kercent.

.

19. Readings'ehould made et approXimately righeanglesto the wind directioL.

1,20. White plumes shiuld be read againi a contrasting badtground such as
trne.leaves, when-practicable. .

,.

21., An inspector should wear ark glasses to avoid glare whenever he makes
readings!while.looking towArd.the sun.

22.Y6 make.a legally valid observation, an observer must have
Chart to compare with the smoke shade.

23. The lapse.rete refers to th differenCe of ternpraturt with height. C
. .

24. The effective stack height is the distance from the round to tlte top

of the plume after the plume becomes horizontal.

25. When b6th are-saturated, cool air cin contain more water vapor than wSrm air.

26. Pure water plumett tend to be denser on hot days.

27. A pure water plme is wispy and disappears rapid

28. The Ringelmann and the equivalent opacity regu pions are examples of,
common lot, not statute law.

29. In court,'volunteer any information related ta the topic or quettion.

'30. Always meet a plant operator before having tihone conversations
with him.

31. ,_The.white plume from the emission generator is primarily watet vapor.

i32. Wind direction..is dApned as the direction toward which the wind it
blowing.

.Choose,the Correct item or items from the following stfithients and place the

letter or letters to the left of the question number.
*

33. The principal cause' of the blackness of aismoke!plume is *(a) fly

(b). water vapor, (c),sooh, or (d) gases.

4 ,

34. Fumweonsist of (a) carbon, (b) condensed,metal

(d) . liquid paticles.

ash,

35, g visible pollutant gas is (0-mitrogen dioxide, (b).carbon monoxide,

(c) sulfur dioxide or (d) nitric oxide. t.

1454
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36. -The coMponent'of fuel that does not burn is (a) carbon, sulfur,

(c) hydrogen, or (d) ash.

17. Incinerator smoking may be.Tluced by (a) keeping the charging opening

practically blocked by waste, .(b) mixing slow buming material with flash' ,

burning, material, (0, dumping wet garbagAnto the combustion

chamber.

38. Blue smoke-from an automobile is caused.0 .(a) excessive fuel pump

pressure, (b) oil entering combustion chamber, (c) clogged air

cleaner, (d) faulty spark plugs .

39. Clues to the origin of °emissions come from (a) color-and odor of plume,

(b) files of permits for eonst4Fuction and operation,

(C) shape of building, (d) sutroundinga of source.

40. To determine if white plumes have particulates-as well as water, the

-

inspector should (a) read the plume at its densest point, (b).observe

the plume where water vapor.has evaporated,- (c) read the area between

the,top of the stack and the plume when the plume is a "detached plume.".

The dispersion of a plum'e ia influenced by (a) wind speed, (b) tempera-

ture lapse'radb, (c). dew point, (d) depth of show on the ground,

(6) VisIbility'.

Answer each of..the followng questions as directed by placing the answer

to the left of the number.

42. Designate (by C for combustion and P for process) which 'of the following

.plipmes yoU would expect to have originated from combustion of mate4a1

coptaining.carbon and which from the exhaust from an industrial

process:

(a) Black plume froth a tali stack

155



(b) Brown plume from the end of a long rotating cylinder

(c) White plume frem sttall stack at a fertilizer plant

(d) Tlume from a piece of equipment that looki.like an Indian
.wigwari with a cap on'it

(e) White 'plume from a very thin, tall stack

(f) Black plume from the top of a tall tower neaf an oil refinery

(g) Reddish plume& from sevarsl tall qacks on a'Iong building

(h) White plume from a tall stack, accompanied by a strong odor

(1) White plume from a tall, tapered stack on a large, box-like
building; plume generally seen only in cold weather.

43. If the emission generator had only the following equipment operating:

(a) Combustion'-chiMber-

(b) Auxiliary blower

(c) Transmissometer

(d) Recorder

--would it produce and measure white or black smoke?

44. ;Are the,following conditions typical of a high- or low-pressure area?

Write H or L.

(a) Winds blowing in,a clockwise direction around the center

.(b) Lon relative humidity '.,'.

(6) lewslouds,.sunny-ekiee

(d) Low wind speeds

(e) Inversionfievelopment likely.

45. If in December you sawes weather map with the following,symbols located

around your city,
ftlorth

Your

City

.how would you answer the following questions about your smoke-plume

observing activities for the day.of the map?, (Adswer each question to

the left of the question number.)..

156
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111.
(a)

. I

Are the clouds gbing to decrease?

,(b) Is the wind going to be more from the south or from the Irth?

( ) Are the chances of rain going to increase or. decrease?

'If the clOud cover disappears, will thee probably be an inversion

that night?

(0, Had one better wear a
IF

(0 If rain occurred when

coat orjacket?

the-front passed, do you expect better

visibility today than before the rain?

46. List the letters of the following devices or techniques that can

be used for making eye

(d) Umbrascope

(b) Smoke tintometer

(c) Lidar

(d)' Sight reacking

(e)-"Stack sampling

(f) Smokescope

47. State which

turbulence

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Measurements of emissions:.

of the four requirements for good

4

combustion--time, temperature,

suflicent oxygen--is improved by the following:-

aeating the chimney of a kerosene lamp

Building a Eigher chirney by puttiil a tin cadon the top of
I

the kerosene lamp chimney

IF
Raising the,kerosene.lary chimney above-ite base

Using the tuyere (pronounced tweer) on the kerosene

(e) Placing the chimney over the kerosene lam flame

N%.
(f) Puding baffles in the combustion chamber

(g) Using refractory brick in a..combustion chamber

4,

(h) H,Uilding a larger combust,ion chamber

lamp

(i) Introducing jets ofiteam into the flame at the lop f a flare tower

157
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(j) Heating the'air before it enters the furnace
A

(k) Injecting overfire air above a fuel bed

(1) Reducipg the amount of fuel injected into a diesel efigine cylinder

48. Some'requirements:for a good air pollution law are

(a) It must have the authority to reduce contamination

,

(b) It-must be enforceable

At
(c) It must be reasonable

(d) *It must be.clear and precise

(e) It must require proof that the owner of a stadk had criminal

iritent in viclating the ordinance.

49. A proximate analysis of coal gives the percentage by weight of

(a) Nitrogen (f) Volatile matter

(b) Fixed carbon (g) Pieces which will pass through

(c) Ash a 3/4" screen
I

(d) Hydrogen (h) Distillate fracti

(e)8 Moisture content (0 Sulfur oxides

50. State the elements of your city's, State's, or county's visible

emission code or,for a typical city:

(a) Ringelman4 Number not to be exceeded for longerthan

minutes in any period of minutes.

(b) Exception for incinerators? Yes

0 (c) Exception for startup or building a fire? Alsr
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Answers to Visible Emissions Examination
.1%

Name, Date, Wind Speed, Wind Direction, Sky Condition, and Time
are,to be filled out by student using the proper terminology or. symbols..
Entrito do not halte to be checked.

1. T

2. F

3. T

4. T Dust particles are larger and heaviet% than sMoke parAicles.

5. F
6. F

1. T

8. T

9; T \,

10. F

11. F
12. T

13. F
4

T

15. T So does black smoke
/6. T

1. F Typical coals used in.large plants range from 8 to 20% ash.

1. F 25 shades of white, 25 shades of black; no deviation greater than 15%

19. T

20. T

True or False

21. F Inspector should not make readinas while looking in the direction of the

sun. He should not wear dark glasses while making field observations

unless he. woie them during his certification test.
22. F

:4 11.1

23. T

24. F It is the distance to the center of the plume.
25. F.

26. F Water vapor will evaporate more quickly on hot days

27. T

28. F

29. F

30. T An inspTctor should have met a person and be able to identify his

voice before talking to him on 'the telephone. This identification

would be necessary if the inspector should have to testify concerning
a telephone conyersation. 1

31. F It is condensed vapor from #2,fuel oil

32. F Wind diredtion is the direction from whidh the wind blows

33. .c

34. b

35. a

36. d

37. a and b
38. b The other

Complete the Statement

,

answers-would cause black smoke

159\
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39. a b, c,

40. b 'and c

41. a and b

4)

Other'Questions

r- 42. PO) C eLple, coal-burning heating plant

(b) P dust from a rotary drier

(c) P plums from drying operations .

(d) C tepee burner uied for incinerat1Qp

(e) P example, sulfuric or phosphoric acid plant

(f) P or C flare tower
(g) P .open hearth steel furnaces-

(h) P kraft pulp mill, render:111g plant, or breWery

(i) C natural-gas-fired boiler used for heaftng

43. black
44. high preasure area

4

45. (a)' yes
(b) north

. \
(c) decrease .

(d) yes, if the skies clear

\
(e) yes ,

,

\

(0 yes, the-.rain cleanses the air and the stronger winds behind 'the

cold front give better.dilution ,

46. i, b d, f ,

47.. (a) temperature
. (b) oxygen r

(c) oxygen; however it may cool the fire

(d) turbulence ilr

(e) time, turbulence, and temperature
.,

(f) time and turbulence ,
,

(g) temperature

.(h) time; however it may cool the fire if chamber is too large

;(i) turbulence and oxygen .

, (j) temperature

(k) oxygen
(1) oxygen; the fuel to air ratio is reduced ,

48.; a, b, c, d

49.; b, c, a, f

50, To be filled out in accordance with.local regulations.
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....S.RECI.E4CAUMf 'IMR A, SMOKE SWNERATOUdi '4

Generator - Dayton EleCtric Co. 2000 watt

Furnace r 14 glis, steel lined with
GR-woo insulating britk

Bkower - Dayton Electric Co.
IOC 554

Hydraulic Cylinder , 1" piston, 36" reach

4mokestack 14 ga.; 12" 'diameter

Trailer - Neptune Trailer - 1000 lb

capacity

Hitch 7 'requires 1-7/8" ball .

Fuel Tanks - 6 gal.; Outboard Marine

rut-21. 'Pumps - AC Type EP-1 12 volt DC

Fuels - #2 Fuel Oil (White.smoke)
[ndustrial Grade

Toluene

Trailer Running Lights - 12 volts

Fuel Control Valve Whitey #OR F2-A

Flue t'fluent Velocity - 1200.ft/min

Flue Diamet-,r 7 12 inches

Weignt - 900 lb.

Height I Travel Configuration: 7 ft. 6

Erect Configuration: 15-1/2 ft.

Transmissometer Readout - 0-200 microamp DC Triplett Model

320-M or, 0-10 millivolt Recorder;
Yeiser Model 28 4

Photocell -

Bulb -

ExhauseFans N.

International Rectifier 15 N.

PR-16 A

Dayton Electric'Co.

4 161
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S.

STUDENT COURSE CRITIQUE

. For each statement circle the one response that is the closest to y ur opinion.

1. The course objectives were:
1. clrly stated or written
2. sidted or written; but not all of them were clear to me

3. stated or written; but mils'bof them were not clear to me

4. neither stated or written

2. The course cOntent was geared to a level that was generally:

1. appropriate for my background

2. too elementary
3. too difficult
4, inappropriate for my background

3. I think the organize on of the course material was:

1. completely clear nd useful; excellent

2. for the most p clear and useful; good

3. some topics ere organized in a clear and useful manner, while others were not; fair

4. there was little apparent organization in this course; poor

After reading the course mtinual, I think it is:

1. both a well written and useful document

2. a fairly well written document, but nevertheless useful

3. a pdorly written document that is. of limited utility

4. neither a well written nor useful document

5. there is no course manual

5. The timtrequired to complele the homework assianments was:

1. reasonable
2. un reasonable
3. wasted; these assignments wire "busy work"

,4. other

$

NAME COURSE DATE
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6. The amount of time allotted for this
1, sufficient
21!" too I ong

3. too short
4. this course should last

rse was:

k

Vverall, I think this course west
A. excellent

2. g6od
3. fair
4. poor

number of days

(1

8. Given the objectives of the course and the skills required for a meaningful understanding of the material,

I would:
1. recommend this course to a friend without reservalion

2. recommend this course with some possible changes'

3. not recommend this coUrse unless there were definite improvknents

4. not recomr lend this course under any circumstances

9. For future courses, there should be:

1. no substantive chenges
2. more practical application of the course material

3. more theory presented as a basis for the material taught

44. more of a "balance"provided between theory and practical application

10. How did you hear about this course?-

1. employer
2. friend
3. schedule
4. (; (.) n fe re nce

5. other

0
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1

liJ

Z ILI I" Z 0
. U. PI asti circle the one number theirepresents the extent of your.agreement 0 ui us C.9 0 ..e. i

with each of the following statements. READ EACH ITEM CAREFULLY.
cc CC . 165 tc1.....

,..., tl
a ....

0 4 4 0 co 0 z au

11. The course content was useful for my Dipfossional growth,
12. The course content was,What I had 2212ectet

13. The courts content was too complex.

5. 4,
5. 4.
5. 4.

14. The course content was too pimple. 5. 4.

15. The course content wasp to date. 5. 4.

6. During the course I feltphallenaed to learn. 5. 4.

17,.. "Generally, the course materials were presented in an interestine manner. 5. 4.

18. The course content,was well coordinated among the instructors. 5. 4.

19. The instructors were well prepared for ma 5. 4.t class, sessions.

20. The instructors were quite knowledgeable about their subject Ideas. 5. 4.

21. Generally, I understood what I was expected to learn in this course. 5. 4.

22. Throughout the course I received sufficient information on anything

did not understand. 5. 4.

23. The questionsyaised during the lectures were usually answered to my

satisfaction. 5. 4.

24. My background was adequate for success in this couise. 5. 4.

25. The teaching methods used in this course were effective .for my learning. 5. 4.

26. This course contained a sufficient amount of practice exercises. 5. 4,

27. The course assignments were ETsse ul for my learning. 5. 4.

28. The production quality of the audio-visual materials was technically

adequate. 5. 4.

29. The,audio-visual materials aided my uncr....starjcilraof the topics

presented. 5. 4.

30. The final exam accurately represented the materi&1covered in this course. 5. 4.

31. Overall, I was pleased with this course.

32. I think my technical skills and/or knowledge tve been strenethened as

a result of Rs course.
33. I think I will be able to use what I have learned from this course in

my current position. 5: 4.

I consider the most needed improLment in this course to be:

3. 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

/1
3. 2. 1.

3.: .2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

3. 2.

3. 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

1 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

3. 2: 1.

1.

3. , 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

_a._ 2,Y 1..

3. :4 2 . 1.

1

1

The "best" part of this course was:

1 74
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ft

III. Please circle the one number that represents the extent of your agreement
with each of the following statements. REA* EACH ITEM,CAREFULLY.

1

LABORATORY CRITIQUE

>"

Z W

CC° XIII

ur

CC

4
I

34. The lab roc dur s were clearly explained. 6. 4.

35. Assistance s available to,me during the laboratory sessions. 5. 4.

36. The'lab sessions wereoweliorganlzed. 5. 4.

37. The content of the lab was an essential part of this course. 5. 4.

38. The INasSignments were of a reasonable len9L.I.
1

6. 4.

The time allotted for the laboratory sessions was sufficient.39. 5.

40. Thelaboratory instructors were helpful. \_5. 4. .

41. ' The laboratory had an adequatg amount ctf equipment. 5:Th 4.

I consicior the most needed improvement of the laboratory sessions to be:

^

3. , 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

3. 2. .1.
2. 1.

. 2. 1.

3.- 2. 1:

3. 2. 1.

3. 2. 1.

The "best of the laboratory sessions was:

v.

IV, ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

.11.1,

)

11

s

r

0



fey

.!

1. Equivalent to 20 percent black.

2. Equivalent to 40 percent black.

,

4

3. Equivalent to 60 percent black.

4

4. Equivalent tq 80 percent black,

RINGELMANN'S SCALE FOR GRADING THE DENSITY OE SMOldi

'(see 'page 46 for availability
1

of charts)
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